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Abstract
Ocean turbulence is a classic example of turbulent motion, and observations of turbulence
in the ocean lack in regions of complex topography since in-situ and experimental data are
complicated to obtain. As a result, ocean circulation and ow interaction with obstacles
such as seamounts and submarine canyons rely heavily on modelling and numerical sim-
ulation such that these are the only tools that can provide insights and ideas which are
essential to the scientic community.
This research investigated the capability of a stabilized nite element method (SFEM)
based on the nite increment calculus (FIC) procedure, which is one of the most promising
approaches to numerically simulate turbulent ows with a particular interest in its appli-
cation in simulating oceanic turbulence. The use of the FIC procedure allows the solution
of a wide range of uid ow problems without the need of a turbulence model.
The available numerical model was rst validated through numerical simulations of
various test cases such as Taylor-Couette ow, Ekman spiral, lock-exchange ow and cir-
culation driven by oscillatory forcing over a theoretical submarine canyon model. Excel-
lent qualitative agreement with available numerical and experimental data was obtained
through minimal modication of the numerical model using TCL programming codes.
To improve on modeling capabilities, which eventually allowed simulation of oceanic
turbulence, a systematic modication of the numerical model was done by introducing
additional parameters on the governing equation, which is the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. The resulting stabilized nite element equation was subsequently implemented
into the numerical model, and the modication produced a coastal ocean model version. It
was validated through numerical simulations of ow in coastal areas aected by topography,
xxiii
upwelling ow and submarine canyon. These ows are particularly reliant on numerical
simulation, as the extreme nature of their ow makes obtention of accurate and reliable
experimental data dicult or nearly impossible.
The FIC approach has shown the potential for providing a reliable, accurate and ef-
cient method for numerical simulation of coastal processes. The various applications
demonstrated the good performance of the numerical model, and the computational re-
sults agree well with the theoretical and experimental data.
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Chapter 1
Turbulence
I sat
And mused upon the endless struggle and
the ceaseless turbulence in life (Gibran 17-19)
1.1 Introduction
In his poem In the City of the Dead, Kahlil Gibran guratively mentioned the continuous
presence of turbulence in our lives. He must have had very good reasons for saying so since
every day, life gives us a ceaseless glimpse of turbulence in uids since most ows occurring
in nature are turbulent - from the interior of the minutest cells to the impossibly large
eddies of galaxies in the universe. The blowing wind, the ocean circulation and from the
more complex motion of the photosphere of the sun, down to the simple smoke from a
cigarette, are examples of uid ow that exhibit disordered motion in time and space.
Other cases of turbulent ows arise in the eld of engineering, meteorology, aeronautics,
medicine and even in the study of simple technological devices and household appliances of
modern society. These things make the study of turbulence a broad one that encompasses
a wide range of elds well beyond this research work, which describes turbulence with
application to Earth's oceans.
The ocean is continuously in turbulent motion, and turbulence stirs the sea. Turbulence
is an important mechanism in the transport of heat and salinity in the coastal zone, and
it stretches material surfaces and locally increases gradients to the point that they rapidly
and irreversibly diuse at molecular scales (Smyth and Moum, 2012). Oceanic turbulence
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is also responsible for mixing the ocean, dispersing suspended and dissolved matter in the
process. It has properties that are shared by turbulence in other naturally occurring uids,
and knowledge of its eect is vital in understanding ocean processes. Hence, it would be
best to begin this work by presenting the historical background of laboratory and oceanic
observations followed by the general characteristics of three-dimensional turbulence.
1.1.1 Laboratory observations
Turbulent uid ow presents some of the most dicult and most complex problems in
classical physics. For scientists, it is a source of fascination for centuries, and it has
been studied by some of the greatest physicists and engineers though it remains partially
understood. Leonardo da Vinci was the rst who attempted to study the phenomenon
extensively (circa the 1500s). His contributions to uid mechanics are presented in a nine-
part treatise Del moto e misura dell'acqua (Cardinali, 1828) that covers the movement of
water, eddies, falling water, and many other newly-observed phenomena. He named the
swirling ow he observed  la turbolenza (Tsinober, 2004) which became the origin of our
modern word for this type of uid ow (Figure 1.1). From his observations, two ideas
remain up to the present: the separation of the ow into a mean and a uctuating part
and his identication of eddies as intrinsic elements in turbulent motion (Ecke, 2005).
There had been no substantial progress in understanding turbulent uid ow long after
da Vinci's insightful observations until Leonhard Euler wrote down in 1755 an equation
of motion describing the conservation of momentum for a uid with zero viscosity (Ho-
man and Johnson, 2007). Sir Gabriel Stokes' writing of the fundamental equations of
hydrodynamics in 1845, which honor his name and that of French engineer Claude-Louis
Navier (Hervouet, 2007) followed Euler's study. The Navier-Stokes equations model the
ow of a uid with positive viscosity assuming the uid to be Newtonian, with the vis-
cous forces depending linearly on velocity strains. In 1877, Boussinesq hypothesized that
turbulent stresses are linearly proportional to mean strain rates (McDonough, 2007). This
hypothesis remains the cornerstone of most turbulence models.
However, it was Osborne Reynolds' experiments and his turbulent ow papers of 1883,
which were considered among the most inuential results ever produced on the subject of
turbulence. Reynolds' dye-streak studies and other data were the rst to show that the
unifying dimensionless parameter which today bears his name, the Reynolds number, is the
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Figure 1.1: Leonardo da Vinci's drawing of turbulent water (Royal Collection (RLW), Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, RL 12660v, ca 1507).
only physical parameter involved in the transition to turbulence in a simple incompressible
ow over a smooth surface. Details of the history behind Reynolds' experiments and his
papers can be found in Jackson and Launder (2007) and Launder and Jackson (2011).
Following Reynolds' ideas about turbulence, more information was still required, and
Ludwig Prandtl's discovery of the boundary layer in 1904 lled the gaps. Later in 1925,
he introduced the concept of mixing-length, which prescribed an algebraic relation for
the turbulent stresses. Celik (1999) mentioned that this early development became the
cornerstone for nearly all turbulence modeling eorts for the next twenty years. Some
accounts about Prandtl's works can be found in Bodenschatz and Eckert (2011).
G. I. Taylor's works in the mid-1930s led to simultaneous publication of four related
papers (ve, according to Sreenivasan (2011)) entitled Statistical theory of turbulence
(Turner, 1997) which analyzed experimental data generated by wind tunnel ow through a
mesh. According to Lumley and Yaglom (2001), his works became the signicant next step
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in the analysis of turbulence because he was the rst researcher to report on turbulent cor-
relations and spectra and introduced these into the turbulence literature. The importance
of Taylor's works lay not in the development of new results but in his novel application of
these results to the eld of turbulence, which impact lasts even to the present. McDonough
(2007) included studies made by von Kárman, Howarth and Weiner as among the most-
widely referenced works while Benzi (2011) and Lumley and Yaglom (2001) mentioned
works by L. F. Richardson as among the most important for this period.
Simultaneous with the developments in the western world, the Russian school of tur-
bulence emerged. It was the towering gure of Kolmogorov who lorded over the Russian
contributions to the turbulence theory. Shiryaev (1989) aptly commented that One can
hardly overestimate the importance of Kolmogorov's work of the early 1940s in the theory
of turbulence, which promoted further development of the concept and the theory and appli-
cations of the local structure of turbulent motions. Kolmogorov's works, which include the
K41  theory, which details are in Frisch (1995), provided some of the most important and
most-referenced studies in turbulence theory. More information about Kolmogorov and
the Russian school of turbulence can be found in Melnikov (2003) and Falkovich (2011).
Steady progress in theory and modeling of turbulence characterized the post-war period
and the 1950s. Observations in this period were directed to the structural content of
turbulence, and by the early 1950s, the four main categories of turbulence models had
evolved (Wilcox, 2006):
1. Algebraic (Zero-Equation) Models
2. One-Equation Models
3. Two-Equation Models
4. Stress-Transport Models
which were later expanded to include large-eddy simulations (Reynolds, 1976). Batche-
lor (Moatt, 2011) and Townsend (Marusic and Nickels, 2011) are two of the most-often
cited references for this period, but they only treated the statistical theory of turbulence,
and they relied heavily on earlier ideas of Prandtl, Taylor, von Kármán and Yaglom (Mc-
Donough, 2007).
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Among the advances introduced during the 1960s, the most inuential was the intro-
duction and widespread use of digital computers in the solution of turbulence. Its use in
solving uid ows eventually gave birth to computational uid dynamics (CFD), a new
area of uid dynamics.
By the 1970s, a lot of research works were still going on in the area of turbulence
modeling, and new models were being developed and tested. Advances in the theoretical
treatment of turbulence phenomena and the increase in computational power have led to
more progress in the simulation of turbulent ow. Pullin and Meiron (2011) highlighted
some of the most important contributions during this period, which include spectral sim-
ulations, implementation of large eddy simulation (LES) and vortex methods. It was also
during this period that a group working under Brian Spalding developed the form of k− ε
equations that is being used today and other codes that most of today's commercially
available CFD software tools trace their origin to (Runchal, 2009).
The most signicant advances of the 1980s and 90s were characterized by the use
of large scale scientic computation that allowed simulation and measurement of whole
velocity elds at high-delity spatial and temporal resolutions. It was during this period
when most commercially available CFD codes today became possible.
In the search for a solution to the theory of turbulence, it will be interesting to see in
the future new insights which will contribute to an improved understanding of turbulence
and quoting John von Neumann (Frisch, 1995)
There are, however, strong indications that one could name certain strategic
points in this complex, where relevant information must be obtained by direct
calculations. If this is properly done...there is a real reasonable chance of eect-
ing real penetrations in this complex of problems. This should...make an attack
with analytical methods, that is truly mathematical, possible.
A comprehensive review of many decades of turbulence studies can be found in Lumley
and Yaglom (2001) and Eckert (2011). On the other hand, Chapman and Tobak (1985)
presented a slightly dierent perspective on the evolution of turbulence theory. citetDavid-
son2011 discussed a timeline of key developments in turbulence research.
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1.1.2 Oceanic observations
The ocean is a three-dimensional turbulent uid characterized by interacting motions and
processes at all time and space scales. The ow in the ocean is generally turbulent, and
ocean turbulence is extremely dicult to sample because it is rapidly fossilized to rem-
nant wave motions or microstructure and correct interpretation of the measurements is
complicated by buoyancy and Coriolis eects (Gibson, 1996).
The roles played by turbulence in the oceans can be classied into two categories: mo-
mentum transport and scalar mixing (Smyth and Moum, 2000). Momentum is transported
by turbulent motions in a way similar to molecular viscosity, reducing dierences in velocity
between dierent regions of the ow. Scalar mixing, on the other hand, is the homoge-
nization of uid properties such as temperature by random molecular motions. Molecular
mixing rates are proportional to spatial gradients, which are greatly amplied due to the
stretching and kneading of uid parcels by turbulence. Generally, the rates of transfer and
mixing of ow properties due to turbulence are often several orders of magnitude higher
than the rates due to molecular diusion.
The previous section described some of the developments taken from theoretical studies
of turbulence in laboratory experiments. While in the past decades, tremendous insight
has been gained in the physics of turbulence through improved experimental techniques
and computer simulations, the examination of the variability of the ocean over a wide
range of scales in the light of turbulence theory is relatively new. According to Thorpe
(2007), estimates of the rate of dissipation of the energy of the tides through turbulence in
shallow seas were made as early as 1919. Still, direct measurements of turbulence in the
ocean conned to the observation of near-bed turbulent stress were only made during the
1950s. In the 1960s, studies of the spectra of small-scale motions in the tidal Discovery
Passage o the west coast of Canada were done using probes mounted on the bow of a
submarine. This research work was extensively discussed by Stewart and Grant (1999).
Its main objective was to see if the turbulent wake of a submarine could be detected for
a useful distance behind the submarine. During that time, no information was available
about the nature of submarine wakes, and the background turbulence in the ocean.
Nihoul (1980) made a clear explanation of the variability of the ocean with the theory
of turbulence. In his article, he discussed the geophysical constraints which arise from
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the Earth's rotation and curvature and from the stratication and the role they play in
inducing instabilities and transfer of energy to other scales of motion.
Gargett wrote an article in 1989, and it provided the most comprehensive background
and history of some developments about ocean turbulence during that time. Gregg (1991)
did a brief but concise compilation of the history of mixing in the ocean. Caldwell and
Moum (1995) followed with a review of several topics relevant to oceanic turbulence. The
topics include air-sea interactions, mixing in stratied uids, boundary mixing, etc. In
2004, Thorpe broadened the scope previously taken by Gargett to include regions conned
by topography, the shallow seas of the continental shelves and straits.
These discoveries formed some basis for the understanding of the part played by turbu-
lence in the ocean. In recent years, the subject has expanded. It has attained some degree
of importance, and Caldwell and Moum (1995) mentioned that eld experiments achieved
technical progress. Large quantities of data have been generated using prolers and sensors
that make it possible to observe changes in the mixed layer in unprecedented detail. Ad-
vances in computer capabilities have made numerical simulations possible, and the results
gave some indications of the phenomena to be expected. Laboratory experiments, on the
other hand, provided useful guidance.
In spite of these developments, a theory for turbulence that can genuinely guide our
investigations of the ocean is still needed. Numerical simulations always cannot represent a
realistic range of scales of motion since the smallest scales of geophysical ows are dicult
to make. Laboratory experiments can not faithfully simulate the boundary and initial
conditions of the ocean in some respects, and Ferziger et al. (2002) commented that eld
data are rendered uncertain by the fact that the conditions that determine the state of the
ow are never steady for long periods.
These issues, coupled with the fact that turbulent ows depend on an enormous number
of parameters, each of which covers an extensive range, make it challenging to represent
the chaotic nature of the ocean. Moreover, the geographical variation of turbulence in the
sea is still poorly known, and its range of variability is often grossly under-sampled. To
summarize the current situation, Thorpe (2007) said ...Much is still to be discovered and
quantied.
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Oceanic regimes of turbulence
There are many dierent combinations of physical conditions for turbulence in the ocean,
and it is often useful to measure the momentum transfer through a surface. There are
distinctive principal regimes in the vertical structure of the water column where ocean
turbulence has been observed: the surface boundary layer, bottom boundary layer and the
intermediate current zone.
The surface boundary layer and the benthic or bottom boundary are two, very ex-
tensive, boundary layers that constrained the ocean. These boundaries are the sources of
much of the turbulence generated in the ocean, and as Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004)
stated, a good understanding of boundary layer processes is essential for developing an
accurate overall picture of the ocean circulation.
In the ocean free surface, turbulence is created by wind and breaking waves. It serves as
an intermediary in the transfer of momentum, heat, freshwater and particulates and gases
between the ocean and atmosphere. Water and tracer penetrate this surface through pre-
cipitation, evaporation, river runo (when applied as an upper ocean boundary condition),
and sea ice melt (Figure 1.2). Near-surface turbulence creates a mixed layer immediately
below the surface, in which quantities such as temperature and dissolved and particulate
material are relatively uniform in the vertical.
The bottom boundary layer spans the vertical distance between the no-slip bottom
boundary condition and outer, free stream motion. The height of the boundary layer
is related to the magnitude of the free-stream velocity, bottom roughness and the time
available for boundary layer development. At the bed, momentum exchange through the
action of stresses occurs between the solid Earth and ocean uid. Turbulence at this layer
is inuenced by the interaction of the current with the bottom, and the eect of bottom
stress is higher in shallow seas. In coastal areas (Figure 1.3), tides and other currents are
aected by the bottom that slows down the near-bed ow, and the ow around bottom
roughness elements produces turbulence.
Between the surface and bottom boundary layers, is the ocean interior, the intermediate
zone. In the deep water, the ocean interior separates the surface and bottom boundary
layers by vertical density stratications, with each one having dierent properties and
dierent turbulent parametrizations.
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Figure 1.2: Sketch showing momentum exchange between the ocean and atmosphere (Good-
man, 2012).
These regimes will be the focus of this work since these are of particular interest to the
scientic community and where the numerical model will be implemented.
1.2 Denition of turbulence
1.2.1 Physical description
Is it possible to dene turbulence? It is complicated to give an exact denition since
understanding turbulence involves interdisciplinary activity, and it has turned into one
of the most complex and most-studied problems in science and engineering. Expert re-
searchers tend to have dierent opinions on the denition of turbulence however Tennekes
and Lumley (1972), Lesieur (1997), Davidson (2003), Ferziger (2005), Wilcox (2006) and
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Figure 1.3: Coastal area showing turbulent region familiar to many (Realubin, 2012).
McDonough (2007) listed some essential characteristic features of turbulent ows that ap-
ply in almost all physical situations:
1. Irregularity and unpredictability. Turbulent ow is known for its irregularity
and randomness. Lesieur (1997) further explained this characteristic by saying that
turbulent ow must be unpredictable, which makes it impossible to render a precise
prediction of its evolution.
2. Large Reynolds Numbers. The rst question usually asked when considering uid
ow is: What is the value of the Reynolds number? In a mathematical setting, the
parameter Re dierentiates a laminar from a turbulent ow: laminar ows occurs at
low Reynolds number, whereas fully developed turbulent ow occurs at high Reynolds
number.
3. Three-dimensionality. Turbulent ow is rotational and is always fully three-
dimensional. Ferziger (2005) mentioned that two-dimensional turbulence exists, but
it is a very dierent phenomenon and (Davidson, 2003) stated that turbulence could
be treated as two dimensional when the equations are time-averaged.
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4. Strong vorticity. Ferziger (2005) mentioned that almost all ows contain some
vorticity, but it is in turbulent ows where there are strong coherent vorticity and
other areas containing little vorticity. Wilcox (2006) further commented that the
strongly rotational nature of turbulence is essential to its three-dimensionality.
5. Dissipation. As explained by Wilcox (2006), turbulence features a cascade process
where, as it decays, its kinetic energy transfers from larger to smaller eddies. If
no energy is supplied, the smallest eddies dissipate into heat through the action of
molecular viscosity. Thus, like any other viscous ow, turbulent ows are always
dissipative. The cascade concept was immortalized by the ditty written by Lewis
Fry Richardson to summarize his paper Richardson (1920) (Vallis, 2006):
Big whorls have little whorls, that feed on their velocity;
And little whorls have lesser whorls, and so on to viscosity.
6. Diusivity. Another important feature of all turbulent ows is the increase in
diusivity, which causes rapid mixing and increases rates of momentum, heat and
mass transfer. The spreading rate of boundary layers, jets, etc. increases as the ow
becomes more turbulent.
7. Continuum and broad spectrum. Turbulent uid ows, governed by the equa-
tions of uid mechanics, uctuate on a broad scale of time scales and contain uc-
tuations on a wide range of length scales. The smallest scales of turbulent ows are
still much larger than the molecular level; thus, turbulent ow can be treated as a
continuum phenomenon.
Perhaps, McWilliams (2011) gave the most general and useful denition of turbulence.
He characterized a ow as turbulent if it exhibits spatial and temporal complexity through
advective dynamics. Figure 1.4 depicts a typical turbulent ow where an unorderly motion
and irregular pattern of ow can be seen.
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Figure 1.4: Turbulence in a streak smoke from a candle (Lorenzo, 2012).
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1.2.2 Mathematical description
From a mathematical perspective, the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) (Chorin, 1968; Lan-
dau and Lifshitz, 1987) best describe the turbulent uid ow. As it was previously men-
tioned in the historical background, the NSEs were named after Claude-Louis Navier and
George Gabriel Stokes; the former derived the NSE in a paper in 1822, and the latter
published in 1845 a derivation of the equations in a manner that is currently understood.
These equations model the unsteady ows of incompressible Newtonian uids and are from
the basic principles of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The complete deriva-
tion of the NSE can be found, among others, in Batchelor (1967) and Anderson (1995) and
for a detailed and in-depth analysis of its history, in Darrigol (2002).
The basic equations
The basic equations were derived considering the following uid properties:
1. The medium is incompressible.
2. The uid has a Newtonian character which means that it exhibits a viscosity that
remains constant regardless of any external stress that is placed upon it.
3. The uid properties are uniform and temperature independent.
Given the above properties, the following NSEs model the incompressible turbulent
ows in the non-dimensional form:
∂tu+ u · ∇u+∇p− ν∆u = f in (0, T )× Ω (1.1)
∇ · u = 0 in (0, T )× Ω (1.2)
where u = [u, v, w] is the velocity vector with its components in the x, y, z directions,
respectively; the nabla operator is dened as
∇ = ( ∂
∂x
,
∂
∂y
,
∂
∂z
) (1.3)
while the Laplacian operator is written as
∆ = ∇2 = ∂
2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
+
∂2
∂z2
(1.4)
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In Equation (1.1), ν is the molecular viscosity of the uid, f is the body force per unit
of mass and the pressure p serves as a scalar eld to satisfy the incompressible continuity
equation (Equation (1.2)). In the case of incompressible homogeneous ow, the density ρ
is constant. In Equations (1.1) and (1.2), Ω(⊂ Rd, d = 2, 3) denotes the ow region and
its boundary is denoted by Γ.
Initial and boundary conditions
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are insucient to dene a well-posed problem, and appropriate
conditions such as the initial and boundary conditions must be prescribed. For Equa-
tion (1.1), the rst derivatives of time are present, which require the imposition of an
initial velocity eld at t = 0. This velocity eld must satisfy the incompressibility condi-
tion dened by Equation (1.2).
u|t=0 = u0, (1.5)
Since Equation (1.1) represents a system of second-order dierential equation in space,
boundary conditions for each velocity components on the complete boundary of the domain
must be imposed
u|Γ = 0 (1.6)
In addition to these conditions, the uniqueness of the pressure must be ensured by
imposing a zero spatial mean for all times. This is represented as follows:
∫
Ω
p(x, t)dx = 0. (1.7)
To complete the problem denition, Guermond et al. (2004) and Valls et al. (2007)
considered the following vector function spaces which implicitly include boundary condi-
tions as well as the incompressibility restriction ∇ · u = 0. It is assumed that the initial
velocity v0 belongs to H. The parameter PH represents the L2-orthogonal projection of
L2(Ω) onto H.
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X =
 H
1
0 (Ω) if v|Γ = 0
{v ∈ H1(Ω),v periodic} if v is periodic
V = {v ∈ X |∇ · v = 0}
H = {v ∈ L2(Ω),∇ · v = 0,v · n|Γ = 0 orv is periodic}
U = L2(0, T ;X) ∩ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω))
Q = L1(0, T ;L20(Ω))
Glowinski (1992) enumerated various references which discussed the existence, unique-
ness and numerical approximation of the solutions for Equations (1.1) to (1.6). Among
these references include works by Temam (1977), Ladyzhenskaya (1969) and Tartar (1978).
Since all ows must satisfy the NSE, the use of a mathematical approach to understand
turbulence seems natural but since they were postulated, this set of equations has presented
several problems. First, except for a very simple uid ow case like Couette ow, Moin
and Mahesh (1998) commented that the analytical solutions to even the simplest turbulent
ow do not exist. Second, these equations are inherently nonlinear, time-dependent, three-
dimensional partial dierential equations. It is not a single equation; therefore, it requires
a tedious process to solve a set of simultaneous equations that involves partial dierentials,
which eventually leads to a set of nonlinear partial dierential equations.
Things improved with the development of computer-related technologies. The speed
and amount of computations the processors are capable of, are superior and exceed that of
a human. This technological innovation, coupled with the progress in solving ordinary and
partial dierential equations (ODE and PDE), allowed scientists to attempt solving the
NSE computationally. However, their calculations were limited only to ows with specic
properties (2-Dimensional Low Reynolds ows) and using various approximations such as
incompressibility and non-viscous assumptions to simplify the NSE (Kokkinakis, 2009).
Further improvements and advances in the computational abilities of the computer
processor unit (CPU) eventually helped CFD increased the range of ows it was capable of
solving. However, high Reynolds number always introduces the problem of turbulence, and
according to Pope (2000), diculties arise from the nonlinear convective term of the NSE,
which is responsible for the generation of turbulence in uid ows. As a result, turbulence
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remains an experimental problem primarily since there is no widely accepted theory and
that which exists corresponds to ideal cases that approximate the relevant properties of
turbulent ows.
Transition to turbulence
It is readily accepted that the NSE govern the motion of conventional uids such as air
and water, but the challenge is to dene complex motions such as turbulent ow in the
ocean using Equations (1.1) and (1.2). This can be done by considering a nondimensional
form of the NSE for some ow problem characterized by a characteristic length L∗ and
reference time T∗ (Foias et al., 2004; McWilliams, 2011)
u = U∗u′, x = L∗x′, p = P∗p′, t = T∗x′, f =
L∗
T 2∗
f ′
where P∗ = U2∗ and U∗ = L∗/T∗ are reference pressure and reference velocity, respectively.
By substituting these denitions into the NSE, the same equations are obtained for u′, p′
and f′ but involves a nondimensional prefactor that is the inverse of
Re =
LV
ν
, (1.8)
where Re is the Reynolds number, and as mentioned in the previous section, it is the
control parameter that distinguishes a laminar and turbulent ow. The sequence of ow
regimes, as Re increases, is called the transition to turbulence. Tritton (1988) illustrated
the phenomenon using a series of oscillograms at two xed points relative to a cylinder
in a wind tunnel as the main ow velocity is increased. It was shown that the complete
regularity of the uctuations is lost as the Reynolds number is further increased. Reynolds
number, from the physical point of view, represents the interaction of viscous terms and
nonlinear inertia terms in the equation of motion (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972) or to say it
in another way, the relative contributions of convection and diusion (Elman et al., 2005).
In Equation (1.1), −ν∆u is the viscous term and u · ∇u, the convective term.
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1.3 Measurement of turbulence
According to Burchard et al. (2008), to measure turbulence, the relevant uctuating physi-
cal properties must be recorded in a highly-resolved, four-dimensional domain (three space
and one time dimension) and the measurements must be of sucient intensity and duration
to yield robust statistical properties. Turbulence is conventionally quantied by the rate
of loss of the kinetic energy of the turbulent motion per unit mass, usually denoted by ε,
and its units are m2s−3 or WKg−1 (Thorpe, 2004). In the ocean, Thorpe (2007) mentioned
that typical values range from 10−10WKg−1 in the abyssal ocean to 10−1WKg−1 in the
most active regions such as surf zones and fast tidal currents through straits.
Direct measurements of the dissipation rate ε are not possible. Still, estimates can be
obtained using observational tools such as shear probes, Acoustic Doppler Current Prol-
ers (ADCPs) and particle image velocimetry (PIV). Descriptions of these techniques are
provided in several articles (see Thorpe, 2007; Burchard et al., 2008) and several other
methods of estimating turbulence are given in the Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic
Technology, volume 16, pp. 1465-1667. Gargett (1997) classied the evolution of turbu-
lence instrumentation and techniques by decade. She discussed the problems encountered,
disadvantages and the theories behind each of the methods.
However, none of those methods mentioned above is capable of covering the full range of
spatial dimensions and additional assumption such as the isotropy of the turbulent motion
has to be made. The assumption of isotropy reduces the measurement requirement sub-
stantially since only one component of the shear needs to be found to estimate ε (Thorpe,
2007). Burchard et al. (2008) mentioned that to overcome the problem of only covering a
part of the turbulence spectrum, the assumption is that larger scales do not signicantly
contribute to the micro-structure turbulence and the smaller scales do not contribute to
the energy-containing scales. These are only partly justied, and Thorpe (2004) estimated
that the uncertainty is about 50%, which is considered signicant, but ε ranges over many
decades, and he opined that it is often less critical. The measurement of turbulence in the
ocean has proved dicult. As of today, not all technical and operational problems have
been overcome.
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1.4 Overview of numerical approaches
The physical and mathematical descriptions discussed previously gave some indications
which explained the turbulent uid ow. These denitions presented some shortcomings
which prevented experts from having a far from a complete understanding of turbulence.
As mentioned before, the introduction of computers in the solution of turbulence gave
rise to CFD, and this paved the way for the emergence of turbulence modelling as an
approach to nd approximate simplied solutions for the NSE. A turbulence model is a
set of equations (algebraic or dierential) which determines the turbulent transport terms
in the mean ow equations and thus closes the system of equations. Turbulence models
are based on hypotheses about the turbulent processes and require empirical input in the
form of model constants or functions; they do not simulate the details of the turbulent
motion, but only the eect of turbulence on the mean ow behavior (Celik, 1999). For a
turbulence model to be useful, it must have broad applicability, be accurate, simple and
economical to run.
Currently, there exist three modelling frameworks that have been developed to solve the
NSE dierentiated by their concept in modelling turbulence. These numerical approaches
are Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and
Large Eddy Simulation (LES).
The most natural approach to the description of a turbulent ow, where the ow
variables like velocity and pressure are known as a function of space and time, is to solve
the NSE numerically (Moin and Mahesh, 1998). These solutions are known as the DNS, and
its primary purpose is to simulate the turbulent velocity eld without the use of turbulence
modeling. In this method, there are no approximations introduced by statistical closure of
the NSE; thus, an exact solution is gained. Through DNS, one can obtain an accurate three-
dimensional and time-dependent solution of the governing equation where the only errors
are due to the numerical approximation (Piomelli, 1999). All of the scales of interest from
the largest energy-containing scales to the smallest ow features at the Kolmogorov scales
are simulated in a well-resolved transient mode using extremely ne grid and temporal
resolution (Jasak, 2009). Unfortunately, substantial computational resources are required
to perform DNS for typical engineering problems with the present computational power.
To illustrate, the approximate size of the smallest eddies is the Kolmogorov length scale η,
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dened as follows, where ℓ is the integrated length scale:
η = ℓ
(
uℓ
ν
)−3/4
= Re−3/4ℓ (1.9)
Since this is the required order of magnitude of the mesh, the total number of mesh points
N is equal to the volume of the domain divided by the `Kolmogorov volume':
N ∼ L
3
η3
∼ L
3
ℓ3
Re9/4 (1.10)
where L represents the reference length scale.
The maximum typical permissible time step is of the order of ∆t = ∆x/u, thus the
number of time iterations Nt is equal to (Thornber, 2007):
Nt ∼ T
∆t
∼ T
η/u
∼ T
ℓ/u
Re3/4 (1.11)
therefore the total simulation time is:
Computer Time ∝ NtN ∝
(
T
ℓ/u
)(
L
ℓ
)3
Re3 (1.12)
which shows that the total computational time of any simulations increases in propor-
tion with the Reynolds number cubed. As an example, a vortex shedding behind a plane
with Re = 106 requires a mesh with N = 1054/4 grid points1 (cf. the largest grid for
a DNS of an incompressible homogeneous turbulent ow in the world has 40963 mesh
points (Kaneda et al., 2003), and the largest mesh size in the world for the DNS of funda-
mental turbulent ow has 20483 (Arakawa et al., 2007), both carried out in the Japanese
supercomputer Earth Simulator.). While development in computer technology provides a
steady increase in computer resources, the previous example and comparisons show that
the biggest problem regarding DNS is the overwhelming requirement for computing power
in both processor's speed and memory. Joslin (1997) proposed the use of parallel comput-
ers coupled with nonconventional methodologies (e.g., multi-grid) to enable solutions to a
larger class of problems leading DNS solutions at an aordable cost. Still, for now, DNS is
conned to the resolution of relatively low Reynolds numbers. As Smyth and Moum (2000)
1According to Fröhlich and Rodi (2009), DNS of ow at Re = 106 would take around a hundred years
on a computer running at several GFLOPS.
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stated, it is evident that direct numerical simulation of turbulence will not be possible in
the foreseeable future.
Chapman and Tobak (1985)'s account of the statistical movement relates that Reynolds'
observations of turbulence led him to decompose the velocity eld into a mean ow plus
a uctuating component2. Reynolds considered the uctuating ow too complicated and
incomprehensible. He proposed to average the NSE based on the decomposition. This
concept leads to the second numerical approach, called RANS, which replaces the NSE
with a set of averaged ow equations. The non-linear terms in the NSE give rise to the
Reynolds stress term in the RANS. The core element of RANS modelling is to model the
Reynolds stresses, which describe the eects of the turbulent uctuations of pressure and
velocities (Collie et al., 2001). Extensive eorts have been made to close the equations by
modeling the Reynolds stresses. These require developing appropriate turbulence closure
models, known as turbulence models, and many have been proposed in the literature like
k − ε, k − ω,...(Pope, 2000; Wilcox, 2006). Still, these models only seem to provide a
solution to the set of problems they were designed for, and it is unlikely that any single
model will be able to simulate all turbulent ow problems and make predictions. In spite of
this drawback, RANS has been the most popular method used in CFD to date (Kokkinakis,
2009) due to its low computational requirement. The required computer run time usually
scales as OReα with α < 3 (McDonough, 2007), which makes it a viable alternative to DNS
since the required arithmetic is nearly independent of Re. The fact that most engineering
applications only require knowledge of the mean motion and not of the subtle details of
high and small uctuations also made RANS an attractive method to use.
The popularity of RANS models established its dominant role in turbulence modelling.
As mentioned by Jasak (2009), Reynolds averaging is not always appropriate since some
physics may be lost when the uctuation magnitude is substantial relative to the mean.
Moreover, RANS has known deciencies when applied to ows with signicant unsteadi-
ness or strong vortex-acoustic couplings (Grinstein et al., 2007). This lack of consistency
using RANS and the high cost of doing DNS led to the idea of developing another approach
in modelling turbulent processes. This approach is capable of ltering the spatial scales of
the ow into two regimes. The rst, consisting of large scales, can be resolved numerically.
It is simulated using models based on NSE. The second, containing the smaller scales, is
2Da Vinci was the rst who took this approach, see section 1.1.1.
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represented by subgrid turbulence models. This class of methods is called LES. Figure 1.5
can summarize the fundamental concept behind LES. This approach is not very dierent
from mixing-length models used in RANS methods, and according to McDonough (2007),
this is not surprising since early works with LES were actually done in the shadow of RANS
theory. Compared to DNS, the mesh size is larger in LES; therefore, the overall computa-
tional cost is considerably lower. In a typical resolution, the costs reduce to approximately
1 − 20% of a similar fully-resolved DNS (Monokrousos et al., 2008). McDonough (2007)
also estimated that in a 3D simulation the ratio of the largest to smallest scales that must
be resolved is proportional to Re3/2ℓ , where ℓ is the integral scale length; thus, the total
computation cost is ∼ Re2 for LES.
Figure 1.5: Schematic view of a simple scale separation operator. From p. 11 of Sagaut
(2006)
In recent years, the rapid increase in computer power combined with further advances in
numerical methods contributed to the rise in the usage of LES in the numerical simulation
of turbulent ows where previously RANS methods were typically applied and to ows
that remain beyond the reach of DNS. The comparison between DNS, RANS and LES
methods may be summarized as follows (McDonough, 2007):
• DNS is the most straightforward approach, for it does not require modeling, but it
demands resolution of all scales of motion. The resulting total cost of the computation
scales is at least Re3 or even more.
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• RANS requires modeling of everything from the integral scale into the dissipation
range but only computes for the evolution of the mean quantities. The spatial reso-
lution requirement is a weak function of the Reynolds number.
• LES requires modeling of part of the inertial subrange, and into the beginning of
the dissipation scales; thus, it still captures the turbulence dynamics. The aordable
amount of resolution sets the required modeling, and that total arithmetic scaling is
about Re2.
1.5 Motivations
Recently, the ocean and its environs receive a great deal of attention due to its increasing
utilization and importance of its resources. The signicant demand for its development
has motivated both public and private sectors to investigate the fundamental processes
which govern this environment. Knowledge of these underlying mechanisms is essential in
the management of some ocean-related industries such as sheries, tourism, oil and gas
development.
Observations regarding circulation in the ocean lack, especially in regions of complex
topography since experimental data (especially quantitative data) are complicated to mea-
sure. As a result, there is no rm understanding of how turbulent boundary layers interact
with obstacles such as seamounts and submarine canyons. Knowledge of the underlying
ow physics relies heavily on an unprecedented level of insights gained through numerical
modelling and simulation.
Numerical models are computational tools that provide a mathematical representation
of a complex geophysical system. They are used to understand some unknown aspects
of the ocean and to provide scientic rationalization of ocean phenomena. Through in-
creasingly realistic representations of ocean processes, numerical models have become the
experimental tools for many scientists and have contributed most to the improved under-
standing of ocean uid dynamics.
The primary motivation of this research is to develop a numerical model that can
adequately simulate ocean circulation with emphasis on simulating geophysical ows over
isolated bumps and inside submarine canyons. It must be capable of capturing boundary
layer turbulence and associated instabilities due to the presence of complex topography.
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According to Gries (2006), if we ask questions about the physical, mathematical, or
numerical aspects of an ocean model, then we ask questions about ocean model funda-
mentals. The following sections deal with common starting points serving as fundamental
concepts when designing, constructing and formulating a numerical ocean model.
1.5.1 Numerical method
Numerical methods are necessary to transform the continuum equations into accurate and
ecient discrete equations for stepping the ocean forward in time. There are several choices
for the numerical solutions of uid ow problems, but the preferred method must have the
following criteria which are crucial to be able to simulate correctly the NSE (Valls et al.,
2007):
1. Provide physically coherent solution: The approximate solution must be able to pro-
vide a lot of valuable information, such as insight of the physical meaning, and it
must behave according to physical laws.
2. Stability : Numerical errors, generated during the solution of discretized equations,
should not be magnied and are not allowed to grow unbounded.
3. Convergence: The numerical solution tends to the exact solution as the grid and
timestep size decrease.
4. Consistency : The discretization of an equation should become exact as the mesh size
tends to zero. The correct solution must satisfy the discrete equation.
5. Transition: Turbulence is a complex phenomenon, and the numerical method must
be able to reproduce the accompanying transition from laminar to turbulent ow.
6. Regularization: The numerical method must be able to introduce additional stabi-
lization terms to model the eects of the unresolvable small scales in turbulence on
the scales resolved in the simulations. This approach to modeling of turbulent ows
employs regularization methods to compute stabilized solutions to ill-posed problems.
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Among the options include nite dierence method, nite volume method, and nite
element method. The following are the essential features of these numerical methods
(Rannacher, 1999; Bakker, 2002; Su, 2010):
• Finite dierence method (FDM): Approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations
in their strong form by nite dierences:
+ easy implementation,
− problems along curved boundaries,
− dicult stability and convergence analysis,
− does not conserve, momentum, energy and mass on coarse grids,
− not exible to handle complex geometry.
• Finite volume method (FVM): Approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations as
a system of (cell-wise) conservation equations:
+ based on physical conservation properties,
− problems on unstructured meshes,
− dicult stability and convergence analysis,
− only heuristic mesh adaptation.
• Finite element method (FEM): Approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations
using the concept of piecewise polynomial functions:
+ can readily handle complex geometry,
+ can take any type of boundary
− more complicated computer programming,
− susceptible to user-introduced modeling errors like poor choice of element types,
distorted elements and geometry not adequately modeled.
All solution types have their strengths and weaknesses. The objective of the present
work lies in the development of methods for application on large-scale simulations of
oceanographic interest. The use of the nite element method (see Zienkiewics and Tay-
lor, 2000; Elman et al., 2005) in uid dynamics has improved dramatically over recent
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years. It is now being successfully implemented to solve problems in various industries
(e.g., automotive, architectural, aerospace), including turbulent ows, which this work is
all about. Due to its proven accuracy and suitability to the problems of interest, given its
ability to approximate arbitrarily complex geometric congurations, which are common in
oceanographic problems, the nite element method was selected as the foundation of the
present research.
1.5.2 Numerical approach
After deciding on the numerical method, further questions arose concerning how to model
the turbulence. The previous discussion presented the dierent available numerical ap-
proaches in turbulence modeling. Since DNS of turbulence is still out of reach of modern
computers and RANS is recognized as insucient because it is too diusive to capture
detailed ow dynamics leaves LES as the preferred approach.
Background of LES Models
Developed by engineering and geophysical communities, the history of LES primarily began
with the introduction of the eddy viscosity model proposed by Smagorinsky in 1963. He
introduced a method that was supposed to model three-dimensional turbulence following
Kolmogorov cascade in the subgrid scales (SGS). However, Smagorinsky's model turned
out to be a failure because it was too dissipative for large-scale 2D dynamic meteorology
(Lesieur and Métais, 1996). Despite this failure, it was analyzed in depth by Lilly (1967),
and Deardor (1970) made successful applications to solve turbulent channel ows. Further
years of research have allowed for a consensus on the limitations of the eddy-viscosity
concept, and LES was deemed not feasible for practical engineering problems. Ferziger
(1996) stated that in the early and mid-1980s, LES almost fell into disuse. At the beginning
of the 1990s, there have been renewed interests in LES. Proofs of these are the many
advances in this type of simulation (e.g. Vreman et al., 1996, 1997).
The limitations of the Smagorinsky's model made Bardina et al. (1983) proposed an
alternative SGS model to correct the problem. The proposal resulted in the development
of scale-similarity models where the dierence between the ltered and twice ltered veloc-
ities u¯ = u¯ approximates the SGS velocity (Iliescu, 2000). However, the model, according
to Lesieur and Métais (1996), when implemented in LES calculation, hardly dissipates any
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energy, and this led to the introduction of the dynamic coecient-determination proce-
dure by Germano et al. (1991). In this model, the eddy viscosity coecient is computed
dynamically as the numerical calculations progress rather than input a priori. The SGS
stresses obtained using this model vanish in laminar ow and at solid boundaries. These
two approaches tend to be too little dissipative (although this can be corrected in the
latter), in contrast to the Smagorinsky model, which is mostly always overly dissipative
(McDonough, 2007). According to Haworth (1999), the drawback of the early subgrid-
scale models was the explicit appearance of mesh size (lter width) as a length scale of
the modeled turbulent stress and the specication of a length scale that was unrelated to
local ow conditions limited the utility and generality of these models. These methods
have been constructed via the classical or the traditional approach to LES and are termed
physical LES (Pope, 2004). In this approach, the scale decomposition between large and
small ow scales is done using a ltering process dened through a convolution operation
(see Pope, 2000; Ferziger, 2005). The lter is then applied to the NSE, obtaining a new sys-
tem of equations similar to Reynolds averaging. However, the resulting equation contains
the residual stresses that have to be modeled to obtain a closed system of equations only
depending on ltered quantities. Finally, the resulting ltered equation for the large-scale
contribution is discretized and solved.
The physical LES approach presents several key issues which were discussed extensively
by Geurts and Leonard (2002) in the article Is LES ready for complex ows? . These issues
include modelling and numerical elements, their corresponding errors, and the potential for
interactions between these sources of errors. The mathematical diculties were also men-
tioned by Grinstein and Fureby (2002) and Guasch and Codina (2009). These include the
masking of the SGS terms by the leading order truncation error, diculty in knowing the
error introduced when the commutation between the ltering and dierentiation operators
is assumed, complications in knowing the appropriate LES boundary conditions, diculty
in formulating SGS models for complex high Reynolds number wall-bounded ows and
problems in knowing the relation between the errors introduced by the model and by the
discretization procedure employed. Some articles were published discussing these issues
from a numerical point of view (e.g., Ghosal, 1996; Kravchenko and Moin, 1997; Dunca
et al., 2001; John and Layton, 2002; Chow and Moin, 2003; Gullbrand and Chow, 2003).
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With a large number of uncertainties in physical LES models, many dierent approaches
were attempted. Among these was simply by solving the governing equation with numer-
ical methods that are strongly dissipative and thus replacing the physical with numerical
dissipation. These numerical schemes where the SGS model and the numerical discretiza-
tion are fully merged gained good results in complex ows without the explicit addition
of a subgrid model. They were termed pseudo-direct simulations by Lesieur and Métais
(1996) and this form of numerical LES approach later became known as Implicit Large
Eddy Simulation (ILES).
Alternatively, numerous researchers have explored the dierent FEM strategies that
have been found to overcome most of the limitations found in the Galerkin method when
applied to uid ows. These are formed by adding to the standard Galerkin method terms
that are mesh-dependent, consistent and numerically stabilizing. These methods are known
as stabilized nite element methods (SFEM).
ILES and SFEM
ILES is a model-less turbulence computation method that has shown considerable po-
tential for the ecient representation of the physically complex ow. The specic term
Implicit Large-Eddy Simulation (ILES) was originally used by Miguel R. Visbal in his pa-
per An Implicit LES Approach Based on High-order Compact Dierencing and Filtering
Schemes. It describes a specic method that utilized both implicit high-order central-nite-
dierencing and ltering schemes (Georgiadis et al., 2010). With ILES, the truncation error
of the discretization scheme of the convective terms is employed to model the eects of
unresolved scales, instead of an explicit computation of the SGS stress tensor (Hickel et al.,
2008). For this reason, the designation implicit LES, i.e., LES with an implicit SGS model,
has recently come to encompass approaches that merge numerical discretization with the
SGS model. The ILES approach is particularly convenient in ow regimes for which the
derivation or the accurate computation of explicit SGS models is cumbersome. The ab-
sence of explicit SGS models in the ILES approach oers many practical advantages, both
in computational eciency and ease of implementation.
ILES was rst proposed by Jay P. Boris, who called the methodology MILES for mono-
tone integrated large eddy simulation (Boris et al., 1992; Boris, 2007). MILES draws on
the fact that nite dierence, volume, and element methods lter the NSE over cells with
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characteristic dimension h using a top-hat-shaped kernel (Fureby and Grinstein, 2002). In
the ILES works of Boris, he applied the ux-corrected transport (FCT). Since the charac-
teristic of turbulence is dened by high levels of uctuating vorticity and sharp velocity
gradients, he used high-order, non-oscillatory, nite volume (NFV) method. Several au-
thors published successful applications of this type of scheme with the same capability,
such as the ILES works of Woodward et al. with the piecewise parabolic method (Colella
and Woodward, 1984; Woodward, 2007) and the application of the monotonic method of
van Leer by Youngs (Youngs, 1991, 2007). Woodward's works involved studies of homo-
geneous turbulence and astrophysical problems in regimes with extremely high Reynolds
numbers while Youngs involved adjacent regions of very high and very low Reynolds num-
ber. Other methods noteworthy to mention are the Adaptive Local Deconvolution Method
(ALDM)(Hickel and Adams, 2006; Meyer et al., 2010), which represented a full merging of
numerical discretization and SGS model, and also the use of total variational diminishing
(TVD) schemes for engineering ows discussed in Grinstein and Fureby (2002). Adjacent
to these developments, a class of nite dierence methods has exhibited the property of
simulating turbulent ows without recourse to any explicit SGS models. This class is the
so-called multidimensional positive-denite advection transport algorithm (MPDATA) of
Smolarkiewicz and Margolin (1998), which was the rst application of ILES to geophysics.
Many other approaches to ILES can be taken, and a collection of works that provides
an overview of ILES, including history and applications, can be found in Grinstein et al.
(2007).
However, FEM has been selected as the foundation of the present research, and one
of the goals is to use it as a means to attain more accurate and cost-eective simulations
of complex turbulent ows. Recently stabilized FEM (SFEM), performing well just like a
purely numerical LES, has been successfully used to solve a wide range of uid mechan-
ics problems. According to Guasch and Codina (2013), the numerical problems that arise
when trying to solve the discrete dierential or weak version of CDR (Convection-Diusion-
Reaction) equations have motivated the development of several stabilization strategies
to control them. These stabilization methods developed independently from each other
have been introduced in the numerical literature by various authors. Among these are
Streamline-Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin method (SUPG) (Brooks and Hughes, 1982), Space-
time Galerkin/least-squares method (ST-GLS)(Hughes et al., 1989), Subgrid scale method
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(SGS) (Hughes et al., 1995), Characteristic Galerkin method (CG) (Zienkiewics and Taylor,
2000) and Taylor-Galerkin method (TG) (Zienkiewics and Taylor, 2000). Some researchers
have successfully implemented these methods in their investigations. For example, Wienken
et al. (2002) presented a simulation of turbulent ows in complex geometries using SUPG
for discretization. Popiolek et al. (2006) adopted the nite element analysis of laminar and
turbulent ows using subgrid-scale models simulating the two- and three-dimensional ows
in a lid-driven cavity and over a backward-facing step. Young et al. (2006) numerically
simulated the turbulent ows in an external eld with the Smagorinsky's SGS eddy viscos-
ity model using a three-step FEM-BEM model while Wenquan et al. (2011) used dynamic
subgrid-scale models to simulate the energy transfer from large scales toward subgrid-
scales. Codina (1998) and Tezduyar (1991) presented comprehensive reviews of some of
these stabilization methods, and they have been proven to be stable, consistent and attain
optimal convergence rates with respect to interpolation errors. The fundamental dierence
between the SFEM and ILES approaches is that in SFEM, the SGS tensor nor its eect are
neither modelled, but terms are simply added based on the eect of the subscales onto the
nite element component of the solution (Guasch and Codina, 2009). Various articles (e.g.,
Chalot et al., 1998; Codina, 2002; de Sampaio et al., 2004) discuss other forms of SFEM
formulations, but Valls et al. (2007) mentioned that the intrinsic dissipative properties of
the stabilization terms yield good results only for low and moderate values of Reynolds
number Re. For high values of Re, most SFEMs require the introduction of a turbulence
model to obtain stability in the numerical solution.
Recently, an enhanced SFEM for incompressible ows derived via Finite Increment
Calculus (FIC) (Oñate et al., 1997; Oñate, 1998; Oñate and Manzan, 1999) has been
introduced. Also known as Finite Calculus, FIC has proved itself as a reliable, accurate
and ecient method to solve advection-diusion problems with arbitrary sharp gradients
(Oñate, Zárate and Idelsohn, 2006) and for the simulation of incompressible ows at low
and high Re (Oñate et al., 2007b). In contrast to the previously-mentioned stabilization
methods, FIC/FEM formulation introduces matrix stabilization terms that allow modelling
of high Re number without the need to add any turbulence model. With this as the
basis, FIC was chosen for the nite element solution of NSE, and it will be covered more
thoroughly in the next chapter for its mathematical and turbulence related background.
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1.5.3 Numerical model
Numerical models take on a variety of forms but to accurately represent the ocean; they
must adequately handle the treatment of topography, space/time discretization of the con-
tinuum equations and subgrid-scale motions. There are several coastal circulation models
in current use, and the following are the most popular:
1. Princeton Ocean Model (POM) - according to Haidvogel et al. (2000), POM is
the most widely used coastal ocean model. It is based on a formulation by Alan
Blumber and George Mellor (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987), and it uses a structured
nite dierence grid in the horizontal and sigma coordinate in the vertical. POM
follows the turbulence closure model of Mellor and Yamada to parameterize the
vertical mixing while horizontal mixing is parameterized using Laplacian formulation.
The temporal dierencing uses a split-explicit numerical scheme.
2. Regional Ocean Modeling Systems (ROMS) - the ROMS circulation model
(Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005) is numerically similar to POM in several ways.
For example, it also uses structured nite-dierence to discretize space and split-
explicit time stepping. Their main dierence lies in the turbulence closure model
where, in ROMS, the K-Prole Parameterization (KPP) of Large et al. (1994) is
implemented.
3. General Ocean Turbulence Model (GOTM) - GOTM is a one-dimensional water
column model for the most important hydrodynamic and thermodynamic processes
related to vertical mixing in natural waters (Burchard et al., 1999). It was designed
that it can easily be coupled to 3-D circulation models, and it can be used as a
module for the computation of vertical turbulent mixing. A vast number of well-
tested turbulence models have been implemented in the code, and these models span
the range from simple prescribed expressions for the turbulent diusivities up to
complex Reynolds stress models.
4. Fluent - a computation uid dynamics software for modelling uid ow and other
related physical phenomena (Ansys, 2013), Fluent provides several choices of turbu-
lence models such as k− ϵ, k−ω, Spallart-Almaras, LES and Reynolds stress model.
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Fluent can import dierent types of meshes from various sources, and it has tools
that can modify and convert the meshes according to the user's needs.
Other ocean models are also available such as HELIKE, a three-dimensional nite
element coastal circulation model developed by Maidana (2007). HELIKE uses pressure
stabilization technique (PGP) to stabilize the nite element solution. Turbulence models
such as Smagorinsky, Munk-Anderson and Pacanowski-Philander were implemented to
parameterize the turbulence parameters. Similarly, large eddy simulation ocean models
(e.g., Palm (Murray, 2015)) are fast gaining popularity. However, a vital aspect of this
research work is the simulation of oceanic circulation ow without using any turbulence
models. The coastal ocean models mentioned above cannot resolve small-scale turbulent
processes and rely on turbulence closure models to parameterize the unresolved processes.
Tdyn
In this research, an existing numerical model named Tdyn (Compass Ingeniería y Sistemas,
2010) was utilized. Tdyn is a simulation software that is much more than just a compu-
tational uid dynamics solver. It features a comprehensive simulation suite that provides
a solution for a variety of engineering problems such as solutions for structural, ow, heat
transfer, coupled, multi-physics and seakeeping problems in a single integrated package.
Tdyn has a variety of tools that provide smooth interaction with the obtained results and
allow perfect control over the design process. It creates in an automated way, high-quality
unstructured, structured and semi-structured meshes, including boundary layer meshes,
which is suitable for ocean-related problems.
Tdyn has three analysis packages: Tdyn CFD+HT, RamSeries and SeaFEM. Tdyn
CFD+HT provides engineering solutions for problems involving uid and porous media
ow, heat transfer and multi-physics. RamSeries is a complete nite element (FEM) envi-
ronment for structural analysis. It can simulate linear statics, modal and three-dimensional
structural analysis, linear and non-linear transient simulations, impact, coupled uid-
structure analyses, thermomechanical studies and fatigue assessment. SeaFEM has been
developed for the computational analysis of the eect of waves, wind and currents on
marine and oshore structures, as well as for maneuvring studies. More details about
Tdyn such as installation, supports, downloads, etc. can be found in Compass Ingeniería y
Sistemas (2010).
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These three Tdyn packages are fully integrated into a unique Graphic User Interface
(GUI) for geometry and data denition, mesh generation and post-processing of the anal-
ysis results. Tdyn's GUI allows us to easily select and congure the type of analysis to be
carried out minimizing the time required to insert the analysis data.
The present research deals with turbulence, so the main interest was centered on the
Tdyn CFD+HT module. The principal solver of Tdyn CFD+HT is the FIC procedure
mentioned in the previous section. However, modications must be implemented to have
its coastal-ocean model version since it is not equipped to solve oceanic processes.
In the previous section, it was mentioned that the stabilization terms introduced by
the FIC formulation could provide the numerical scheme an intrinsic feature that has
been demonstrated capable of solving ows for a wide range of Reynolds number without
introducing turbulence model. In the present version of Tdyn, the stabilization matrix
adds new orthotropic terms, and the following algorithm shows how it is computed.
Evaluate ∂ui∂xj
• For ipnt = 0, iend
 Compute norm of the gradient dui
 Get maximum projections lij
 If norm > tolerance
Compute velocity component u′j on the local axis
if(dim) compute for the local Reynolds number
v_iles = (0.7 - (2*k)/(lij*u
′
j))/3.0
else
v_iles = (0.35 - (2*k)/(lij*u
′
j))/2.0
if v_iles > 0
v_iles *= 0.5*lij*u
′
j
else
v_iles = 0.0
ILES viscosity = v_iles
 else
ILES viscosity = 0
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Since ocean turbulence is fully three-dimensional, the stabilized formulation for the NSE
was extended and modied to include additional parameters related to ocean turbulence.
Consequently, the above algorithm was revised to accommodate the introduced terms
through full implementation of the FIC formulation, as discussed in Oñate et al. (2007a).
The revision armed the use of FIC for a broader class of Reynolds number and oceanic
turbulence ows, such as those encountered in coastal areas and submarine canyons. This
step further improved the capabilities of the existing numerical model. The following is
the summary of the systematic procedure performed to develop a numerical model that
can fully simulate oceanic turbulence:
1. Simulation of test cases: The primary objective of this step was to test the ca-
pability of the existing numerical model. It was modied to solve oceanic processes
through the introduction of Tool Command Language (TCL) scripts. Several test
cases were resolved, and the results were evaluated and compared to available nu-
merical/laboratory simulations.
2. Modied equation analysis: The general discretization method was analyzed and
modied to include additional parameters needed in the simulation of turbulent ows
in the ocean.
3. Model calibration: The nal step consists of further validating the modied nu-
merical model through numerical simulation of real-life problems.
The next chapter presents the FIC formulation with the necessary theoretical back-
ground and derivation.
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Chapter 2
Finite Calculus Method
We aim at giving some support
to the idea that no LES physical model
should be used if an appropriate discrete
stabilization scheme is implemented
(Guasch and Codina, 2009)
2.1 Introduction
The idea that turbulence models and stabilization techniques play a very similar role in
ow simulation of turbulent problems is getting more common in the scientic commu-
nity. Turbulence models introduce additional information to obtain physically coherent
solutions in solving turbulent ows. Numerical methods, used for the integration of partial
dierential equations (PDE), need modications to reproduce solutions that present very
high localized gradients. These modications are the stabilization techniques that make it
possible to capture the sharp and localized changes of solution.
In Chapter 1, an overview of the FIC method was briey presented. It is an enhanced
stabilized FEM for incompressible ows in which matrix stabilization terms allow to model
high-Reynolds-number ows without the need to introduce any turbulence model. This
chapter presents the details of the FIC formulation as a new method for computational
turbulence modeling. As Guasch and Codina (2009) stated above, the idea is to formulate
a numerical model in which a purely mathematical approach is sucient to simulate ocean
and coastal turbulence ow problems.
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2.2 Background of Finite Calculus Method
Oñate and co-workers (Oñate et al., 1997, 1998) developed the Finite Calculus Method
(FIC). Its basis is invoking the balance of uxes in a uid domain of nite size. FIC is
a consistent procedure for reformulating the governing equation in innitesimal uid me-
chanics by introducing additional terms involving characteristic space and time dimensions
in the classical dierential equations of momentum and mass balance. The introduced FIC
terms in the modied governing equation are functions of characteristic length dimensions
related to the element size in the discretized problem. They are essential to provide the
necessary stabilization to the discrete equations obtained through the standard Galerkin
FEM (Valls et al., 2007). The advantage of the modied equations using the FIC approach
is that it leads to stabilized schemes using any numerical method. It also allows the use
of low order nite elements (such as three-noded triangle and four-noded tetrahedra) with
equal order approximations for the velocity and pressure variables (Oñate, García, Idelsohn
and Pin, 2006).
2.2.1 Basic Concepts of FIC/FEM
The starting point of any numerical method is the mathematical model. Several published
articles (e.g., Oñate, 1998) discuss the basic concepts of the FIC method. To present the
key ideas of the FIC method, we derive the FIC-FEM formulation of the standard 1D
convection-diusion equation.
−udφ
dx
+ k
d2φ
dx2
= 0. (2.1)
where u is the known velocity eld, φ is the unknown transported variable and k is the
viscosity coecient (or diusivity) of the material. This equation is a simple model problem
but contains some of the numerical diculties that arise when solving the NSE. Physically,
this equation represents a situation in which convection is balanced by diusion in the
streamwise direction (Ferziger et al., 2002).
The initial-value problem is solved in a 1D spatial domain Ω of length L. It is subdi-
vided into several subdomains where the initial values of the variables are specied at the
beginning. The variables are then evolved by solving for the uxes across the interfaces of
each control domain. In a subdomain of length d belonging to Ω (Figure 2.1), the equation
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of balance of uxes is written as:
qA − qB = 0 (2.2)
where qA and qB are the incoming and outgoing uxes at points A and B, respectively.
The ux q in the convection-diusion equation is expressed as q = uφ − k dφdx and to
make it simple, the density and specic heat constant were assumed to have a unit value.
Figure 2.1: Equilibrium of uxes in a space balance domain of nite size
The uxes qA and qB can be expressed in terms of the ux at an arbitrary interior
point C of the subdomain d by using second-order Taylor expansion
qA = qC − d1 dq
dx
∣∣∣
C
+
d21
2
d2q
dx2
∣∣∣
C
+O(d31)
qB = qC + d2
dq
dx
∣∣∣
C
+
d22
2
d2q
dx2
∣∣∣
C
+O(d32)
(2.3)
Substituting Equation (2.3) in (2.2), computing all derivatives at point C and neglecting
higher order terms gives:
dq
dx
− h
2
d2q
dx2
= 0 (2.4)
where h is dened as h = d1 − d2. The Taylor series is truncated and only the lowest-
order terms are kept because these terms are assumed to dominate the numerical eects
(Grinstein et al., 2007). Oñate and García-Espinosa (2001) dene Equation (2.4) as the
nite form of the balance equation over the domain AC.
Equation (2.4) is then applied to the 1D convection-diusion problem and neglecting
third-order derivatives of φ, it can be rewritten in terms of φ as
−udφ
dx
+
(
k +
uh
2
)
d2φ
dx2
= 0. (2.5)
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Equation (2.5) illustrates that the FIC method naturally introduces an additional dif-
fusion term with the corresponding stabilization eect in the standard convection-diusion
equation. This process shows the articial diusion procedure discussed in various ref-
erences (e.g., Vande Sande et al., 1999; Fries and Matthies, 2004). The term h is the
characteristic length of the discrete problem, and its value depends on the parameters of
the discretization method chosen. An analogy of the equivalence of this equation with
the articial diusion and with the Petrov-Galerkin method, which was used by various
journal articles to solve turbulent ows (e.g., Vellando et al., 2002), can be found in Oñate
and Manzan (2000).
Extending Equation (2.4) to account for source terms, the resulting FIC balance equa-
tion can be written in compact form as (Oñate, 1998):
r − h
2
dr
dx
= 0 (2.6)
with
r := −udφ
dx
+
d
dx
(
k
dφ
dx
)
+Q (2.7)
where Q is the external source, which is assumed uniform over the domain. When h→ 0,
the standard balance equation of the innitesimal theory (r = 0) is recovered.
To make the problem well-dened, the prescribed value of φ (Dirichlet boundary con-
dition) for Equation (2.6) is
φ− φ¯ = 0 on Γφ (2.8)
where Γφ is the boundary where the prescribed unknown eld φ¯ is imposed.
A stabilized Neumann boundary condition, obtained by writing a balance equation in
a domain of nite size next to the boundary Γq where the external diusive ux is qp, is
dened as,
−uφ+ kdφ
dx
+ qp − h
2
r on Γq (2.9)
The complete derivation of the Neumann boundary condition is described in detail in
Oñate et al. (2007b). The underlined terms in Equations (2.6) and (2.9) introduce the
necessary stabilization in discrete solutions.
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Bringing Equations (2.6) to (2.9) together is considered as the starting point to derive
stabilized numerical schemes using FD, FE and FV methods. The time dimension is
introduced in the FIC method by considering the balance equation in a space-time slab
domain (Oñate, 1998; Oñate and Manzan, 1999, 2000).
In general, the FIC momentum equation can be expressed for any problem in mechanics
as (Oñate, 2004)
ri − 1
2
hij
∂ri
∂xj
− δ
2
∂ri
∂t
= 0, i = 1, nb, j = 1, nd (2.10)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3 for 3D problems, ri denotes the balance equations along the ith dier-
ential equation for the innitesimal problem, hij are the characteristic length distance, δ is
a characteristic time parameter and nb and nd are the number of balance equations and the
number of space dimensions of the problem, respectively. Neglecting the term involving
the time parameter δ reduces the FIC equation to:
ri − 1
2
hij
∂ri
∂xj
= 0. (2.11)
From Equation (2.11), the FIC system of dierential equations governing uid dynamics
in a Eulerian coordinate system including the mass conservation equation is written as
rmi −
1
2
hij
∂rmi
∂xj
= 0 in Ω no sum in i (2.12)
rd − 1
2
hj
∂rd
∂xj
= 0 in Ω. (2.13)
where
rmi =
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂p
∂xi
− ∂sij
∂xj
− bi (2.14)
rd =
∂ui
∂xj
(2.15)
sij is the uid stress tensor of the rate of deformation, p the pressure, δij is the Kronecker
function and bi the external forces per unit volume.
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This system of equations is supplemented with an appropriate set of prescribed bound-
ary conditions on Γ = ∂Ω. The Dirichlet boundary condition on Γφ is given uj = u
p
j in
which the initial condition is uj − u0j = 0 for t = t0. The Neumann boundary conditions
are obtained by expressing the balance of momentum in a domain of nite size adjacent
to a boundary Γq. This domain is called one-sided innitesimal domain by Ramirez and
Moreles (2012). The stabilized Neumann boundary condition after the derivation is:
njσij − ti + 1
2
hijnjrmi = 0 on Γq no sum in i (2.16)
where nj are the components of the normal vector to the boundary and ti is the imposed
traction on the Neumann boundary Γq with Γ = Γφ ∪ Γq.
The terms hij and hj are the characteristic lengths where the balance of momentum
and mass are imposed (Oñate, Valls and García, 2006). When hij = 0 and hj = 0,
the classical innitesimal forms of the uid mechanics' equations are recovered. Equa-
tions (2.12)-(2.16) are the starting points for deriving SFEM for solving the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations. Oñate et al. (2007b) mentioned that the underlined FIC terms
in Equations (2.12) and (2.16) are necessary to overcome the numerical instabilities con-
tributed by the convective terms in the momentum equations. In contrast, the underlined
terms in Equation (2.13) are in-charged of the instabilities due to the incompressibility
constraint. These terms are comparable to the advection and LSIC (least-squares on in-
compressibility constraint) stabilization parameters used by Akin et al. (2003) to compare
SUPG stabilization to Smagorinsky turbulence model.
Using Equation (2.12), we can express (Oñate, Valls and García, 2006):
∂rd
∂xi
≃ hi
2ai
∂rmi
∂xj
, no sum in i (2.17)
where
ai =
2ν
3
+
ρuihi
2
, no sum in i (2.18)
Substituting Equation (2.17) into Equation (2.13) and retaining only the terms involv-
ing the derivatives of rmi with respect to xi gives
hj
2
∂
∂xj
(
∂uk
∂xk
)
≃
nd∑
i=1
τi
∂rmi
∂xi
(2.19)
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The concept of intrinsic time is also introduced through the inclusion of a stabilizing pa-
rameter τi, which is the intrinsic time parameter in the stabilization literature (Oñate
et al., 2002; Oñate, García, Idelsohn and Pin, 2006). In general, this parameter involves a
measure of the local length scale and other factors such as the local Reynolds and Courant
numbers (Akin et al., 2003). It was also discussed in various papers about stabilized formu-
lations (e.g., Tezduyar, 1991; Codina, 2002). Some guidelines on how to select this constant
can be found in Harari and Hughes (1992). For the components of the characteristic vector
hj for mass balance equation, τi is dened as (Oñate, García-Espinosa and Idelsohn, 2004):
τi =
(
8ν
3h2i
+
2ρui
hi
)−1
(2.20)
Thus, the mass balance equation, Equation (2.13), can be rewritten as
∂ui
∂xj
−
nd∑
i=1
τi
∂rmi
∂xi
= 0 (2.21)
which, according to Oñate, Valls and García (2006), introduces the rst space derivatives
of the momentum equation into the mass balance equation.
The computation of the residual terms is simplied by introducing the convective (ci)
and pressure (pii) gradient projections. These projections are dened as follows.
ci = rmi − uj
∂ui
∂xj
pii = rmi −
∂p
∂xi
(2.22)
Using Equations (2.22), it is possible to express rmi in terms of ci and pii which result
to two new equations, one for each projection.
rmi = uj
∂ui
∂xj
+ ci
rmi =
∂p
∂xi
+ pii
(2.23)
Finite element methods are based on the weak form (or integral form) of the momentum
and mass balance equations. The weak formulation is a standard technique in the theory
of partial dierential equations, and it is derived by multiplying the entire system by
a vector of weight functions and integrating over the physical domain resulting in the
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discrete system of equation. This technique is mostly combined with partial integration
to get rid of higher-order derivatives. Given this denition, the weighted residual forms of
the momentum and mass balance equations in Equations (2.12) and Equations (2.21) are
expressed as follows:
∫
Ω
vi
[
rmi −
hij
2
∂rmi
∂xj
]
dΩ+
∫
Γt
vi
(
σijnj − ti + 1
2
hijnjrmi
)
dΓ = 0 (2.24)
∫
Ω
q
[
rd −
nd∑
i=1
τi
∂rmi
∂xi
]
dΩ = 0 (2.25)
where vi and q are the weighting functions. The complete derivation of Equation (2.25)
which represents the stabilized conservation equation can be found in Oñate et al. (2007a,b).
Integrating by parts the terms with derivatives of rmi in Equation (2.24) and (2.25)
gives ∫
Ω
virmidΩ+
∫
Γt
vi(σijnj − ti)dΓ +
∫
Ω
hij
2
∂vi
∂xj
rmidΩ = 0 (2.26)
∫
Ω
qrddΩ+
∫
Ω
[ nd∑
i=1
τi
∂q
∂xi
rmi
]
dΩ−
∫
Γ
[ nd∑
i=1
qτinirmi
]
dΓ = 0 (2.27)
The third integral in Equation (2.27) is neglected, assuming that rmi is negligible on
the boundaries while integration by parts is applied on the rst integral of Equation (2.26).
Substituting Equation (2.14) in Equation (2.26), the resulting momentum and mass balance
equations maybe then stated as:
∫
Ω
[
vi
(
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
)
+
∂vi
∂xj
(
ν
∂ui
∂xj
− δijp
)]
dΩ−
∫
Ω
vibidΩ
−
∫
Γt
vitidΓ +
∫
Ω
hij
2
∂vi
∂xj
rmidΩ = 0 (2.28)
∫
Ω
q
∂ui
∂xi
dΩ+
∫
Ω
[ nd∑
i=1
τi
∂q
∂xi
rmi
]
dΩ = 0 (2.29)
The computation of the residual terms rmi is simplied by using the equations derived
from the convective and pressure gradient projections given by Equation (2.23). The
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resulting nal system of governing equation is:
∫
Ω
[
vi
(
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
)
+
∂vi
∂xj
(
ν
∂ui
∂xj
− δijp
)]
dΩ−
∫
Ω
vibidΩ
−
∫
Γt
vitidΓ +
∫
Ω
hik
2
∂vi
∂xk
(
uj
∂ui
∂xj
+ ci
)
dΩ = 0 (2.30)
∫
Ω
q
∂ui
∂xi
dΩ+
∫
Ω
nd∑
i=1
τi
∂q
∂xi
(
∂p
∂xi
+ pii
)
dΩ = 0 (2.31)
∫
Ω
δciρ
(
uj
∂ui
∂xj
+ ci
)
dΩ = 0 (2.32)
∫
Ω
δpiiτi
(
∂p
∂xi
+ pii
)
dΩ = 0 (2.33)
where i, j, k = 1, nd. In Equations (2.32) and (2.33), δci and δpii are weighting functions
while ρ and τi are weights introduced for convenience.
2.2.2 Spatial Discretization
To obtain an approximate numerical solution, a discretization method that approximates
the dierential equations by a system of algebraic equations must be utilized. The approx-
imations are applied to small domains in space and time so that the numerical solution
provides results at discrete locations in space and time. Ferziger et al. (2002) mentioned
that while the accuracy of the experimental data depends on the quality of the tools used,
the accuracy of the numerical solution is largely dependent on the quality of discretization
used.
The framework of the discretization of the spatial domain is the FEM, where the domain
Ω is subdivided into nite elements. To construct the discrete nite element solution, the
continuous quantities appearing in the weak form (Equations (2.30) to (2.33)) are expanded
in terms of Co continuous linear interpolations where vertices contribute one basis function.
The linear interpolations of the velocities, the pressure, the convective projection ci and
the pressure gradient projections pii over 4-noded tetrahedra (3D) are dened as follows:
ui =
n∑
j=1
Nku¯ki , p =
n∑
j=1
Nkp¯k
ci =
n∑
j=1
Nk c¯ki , pii =
n∑
j=1
Nkp¯iki
(2.34)
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where the summation must be carried out over the number of nodes for each element n
(n = 4 for tetrahedra), (·)k denotes nodal variables and Nk are the linear shape functions
(Zienkiewics and Taylor, 2000).
Substitution of the approximations in Equations(2.34) in Equations (2.30) to (2.33)
leads to the matrix form of the system of discrete variables to be solved. It is expressed as
follows:
M · ∂ui
∂t
+ (A+K+ Kˆ) · ui −G · p+C · ci − f = 0 (2.35a)
GT · ui + L · p+Q · pii = 0 (2.35b)
Cˆ · ui +M · ci = 0 (2.35c)
QT · p+ Mˆ · pi = 0 (2.35d)
where
M =
∫
Ωe
NaN bdΩ, A =
∫
Ωe
Na
∂N b
∂xj
ujdΩ
K =
∫
Ωe
∂Na
∂xj
ν
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ, Kˆ =
1
2
∫
Ωe
hij
∂Na
∂xj
(uj)
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ
C =
1
2
∫
Ωe
hij
∂Na
∂xj
N bdΩ, G =
∫
Ωe
∂Na
∂xi
N bdΩ
L =
∫
Ωe
∂Na
∂xj
[τ ]
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ, [τ ] =

τ1 0 0
0 τ2 0
0 0 τ3

Q = [Q1,Q2,Q3], Q =
∫
Ωe
τi
∂Na
∂xi
N bdΩ
Cˆ = [Cˆ1, Cˆ2, Cˆ3], Cˆi =
∫
Ωe
Na(uj)
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ
Mˆ =
∫
Ωe
τiN
aN bdΩ, f =
∫
Ωe
NabidΩ+
∫
Γt
NatidΓ
(2.36)
The upper indices a and b refer to the nodal test functions and the interpolating function
of the nodal unknowns, respectively.
The stabilization matrix Kˆ in Equation (2.36) introduces the balancing diusivity
terms of value hij . The stabilization terms introduced by the FIC formulation have the
intrinsic capacity to solve high Re number turbulent ows without the need for introducing
additional turbulence modeling terms.
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2.2.3 Time integration
A time-accurate simulation of turbulent ow is required, therefore a time integrator is
necessary. By expressing H = A+K+ Kˆ, the solution in time of Equations (2.35) can be
expressed as follows:
M
1
∆t
(
u¯n+1 − u¯n
)
+Hn+θu¯n+θ −Gp¯n+θ +Cn+θc¯n+θ = fn+θ (2.37a)
GTu¯n+θ + Lˆn+θp¯n+θ +Qpin+θ = 0 (2.37b)
Cˆn+θu¯n+θ +Mc¯n+θ = 0 (2.37c)
QTp¯n+θ + Mˆn+θpin+θ = 0 (2.37d)
where Hn+θ = H(un+θ) and the parameter θ ∈ [0, 1]. The solution of Equations (2.37)
can be advanced in time using an iterative scheme; however, a numerical method for
computing unsteady incompressible ows is used here to nd the solution in time of the
system of equations. The method is based on a fractional step or time-splitting scheme,
which is, in general, a method of approximation of the evolution of equations based on
the decomposition of the operators they contain (Kim and Moin, 1985; Bell and Colella,
1989). It is carried out by splitting Equations (2.37a) into two equations and introducing
a fractional velocity u˜n+1 which represents the predicted value of the velocity at time
n + 1 and α is a variable whose values are zero and one (Oñate, Valls and García, 2006).
The splitting error is of order 0(∆t) for α = 0 while the error is of order 0(∆t2) for
α = 1 (Oñate, Rojek, Taylor and Zienkiewics, 2004). Together with the equations derived
from Equations (2.37b)-(2.37d) for each time step n, the following system of equations is
obtained.
M
u˜n+1 − u¯n
∆t
+Hn+θu˜n+θ − αGp¯n +Cn+θc¯nθ = fn+θ (2.38a)
M
u¯n+1 − u˜n+1
∆t
−G (p¯n+1 − αp¯n) = 0 (2.38b)
GTu¯n+1 + Lˆnp¯n+1 +Qpin = 0 (2.38c)
Cˆn+1u¯n+1 +Mc¯n+1 = 0 (2.38d)
QTp¯n+1 + Mˆn+1pin+1 = 0 (2.38e)
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The rst step, which is non-linear, consists of solving for u˜n+1 from Equation (2.38a)
for each dimension i and iterated until convergence is achieved (Lynga, 2007). Substituting
the value of u¯n+1 obtained from Equation (2.38b) into Equation (2.38c) gives
GTu˜n+1 +∆tGTM−1G(p¯n+1 − αp¯n) + Lˆnpn+1 +Qpin = 0 (2.39)
In Equation (2.39), the product GTM−1G is approximated using a Laplacian matrix
which can be expressed as:
GTM−1G =
1
ρ
L with L =
∫
Ωe
(∇Na)T∇N bdΩ (2.40)
where L represents the elemental contribution to L.
The fractional step scheme can then be performed for α = 1 as described in Oñate,
Valls and García (2006) and Oñate et al. (2007a). The steps are repeated until convergence
is obtained for u¯n+1, p¯n+1, c¯n+1 and pin+1. The resulting equations contain the termsMd
and Mˆd which are the lumped diagonal form of mass matrices M and Mˆ.
The algorithm improves the stabilization properties due to the presence of the Laplacian
matrix Lˆ, which results from the FIC stabilization terms.
2.2.4 Computation of the characteristic length
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are several procedures to compute the stabilization pa-
rameters, and these are based on the study of the simplied forms of the stabilized equa-
tion. To repeat, the most popular among these are Streamline-Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin
method (SUPG) (Brooks and Hughes, 1982), Space-time Galerkin/least-squares method
(ST-GLS)(Hughes et al., 1989), Subgrid scale method (SGS) (Hughes et al., 1995), Charac-
teristic Galerkin method (CG) (Zienkiewics and Taylor, 2000) and Taylor-Galerkin method
(TG) (Zienkiewics and Taylor, 2000). Other good examples are the discrete formulation
for computation of stabilization and shock-capturing parameters discussed by Tezduyar
(2004), the works of Harari et al. (2001) and Franca et al. (2005). In the context of FEM,
Franca et al. (2006) presented an overview of stabilized methods applied to the advection-
diusion equation. In all of the methods mentioned above, a proper choice of the so-called
stabilization parameter is of paramount importance.
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The FIC approach provides a general framework for objectively computing the sta-
bilization parameter. It takes the form of a simple orthotropic diusion if the balanced
equation is written in the principal curvature directions of the solution (Oñate, Valls and
García, 2006). The key to the stabilization in the FIC method is to choose the charac-
teristic length parameters adequately for each element. The process consists of computing
rst for the local characteristic length distances h′ij along with the principal curvature di-
rections, followed by the standard transformation of these distances to global axes to nd
the characteristic distances hij . The resulting stabilized nite element equations capture
the high gradient zones in the vicinity of the domain edges (boundary layers) as well as the
sharp gradients appearing randomly in the interior of the domain (Oñate et al., 2007a).
In the process, FIC/FEM was able to reproduce the transverse (cross-wind) dissipation or
shock capturing methods, which was also used by Tezduyar and Senga (2006).
The method to compute for the characteristic distance hij is explained as follows:
1. A local orthogonal coordinate system is dened at each point. In 2D problems, it is
characterized by the local directions ξi1 and ξ
i
2 such that ξ
i
1 is aligned with the gradient
of ui (ξi1 = ∇ui) and ξi2 is orthogonal to ξi1 in anticlockwise sense (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Denition of the principal curvature direction ξi1 in the local coordinate system
in 2D
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In three-dimensional domain, ξi1 and ξ
i
2 are dened in the same way as in 2D problems
while ξi3 is the vector product of ξ
i
1 and ξ
i
2 (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Denition of the principal curvature direction ξi1 in the local coordinate system
in 3D
2. The element characteristic distances lij , j = 1, 2 are dened as the maximum pro-
jections of the element sides along the ξij axes (Figure 2.4).
3. The characteristic distances hij are computed as
hi = Th
′
i, i = 1, 2 (2.41)
with the following for two-dimensional problems
T =
 cosα − sinα
sinα cosα
 hi =
 hi1hi2
 , h′i =
 h
′
i1
h′i2
 (2.42)
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Figure 2.4: Characteristic distances corresponding to the ith momentum equation in a
triangular element
where T represents the rotation/transformation matrix which modies a matrix
based upon some type of constraint or condition (Buchanan, 1994). The matrix
that is usually modied is the stiness matrix. The parameter α represents the angle
that ξi1 forms with the global axis x1.
The local distances h′ij are computed as
h′ij =
(
coth γij − 1
γij
)
lij , γij =
ρu′jlij
2ν
, j = 1, 2, 3 (2.43)
where the term u′j is the component of the velocity vector along the local axis ξ
i
j
illustrated in Figure 2.2 and γij can be interpreted as a local Reynolds number.
Oñate et al. (2007a) estimated h′ij by analogy using the linear 1D advection-diusion
equation.
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2.3 Concluding remarks
There have been increasing interest in and emphasis on using stabilized formulations in ow
simulation and modeling with the nite element method. The concept of a stabilized nite
element method for incompressible ows based on nite calculus procedure was presented.
The FIC approach introduces stabilization terms in the momentum and mass balance
equations, which allow the solution of turbulent ows without the need to add a turbulence
model. These terms are functions of the characteristic length dimensions and are related
to the nite element size.
However, the question Is it possible to reinterpret stabilization methods as turbulence
models? raised by Valls et al. (2007) still lingers. This question suggests a possible principle
of duality between turbulence modelling and numerical stabilization. There have been
several contributions to the literature in which stabilized numerical methods have been
used to model turbulence. The idea that stabilization terms could be enough to simulate
turbulent ows was pointed out in some literature (e.g. Grinstein and Fureby, 2002) and
various research works (e.g. Wervaecke et al., 2010; Homan et al., 2015) also suggested
that the numerical stabilization can be interpreted as turbulence model. Homan and
Jonhson (2006) suggested that we may view the stabilized method as techniques that
produce an approximate solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. In Hughes et al. (1995), it
was shown that stabilized methods stem from incorporating the unresolved scales (subgrid
scales) analytically into the nite element solution (resolved scales).
We may mention the signicant work of Guasch and Codina (2009) about the use
of orthogonal subgrid scale SFEM in the simulation of incompressible turbulent ows.
This research work showed that the contribution to the energy balance equation from the
stabilization terms that arise in the discrete weak Navier-Stokes from the purely numerical
considerations are already proportional to the physical dissipation rate at the Kolmogorov
scale. It also stated that the problem of simulating turbulence is a strictly numerical
problem of correctly discretizing the Navier-Stokes equations rather than a problem of
physical modeling and if the discretization of the Navier-Stokes equation was done very
well, ltering and modeling at the continuous level should be unnecessary.
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According to Jansson et al. (2017), residual-based numerical stabilization is consistent,
so that an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations also satises the stabilized nite
element formulation of the equations. Similarly, with a residual-based subgrid model, it
is possible to directly connect the nite element approximation to weak solutions of the
Navier-Stokes equations. It provides a mathematical framework for the computational
approximation of turbulent ow, in the form of functionals of weak solutions, without
introducing LES ltering or RANS statistical averaging.
The interest of the scientic community in stabilized methods continues to grow, judg-
ing by the number of papers citing these works. To mention some of the advances published
in the past years, we nd applications in aeroelasticity (Svacek, 2004), ion ow (Chaudhry
et al., 2014), ow in porous media (Yu et al., 2018), liquid membranes (Sauer, 2014), etc.
SFEM certainly oers a framework that is appealing for generalizations and extensions to
other applications.
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Chapter 3
Objectives of the thesis
In whatever position you nd yourself
determine rst your objective. (Ferdinand Foch)
3.1 Aims and Objectives
The implementation of a stabilized nite element method to analyze, improve and validate
simulation of ocean turbulence for a variety of grid resolutions and Reynolds numbers is
the innovation introduced by this research work. The specic objectives of this work can
be summarized as follows:
• To assess the suitability of the existing numerical model by solving test cases of
ocean ow interest. The starting point is a stabilized nite element code that has
been proven to be successful over a wide range of applications. Before attempting
ambitious computations and coding modications, we wanted to make sure that
the numerical model at our disposal would satisfy the basic requirements for any
calculations and would yield accurate and valuable results. Increasingly complex
geometries pose problems due to computer memory requirement and the numerical
model must be assessed if it is capable of capturing chaotic turbulent ows even with
the use of lower resolution mesh.
• To modify the existing numerical model by including parameters needed for the
simulation of boundary-layer turbulence in regions of complex topography such as
the coastal region and the submarine canyon.
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• To advance the use of the FIC/FEM technique in modeling turbulent oceanic ows.
• To investigate the applicability and turbulence modelling capability of the modied
numerical model through its implementation in real-life settings.
3.2 Outline of the thesis
The thesis consists of ve parts, each one divided into various chapters. The rst part
begins with a discussion of the essential characteristics, descriptions, and elements of a
fully-developed turbulent ow eld based on laboratory and oceanic observations. The
presentation of various numerical methods and approaches being used to solve and simulate
turbulent ows follows. Some of these methods were used in the reference journal, which
would be used later in the thesis to measure the performance of the numerical simulations.
The rst part ends with the discussion about the mathematical analysis and the derivation
of the FIC model introduced by Oñate et al. (1997), pointing out its main advantage over
traditional LES/ILES models.
The second part presents several applications and numerical simulations. Observations
were made on the obtained results to conrm if the available numerical model would satisfy
the basic requirements for calculation and would yield satisfactory results. A literature
survey was carried out to identify other numerical investigations that could be used for
validation purposes.
The investigation then moved on to the third part, which includes modifying the govern-
ing equation by incorporating parameters that would allow simulation of turbulent oceanic
ow. During the modication, the FIC procedure as discussed in the reference journal
article, was applied. The change carried out in the governing equation was subsequently
implemented in the numerical model, and the modied version was utilized to simulate
turbulent ows in shallow-water areas, coastal upwelling ow and circulation over Blanes
submarine canyon. The capability of the numerical model to simulate turbulent ocean cir-
culation was evaluated, and the results were compared against those obtained by previous
publications.
Finally, Part 4 is a summary of key results and recommendations for future research,
while the Appendix contains the TCL scripts introduced to modify the numerical model
to have a working coastal-ocean model version.
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The thesis is thus structured as follows:
1. Part 1. Introduction - the present section. It provides the necessary preliminary
information relating to the subject of the research work.
(a) Turbulence - a discussion about the nature of turbulence, various numerical
methods, approaches and models used to solve and simulate turbulent ows.
(b) Finite Calculus Method - presents an in-depth review of the FIC method. The
discussion is about the necessary theoretical background details of the FIC
approach.
(c) Objectives - mentions the underlining reasons and goals of the present work.
2. Part 2. Towards a coastal hydrodynamic model - This part consists of a series of
numerical test cases. These tests detail the performance of Tdyn, which is the nu-
merical model chosen to solve theoretical ow problems such as Taylor-Couette ow,
Ekman spiral, lock-exchange ow and submarine canyon model. The introduction
of Tool Command Language (TCL) scripts enhanced its capability resulting in an
operational coastal hydrodynamic model. It served as an initial step towards the
development of a full coastal hydrodynamic model.
3. Part 3. Ocean turbulence modeling through the Finite Calculus Method - presents the
derived numerical method and its implementation. This part contains the following
chapters:
(a) Ocean Turbulence Modeling - presentation of the modications implemented in
Tdyn.
(b) Modied FIC Test Cases - implementation of the modied numerical scheme on
theoretical and experimental tests.
(c) Circulation over Blanes Submarine Canyon - implementation of the modied
Tdyn in a real-life situation. This chapter also contains complementary materi-
als such as data and velocity eld interpolation which were utilized to determine
unknown data needed for the whole domain.
4. Part 4. Conclusions - the analysis of the results was summarized, drawing out the
main observations based on the results obtained. A few recommendations and guide-
lines were outlined for future work and investigation.
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5. Appendix A. TCL Scripts - contains the written TCL scripts introduced in the Tdyn
numerical model to extend its capability in solving theoretical test cases.
Part II
Towards a coastal hydrodynamic
model
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Chapter 4
Numerical Test Cases
Exams test your memory,
life tests your learning;
others will test your patience (Fennel Hudson).
This chapter presents several theoretical numerical test cases performed to illustrate the
capabilities of Tdyn (Compass Ingeniería y Sistemas, 2010) to simulate ocean ows. Tdyn,
based on the stabilized nite calculus-nite element method (FIC-FEM), is an environment
for computational uid dynamics (CFD), multi-physics simulation, and uid-structure in-
teraction calculations. For this study, the introduction of Tool Command Language (TCL)
scripts in the numerical model enhanced its versatility producing its coastal ocean model
version capable of solving ocean-ow related problems. The program scripts for each test
case are in the Appendix.
Each section begins with a short introduction and description of the problem, fol-
lowed by the governing equations, methodology, problem geometry along with the relevant
parameters and boundary conditions used to solve each test case. When available, the
numerical solutions were validated against known analytical solutions.
The ability of the numerical model to spatially discretize the problem geometry using
nite elements, to solve the problem and to perform the subsequent post-processing of the
simulation results was taken advantage of in each of the test cases.
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4.1 Taylor-Couette Flow
4.1.1 Introduction
The Taylor-Couette ow occurs when the gap between two concentric cylinders, one or
both of which rotate along their common axis, contains a viscous uid. It has been one of
the most studied problems of uid dynamics (Meseguer, 2002), and its history dates back to
the 19th century when the problem was rst investigated experimentally by Couette (1890)
and Mallock (1896)(Dou et al., 2008; Donnelly, 1991). It was G.I. Taylor's seminal work
(Taylor, 1923) on this topic has been considered a milestone in the history of the study
of ow instability since it was the rst time that quantitative agreement was achieved
between theoretical and experimental ndings.
Three parameters govern this ow phenomenon: the ratio of the rotation frequencies
of each cylinder, the ratio of the inner cylinder radius to the outer one and the Taylor
number, which expresses the ratio of inertial to viscous forces in the ow (Moser et al.,
2000). It is of great practical and fundamental interest in uid mechanics due to its various
engineering applications (e.g., Baier, 1999), and it serves as the prototypical ow in the
study of the transition to turbulence in curved surfaces (Pirró and Quadrio, 2008). It is
also used to validate the Coriolis term, and many theoretical and experimental works have
been published discussing the eect of Coriolis force on Taylor-Couette ow (e.g., Wiener
et al., 1990, 1991; Ning et al., 1991; Aouidef and Normand, 2000). The Taylor-Couette
ow is a perfect test case for the verication and validation of numerical formulations of
turbulent uid ow for the following reasons, according to Bazilevs and Akkerman (2010)
1. The computational challenge brought by this type of ow problem since it exhibits
sophisticated features which include rotation, curved walls and highly complex time-
dependent evolution of the velocity and pressure elds.
2. The existence of several direct numerical simulations (DNS) of this ow problem that
has high delity information that can be used for comparison purposes.
In this section, the capability of the numerical model to capture and simulate the ow
between two cylinders was evaluated, taking into account these advantageous features of
the Taylor-Couette ow.
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4.1.2 Problem Description
The ow domain used in the experiment is the classic Taylor-Couette setup consisting of
two coaxial cylinders identical to that considered by Maidana (2007), where the cylinder
axis is aligned with the z-axis of the coordinate system. The objective was to simulate
the velocity distribution of the incompressible uid of density ρ enclosed between two
concentric cylinders. The geometry of the ow is characterized by the amount of curvature
dened by the radius ratio ξ = R1/R2, where R1 and R2 are the radii of the inner and
outer cylinders and Ω1 and Ω2 are their respective angular velocities. The aspect ratio is
dened as Γ = Ly/d, where Ly is the axial dimension of the domain and d is the gap width,
d = R2−R1. The schematic of the problem setup and its geometry are shown in Figure 4.1
and 4.2 where r, z and θ are the radial, axial and azimuthal coordinates, respectively.
The problem Reynolds number is dened as Re = Ω1R1(d)/ν, where ν = νH = νV
is the kinematic viscosity. The Ekman number, dened as Ek = ν/Ω1(d)2, characterize
the importance of viscous eects. The values of the dimensional parameters are listed in
Table 4.1 while the values of the nondimensional ones are shown in Table 4.2.
Parameter Value
R1 (radius of the interior cylinder) 1.0 m
R2 (radius of the exterior cylinder) 2.0 m
Ω1 (inner cylinder angular velocity) 0.19635 rad s−1
Ω2 (outer cylinder angular velocity) 0.0 rad s−1
Ly (axial dimension of the domain) 2.0 m
ρ (uid density) 1.0 kg m−3
ν (kinematic viscosity) 0.1 kg m−3
Table 4.1: Dimensional parameters used in the Taylor-Couette numerical simulation
Parameter Value
Re = Ω1R1ρ(d)/ν (Reynolds number) 1.9635
Ek = ν/Ω1(d)
2 (Ekman's number) 0.509
ξ = R1/R2 (radius ratio) 0.50
Γ = Ly/d (aspect ratio) 2.0
Table 4.2: Nondimensional parameters used in the Taylor-Couette numerical simulation
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram illustrating the components of the Taylor-Couette ow prob-
lem setup.
4.1.3 Governing Equation
The governing equation starts with the Navier-Stokes equation:
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇p+ ν∇2u (4.1)
where u , p and t denote the velocity, pressure and time, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Taylor-Couette ow problem geometry.
In cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z), Equation (4.1) becomes (Boro«ski et al., 2010)
∂ur
∂t
+ u · ∇ur − u
2
θ
r
= −∂p
∂r
+ ν
(
∇2ur − ur
r2
− 2
r2
∂uθ
∂θ
)
(4.2)
∂uθ
∂t
+ u · ∇uθ + uruθ
r
= −1
r
∂p
∂θ
+ ν
(
∇2uθ − uθ
r2
+
2
r2
∂ur
∂θ
)
(4.3)
∂uz
∂t
+ u · ∇uz = −∂p
∂z
+ ν(∇2uz) (4.4)
∇ · u = 1
r
∂
∂r
(rur) +
1
r
∂uθ
∂θ
+
∂uz
∂z
= 0 (4.5)
Various articles (e.g., Tritton, 1988; Youd et al., 2003) discuss the solution of the velocity
distribution between two concentric rotating cylinders. The assumption is that the velocity
has only an azimuthal (θ) component, and it depends only on the radial coordinate r. The
continuity equation ∂uθ/∂θ = 0 is automatically satised by these assumptions and the
three components of the Navier-Stokes equation are converted to:
−u
2
θ
r
= −∂p
∂r
, 0 = ν
(
∇2uθ − uθ
r2
)
, 0 = −∂p
∂z
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The third equation shows that the pressure is also independent of θ and the cylindrical
polar coordinate z, while the rst equation illustrates that the radial pressure-gradient
∂p/∂r will balance the centrifugal force u2θ/r. The second equation becomes
∇2uθ − uθ
r2
= 0 =⇒ 1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂uθ
∂r
)
− uθ
r2
= 0
The boundary conditions imposed on the lateral walls are the no-slip conditions:
uθ(R1) = Ω1R1 = 0.19635 in r = R1 (4.6)
uθ(R2) = Ω2R2 = 0.0 in r = R2 (4.7)
Since both Ω1 and Ω2 are constant, the steady-state laminar solution at small velocity
would be the ideal Taylor-Couette ow
uθ = Ar +
B
r
(4.8)
where the constants A and B are dened as
A = (Ω2R
2
2 − Ω1R21)/(R22 −R21) = −6.545× 10−2 (4.9)
B = (Ω1 − Ω2)R22R21/(R22 −R21) = 0.392699 (4.10)
while the pressure p is
pθ = A
2 r
2
2
+ 2AB ln(r)− B
2
2r2
(4.11)
These equations represent the analytical solution of the Taylor-Couette ow in standard
conguration.
4.1.4 Methodology
Two case studies were investigated for the Taylor-Couette numerical experiment. In the
rst case, the interior cylinder was assumed to rotate in a counter-clockwise direction with
constant angular velocity Ω1 while the exterior cylinder was stationary. In the second case,
the interior cylinder was xed, and the outer cylinder rotated at angular velocity Ω2 in
a clockwise orientation. Barenghi and Jones (1989) called these case studies as steady
Taylor-Couette ow.
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The volume domain was discretized using hexahedral elements in the (x, y)-planes.
Each element of the computational mesh has vertical lateral sides and parallel upper and
lower bases. The generated mesh has 6400 elements and 4752 nodes (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: Computational grid used to simulate Taylor-Couette ow
Case 1 (Inner cylinder rotating)
For the rst case, the problem setup described previously was considered. Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions were imposed on the inner and outer cylinder walls to reect their respective
rotation velocities, and a null normal boundary condition (Neumann) was imposed on the
lower and upper bases (Figure 4.4). Table 4.3 summarizes the imposed boundary conditions
and its description in the numerical model.
Boundary description Description in Tdyn Boundary condition
Base InvisWall Neumann
Inner cylinder InletVelc Dirichlet
Outer cylinder VxWall Dirichlet
Table 4.3: Boundary conditions used for Case 1
Case 2 (Outer cylinder rotating)
In the second case study where the angular velocity of the inner cylinder was xed (Ω1 = 0),
and the outer cylinder was rotating in a clockwise orientation (Ω2 = −0.392699), the
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Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of the boundary conditions used for Case 1.
solution to the velocity given by Equation (4.8) still holds. For this case, the coecients
A and B were dened by rearranging Equations (4.9) and (4.10) as (Dou et al., 2007)
A = Ω2
1
1− ξ2 (4.12)
B = Ω2R
2
2
ξ2
ξ2 − 1 (4.13)
Similar to the previous case, a no-slip boundary condition was imposed on the inner
and outer cylinder walls and Neumann boundary condition on the lower and upper bases.
Figure 4.5 illustrates all boundary conditions applied to the geometry and its denition
and description in the numerical model are listed in Table 4.4.
Boundary description Description in Tdyn Boundary condition
Base InvisWall Neumann
Inner cylinder InletVelc Dirichlet
Outer cylinder VxWall Dirichlet
Table 4.4: Boundary conditions used for Case 2
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Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the boundary conditions used for Case 2.
4.1.5 Results and Discussion
The numerical model was carefully validated using both analytical and experimental data
available for the Taylor-Couette ow through calculations at non-turbulent values of Re.
The number of steps done for the simulation was 90 steps, and the time increment used
was 0.1 sec. Figure 4.6 shows the velocity eld when the outer cylinder was xed, and the
inner cylinder was rotating in a counter-clockwise orientation. The results represent both
the analytical solution and the rst case study. Figure 4.7, on the other hand, illustrates
the results for the counter-rotating conguration.
According to Dong (2008), the two case studies are dynamically similar except for
the Coriolis force and the pressure, which will be dierent due to centrifugal force. The
two case studies were compared by demonstrating the eects of the Coriolis force on the
velocities. The Coriolis parameter f is dened as
f = 2Ω sinφ = 0.392699 (4.14)
where Ω = Ω1 = 0.19635 and φ = 90. The velocity elds of the two congurations were
compared by subtracting the rotation velocity Ω× r, where r is the position vector of the
axes from the results obtained from Case 2. The resulting velocity eld (Figure 4.8) agreed
with the result given in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Taylor-Couette ow simulation results for Case 1.
Figure 4.7: Taylor-Couette ow simulation results for Case 2.
The graphs in Figure 4.9 show the velocity prole computed for the nodes lying in
θ = 90 and z = 2 for Case 1 and 2. The dierence between the computed and analytical
curves is very minimal.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the proles of the pressure for the nodes lying in θ = 90 and z = 2
for Case 1 and Case 2. For Case 2, the results were obtained from the sum of the calculated
pressure and the term 1/2Ω2r2 that generates the centrifugal acceleration ∇(1/2Ω2r2).
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the velocity eld after subtraction of the rotation velocity.
Figure 4.11 shows a comparison between the analytical and numerical solutions where
the calculated pressure was projected over the analytical solution. In this way, the linear
regression for both curves was computed in the middle of the two cylinders (x = 1.5). The
dierence between the two solutions is the integration constant.
The results presented in this section were compared with the numerical solutions ob-
tained by Maidana (2007) using the HELIKE numerical model. No signicant variation
was observed between the results obtained from the two numerical models indicating that
the presently-used numerical model gave coherent computation.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between analytical and numerical solutions of the velocity for Case
1 and Case 2
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between analytical and numerical solutions of the pressure for
Case 1 and Case 2
Figure 4.11: Illustration of the linear regression and constant for the adjustments of results
for Case 2
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4.2 Ekman Spiral
4.2.1 Introduction
Another ow problem is discussed in this illustrative example, which is the theoretical
model of a ow generated near the sea surface by wind blowing in the presence of Earth's
rotation. The wind stress aects a thin layer of the upper ocean, which is called the
surface Ekman layer. Allen and Bridges (2003) dened the Ekman layer as an exact
solution of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations and is fundamental to the theory
of ocean circulation. Interest in this subject goes back since Fridtjof Nansen1 rst observed
the situation. During his cruises to the Arctic Ocean, he noticed that icebergs drift not
downwind but systematically to the right of the wind. Vagn Walfrid Ekman was the
rst who examined the situation, and the following are Ekman's explanation of Nansen's
observations (Lentz, 2010):
1. The water moves - to the right in the Northern Hemisphere and the left in the
Southern Hemisphere - of the wind because of the Coriolis eect.
2. When the surface layer begins to move by the force of the wind, it drags the layer
beneath it due to friction.
3. As each layer moves and drags the layer beneath it, the direction of ow is directed
more towards the right (or left), and because of friction, each layer moves slower than
the layer above it.
4. As a result of these forces, each successively deeper layer of water moves slowly to the
right (or left) like a stack of cards. This pattern of ow is called the Ekman spiral.
Ekman subsequently developed its mathematical representation, and since then, various
references (among others Shankar et al., 1997; Stewart, 2008) have discussed the solution
to the Ekman spiral. The eects that Ekman discovered proved to be necessary because
they later became valuable in the determination of the wind-driven component of the ocean
circulation and the important phenomenon called coastal upwelling (MacAyeal, 2001).
1Fridtjof Nansen (1861-1930) was a Norwegian explorer, scientist, diplomat, humanitarian and Nobel
Peace Price laureate (1922).
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4.2.2 Problem Description
Three dierent models arising from three dierent depths and two dierent bottom bound-
ary conditions were considered:
1. Case 1 represents a homogeneous body of water of nite depth with no corresponding
bottom boundary condition.
2. Case 2 illustrates a homogeneous wind-driven layer of nite depth at the bottom of
which the velocity is zero.
3. Case 3 represents a wind-driven layer of nite thickness, but non-zero velocity is still
possible at the bottom.
Elipot and Gille (2009) and Price and Sundermeyer (1999) used these boundary con-
ditions to study boundary layers and stratication on Ekman layers.
The objective was to describe the vertical structure of the wind-driven currents by
simulating the distribution of velocity and veering using the classic Ekman theory. Steady
wind stress applied at the water surface generated the ow. For the three case studies,
the surface boundary condition matched the imposed surface wind stress, which value was
1.82e−1N/m2.
4.2.3 Governing Equation
The fundamental equations used to describe the ow are the incompressible turbulent
Navier-Stokes and continuity equations:
∂v⃗
∂t
+ (v⃗∇⃗)v⃗︸ ︷︷ ︸
Material derivative of v⃗
= −1
ρ
∇⃗p︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pressure gradient
+ ∇⃗[(ν + µ)∇⃗v⃗]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Viscous friction
+ 2[v⃗ × Ω⃗]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Coriolis force
−∇⃗Φ(z, ϕ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gravity
(4.15)
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂z
= 0 (4.16)
where v⃗ is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, ρ is the density of the water, Φ the
Newtonian gravitational potential, ϕ the latitude, ν and µ are the coecients of turbulent
(or eddy) and molecular viscosity, respectively and Ω the Earth's rotation.
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Compared to the turbulence ux, the molecular transport is often neglected because the
molecular viscosity µ is usually very small, so the momentum equation (Equation (4.15))
then becomes:
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
+ v
∂u
∂y
+ w
∂u
∂z
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂x
+ νH
(
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2
)
+ νV
(
∂2u
∂z2
)
+ fv (4.17a)
∂v
∂t
+ u
∂v
∂x
+ v
∂v
∂y
+ w
∂v
∂z
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂y
+ νH
(
∂2v
∂x2
+
∂2v
∂y2
)
+ νV
(
∂2v
∂z2
)
− fu (4.17b)
∂w
∂t
+ u
∂w
∂x
+ v
∂w
∂y
+ w
∂w
∂z
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂z
+ νH
(
∂2w
∂x2
+
∂2w
∂y2
)
+ νV
(
∂2v
∂z2
)
− g (4.17c)
The computational domain considered uses the Cartesian coordinate system with the
origin at the surface, the z-axis is normal to the water surface and the direction of wind
stress is aligned to the x-axis. In these equations, (u, v, w) are the velocity components in
the x, y and z directions, respectively; f is the Coriolis parameter and νV and νH are the
vertical and horizontal viscosity coecients.
The ow is predominantly horizontal in coastal processes and the vertical acceleration
is small compared to gravity acceleration, Equation (4.17c) reduces to (Drago and Iovenitti,
2000):
g = −1
ρ
∂p
∂z
(4.18)
The x and y momentum equations for a homogeneous, steady-state, turbulent boundary
layer above and below a horizontal surface are:
ρfv +
∂τxz
∂z
= 0 (4.19)
ρfu+
∂τyz
∂z
= 0 (4.20)
where τxz, τyz are the components of the wind stress in the x, y directions and can be
dened as follows:
τxz = ρνV
∂u
∂z
, τyz = ρνV
∂v
∂z
(4.21)
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In his studies, Ekman assumed that the value of the density was constant since strat-
ication limits the depth of the Ekman spiral (Barr and Slinn, 2010). Since the ow is
steady and homogeneous in the x and y directions and varies only in the z direction, the
horizontal and temporal derivatives are zero (Stewart, 2008):
∂
∂t
=
∂
∂x
=
∂
∂y
= 0 (4.22)
For a ow on a rotating earth, a balance between viscous friction and Coriolis forces
occurs. Using Equation (4.21) in Equations (4.19) and (4.20), the x and y momentum
equations can be expressed as follows:
fv + νV
∂2u
∂z2
= 0 (4.23)
−fu+ νV ∂
2v
∂z2
= 0 (4.24)
In the case of a steady wind in the x direction, the Ekman velocity prole in the open
ocean is:
u = V0cos
(
pi
4
+
pi
DE
z
)
exp
(
− pi
DE
z
)
(4.25)
v = −V0sin
(
pi
4
+
pi
DE
z
)
exp
(
− pi
DE
z
)
(4.26)
where V0 =
√
2piτ0/DEρf is the velocity of the current at sea surface, DE = pi(2νV /f)
1
2
is the Ekman layer depth, τ0 is the surface shear stress and f = 2Ω sinϕ is the Coriolis
parameter. The term DE denes the eective depth at which the current velocity is
exactly opposite the velocity at the surface and is arbitrary because Ekman currents decay
exponentially with depth. On the surface, the velocity is directed at 45◦ to the right
(northern hemisphere) or to the left (southern hemisphere) of the wind direction, and it
spirals clockwise or counterclockwise. The friction force at the bottom of a layer acts as
surface stress for the next deeper layer, and it spirals with depth creating in the process the
Ekman spiral. Figure 4.12 illustrates an Ekman spiral where it is imagined that the ocean
consists of multiple thin layers piled up on top of each other. The net horizontal motion
averaged in depth is to the right (Northern Hemisphere) or the left (Southern Hemisphere)
of the wind and is referred to as the Ekman transport.
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The analytical solution of the Ekman spiral with a denite depth in function of the
depth H can be represented as (Egorov, 1983):
u = A sinh(a(H − z)) cos(a(H − z))−B cosh(a(H − z)) sin(a(H − z)) (4.27)
v = A cosh(a(H − z)) sin(a(H − z)) +B sinh(a(H − z)) cos(a(H − z)) (4.28)
The parameters A and B are dened as follows:
A =
τvD
µpi
cosh(aH) cos(aH) + sinh(aH) sin(aH)
cosh(2aH) + cos(2aH)
(4.29)
B =
τvD
µpi
cosh(aH) cos(aH)− sinh(aH) sin(aH)
cosh(2aH) + cos(2aH)
(4.30)
where:
• D = pia
• a =
√
ω sin(ϕ)
αµ
• α = 1ρ
• ω velocity of earth's rotation
• µ dynamic viscosity
• τv wind stress
• ρ0 reference sea water density
• ν = µρ0 kinematic viscosity
4.2.4 Methodology
Case 1
In the rst model, the calculation was solved using a computational domain shown in
Figure 4.13a. The surface dimensions were Lx and Ly, and the number of divisions used
in the tesselation was uniform in both directions, thus ∆x = ∆y. The depth scale of
the motion H considered was 100m and the ratio ∆z/∆x was approximately 0.1 near
the surface. The resulting spatial discretization consisting of hexahedral elements has 775
nodes, 992 elements and 30 layers (Figure 4.13b). Figure 4.14 illustrates all conditions
applied to the geometry.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13: Illustration of the:(a) problem geometry and (b) computational mesh for Case
1
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Figure 4.14: Material and boundary condition assignment for Case 1
Case 2
Figure 4.15 illustrates the geometry used for Case 2. The depth of the computational
domain was H = D/2 = 25.88m, and the surface dimensions, Lx and Ly, were similar
to the rst case study. The spacing of the horizontal division was ∆x = ∆y, and the
vertical ratio, ∆z/∆x, was approximately 0.1 near the surface. The nal computational
mesh (Figure 4.16) was also made up of hexahedral elements, and it has 775 nodes, 992
elements and 30 layers.
Figure 4.15: Problem geometry for Case 2
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Figure 4.16: Computational mesh for Case 2
Aside from the wind stress acting on the top surface boundary, an inviscid wall bound-
ary condition was imposed on the bottom of the domain of study. Figure 4.17 shows the
boundary conditions for Case 2.
Figure 4.17: Material and boundary conditions assignment for Case 2
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Case 3
In Case 3, the depth of the computational geometry (Figure 4.18) was H = D/3 =
17.2555m, and the ratio of the horizontal and vertical spacings was similar to the pre-
vious case studies. The resulting computational mesh (Figure 4.19) has 775 nodes, 992
elements and 30 layers.
Figure 4.18: Problem geometry for Case 3
The boundary conditions for Case 3 were similar to those imposed for Case 2. Wind
stress was applied on the surface of the domain, and an inviscid wall boundary condition
was imposed at the bottom. Figure 4.20 shows the material and uid boundary assignments
and Table 4.5 summarizes the boundary conditions imposed for the three case studies. in
Table 4.5.
Case Dimensions (in m) Boundary Boundary condition Description in Tdyn
1
100× 100× 100 Surface Dirichlet InvisWall
(H = 100) Bottom No BC imposed
2
100× 100× 25.88 Surface Dirichlet InvisWall
(H = D/2 = 25.88) Bottom Dirichlet InletVelc
3
100× 100× 17.25 Surface Dirichlet InvisWall
(H = D/3 = 17.2555) Bottom Dirichlet InletVelc
Table 4.5: Domain dimensions and boundary conditions for Ekman spiral case studies
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Figure 4.19: Computational mesh for Case 3
Figure 4.20: Material and boundary condition assignment for Case 3
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4.2.5 Results and Discussion
The numerical model was used to simulate the response to the wind forcing. It must
be stressed that the shape of the velocity eld prole is dictated only by the Ekman
mechanism, i.e., by the balance between the vertical momentum transfer and the Coriolis
force. Other potentially relevant factors, such as density stratication, convection and
turbulence were ignored.
For all three test cases, the numerical simulations were carried out with 1000 time steps
and the function statement if (step < 500) then (100.0) else (10.0) endif dened the time
increment used. The results of the simulation for each test case were taken every 25 steps.
Figure 4.21 illustrates the resulting velocity eld induced by uniform wind stress of
1.82e-01N/m2 applied at the surface of a domain with nite depth and with no corre-
sponding bottom boundary condition (Case 1). The gure illustrates that the deection
angle is ±pi/4 at the surface, and it increases with depth.
While overall, the ow for a domain of nite depth at the bottom of which the velocity
is zero, Case 2 (Figure 4.22) is similar to the previous case. The simulation results show
that the thickness of the boundary layer inuenced the deection angle of the subsequent
proles. The same pattern occurs for Case 3 (Figure 4.23). Figure 4.24 shows a comparison
of the obtained prole velocities for the three test cases of the Ekman spiral. The obtained
results presented slight variations compared to the analytical solution. The dierence was
attributed to the larger time step used in the simulation.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of the horizontal velocities obtained from the numerical simulation
of the Ekman spiral for H = 100m, H = D/2, H = D/3
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4.3 Lock-exchange Flow
4.3.1 Introduction
The lock-exchange problem is based on the Marsigli ow which has been known since the
17th century. Count Marsigli went to Constantinople in 1679, and he was the rst to make
scientic observations about a well-known undercurrent in the Bosphorus. The story is as
follows (Gill, 1982):
...for the shermen of the towns on the Bosphorus say that the whole stream
does not ow in the direction of Byzantium, but while the upper current which
we can see plainly does not ow in this direction, the deep water of the abyss, as
it is called, moves in a direction exactly opposite to that of the upper current and
so ows continuously against the current which is seen... This statement shows
that the undercurrent water ows toward the Black Sea from the Mediterranean.
Marsigli reasoned that the eect was due to density dierences: water from the
Black Sea is lighter than the water from the Mediterranean. The lower density
of the Black Sea can be attributed to lower salinity resulting from river runo.
He then performed a laboratory experiment. A container is initially divided into
two by partition. The left side contained water taken from the undercurrent in
the Bosphorus, while the right side contained dyed water having the density of
surface water in the Black Sea. The experiment was to put two holes in the
partition to observe the resulting ow. The ow through the lower hole was in
the direction of the undercurrent in the Bosphorus, while the ow through the
upper hole was in the direction of the surface ow.
Since then, this problem has been extensively investigated in several laboratory (e.g.,
Huppert and Simpson, 1980; Hacker et al., 1996; Shin et al., 2004) and numerical experi-
ments (e.g. Liu et al., 2003; Özgökmen et al., 2007; Ooi et al., 2007) due to its application
in engineering especially in many problems related to industrial and environmental pro-
tection. The reasonable number of well-established numerical experiments available has
made the lock-exchange ow an ideal ow problem for validating numerical simulations.
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4.3.2 Problem Description
The physical process is simple in concept and is simulated in a simple set up. A rectangular
basin is initially lled with uids of dierent densities and a vertical dam located at the
center of the basin separates these uids at time t = 0 sec (Figure 4.25). Once the partition
is removed, it results in a gravity current showing the development of two velocity elds
moving in opposite directions. According to Härtel et al. (2000), the lock-exchange problem
is well-suited to study the ow of the head in detail because, in this ow, the developed
fronts propagate at a constant speed after a short initial transient. Lowe et al. (2005)
mentioned that despite the simplicity of execution of this experiment, it results in a wide
variety of ow processes that require theoretical explanation.
Figure 4.25: A schematic representation of the lock-exchange tank initial conguration
with two uids of dierent density. At time t = 0, the separating lock is released, and
the denser uid propagates into the channel close to the bottom. The arrows represent the
gravity currents and the dashed line indicates the interface between the two uids during
the transient.
4.3.3 Governing Equation
To describe the incompressible uid ow of two uids with densities ρ1 and ρ2 in the spa-
tial domain Ω ⊂ ℜndim , where ndim is the number of dimensions, the governing equation
can be derived from the Navier-Stokes equations used in the previous test case (see Equa-
tion (4.15)). The momentum equations for an incompressible uid in two-dimensional form
have the following form:
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
+ v
∂u
∂y
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂x
+ µH
∂2u
∂x2
+ µV
∂2u
∂y2
(4.31a)
∂v
∂t
+ u
∂v
∂x
+ v
∂v
∂y
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂y
+ µH
∂2v
∂x2
+ µV
∂2v
∂y2
− g (4.31b)
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where u and v are the velocity components in the horizontal x and vertical y-directions,
respectively; ρ(x, y) is the uid density; f is the Coriolis force; g is the gravitational
acceleration; t, µH and µV denote the time, coecients of horizontal and vertical eddy
viscosity, respectively.
The mass conservation is expressed by the incompressibility condition
∇ · u = ∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
= 0 (4.32)
Casulli and Stelling (1998) mentioned that the uid density ρ is specied by an equation
of state ρ = ρ(T, S), where T and S denote the temperature and salinity, respectively. A
transport equation for T and S must also be given when either the temperature or the
salinity concentration cannot be assumed constant. The equation is as follows:
∂c
∂t
+ u
∂c
∂x
+ v
∂c
∂y
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂x
+ νH
∂2c
∂x2
+ νV
∂2c
∂y2
(4.33)
where c = T, S; and νH and νV are the coecients of horizontal and vertical eddy diu-
sivity, respectively.
4.3.4 Methodology
The numerical experiment was based on the article written by Casulli and Stelling (1998).
A rectangular basin of length L = 2.0m and depth H = 0.3m (Figure 4.26) was used as
the problem geometry. The domain was discretized using quadrilateral elements and the
discretization parameters were taken to be uniformly distributed, ∆x = ∆y = 1cm. The
tesselation formed a computational mesh having 6000 elements and 6231 nodes.
Figure 4.26: Problem geometry for the lock-exchange problem
The problem domain has a gate at the half length that separates two uids with dierent
densities ρ1 = 1.03 kg/m
3 and ρ2 = 1.0 kg/m
3, respectively. The horizontal and vertical
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eddy viscosities are constant and are set to their molecular values of µH = µV = 10−4m2/s.
Casulli and Stelling (1998) recommended the use of constant eddy viscosity in both direc-
tions to prevent the development of interfacial instabilities. Given these parameter values,
the currents had Reynolds numbers Re = UH/2ν = 187.
Boundary and concentration eld conditions
After dening the materials, simple boundary conditions were imposed on the sides of
the problem domain. A free-slip condition was imposed on all boundaries to study the
propagation speed of the gravity currents (Figure 4.27). The concentration eld was dened
in the numerical model using heaviside functions, which are often called step functions. Its
syntax is heaviside(., .) where the rst argument is the variation of the switch and the
second, the renement factor.
Figure 4.27: Imposed boundary conditions on the problem geometry
4.3.5 Results and Discussion
The internal time step used in this numerical experiment was ∆t = 0.01 sec and the
simulations were computed for 1000 time steps. At the initial time, the impermeable
gate was removed, and heavy uid started to move underneath the freshwater due to the
baroclinic force caused by the horizontal density gradient. Figure 4.28 shows the snapshots
of the density evolution. It illustrates the density distribution at times 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 seconds.
The presence of an undercurrent ow which moved from the left to the right side and
an upper current ow, which moved in the opposite direction, was very apparent and
was consistent with the theory with the heavier uid intruding underneath the less dense
uid resulting in two fronts moving in opposite directions. Lowe et al. (2005) proposed
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Figure 4.28: Density distribution for t = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 seconds
using Benjamin's energy-conserving gravity current theory for uids with density ratio
γ = ρ2/ρ1 < 1 where ρ1 > ρ2 to calculate for the speed and height of the left-propagating
current in Figure 4.28 given by
ulight_fluid =
1
2
√
(1− γ)gH = 0.14631m2/s (4.34)
hL =
1
2
H = 0.15m (4.35)
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and the speed and height of the right-propagating current are
uheavy_fluid =
1
2
√
(1− γ)
γ
gH = 0.14849m2/s (4.36)
hH =
1
2
H = 0.15m (4.37)
Since γ < 1, Equations (4.34) and (4.36) imply that the heavy current will travel faster
than the light current which is consistent with the outcome of the simulation although the
dierence between the values is very minimal due to the low-density contrast between the
two uids considered.
van Rijn (1990) suggested the use of Equation (4.38) to calculate for the estimated
value of the front mean velocity. It is based on the conversion of potential to kinetic
energy using the inviscid frictionless Bernoulli equation.
u =
√
2
2
√
ρ2 − ρ1
ρ2 + ρ1
gH (4.38)
Figure 4.29: Velocity eld at t = 5 s where the maximum underow and overow velocities
are 0.12483 and 0.12484m/s
Figure 4.29 shows the velocity eld at time t = 5 s where the maximum velocity
calculated by the numerical simulation is 0.12484m/s. Using Equation (4.38), where
g = 9.81m/s2, the analytical front mean velocity is 0.147466 m/s, which is slightly dierent
from computed front velocity. Figure 4.30(a) shows the numerical simulation maximum
front velocity for the dierent time steps, but Le Roux et al. (2008) argued that the values
shown in the graph are not the best parameters to compare with the analytical value.
Instead, he suggested another method where the velocity prole, shown in Figure 4.30(b),
is integrated numerically. The numerical integration range from the bottom to the half
depth of the domain, where the velocity is almost null. The resulting mean front velocity
from the numerical integration was 0.01328578 m/s which is smaller than the predicted
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value of 0.0158 m/s. Le Roux et al. (2008) opined that the smaller value of the integrated
mean front velocity is considered physically coherent because the Bernoulli equation does
not consider the non-linear eects due to momentum and the eects brought by viscosity.
Given these arguments, the numerical model was able to simulate the process correctly
since the computed value was very near to the integrated front velocity.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.30: Graph for the bottom layer:(a) maximum front velocity and (b) velocity prole
at t = 20 s.
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Vorticity dynamics
Some explicit viscosity might be required for most of the models to achieve realistic dynam-
ics. A new model problem based on the numerical experiment presented by Fringer et al.
(2006) was performed to assess the evolution of the density interface after the initial release
of the separating gate. The simulations were performed in a two-dimensional domain of
length L = 0.8 m and depth D = 0.1 m using 400× 100 cells. A no-slip boundary condi-
tion was imposed on the bottom and free-slip boundary conditions for all other boundaries.
Initially, a less dense uid lled one half of the domain, ρ1 = 0.999 kg/m
3 for x < 0.4 m,
and a denser liquid lled the other half, ρ2 = 1.0 kg/m
3 for x ≥ 0.4 m. The horizontal and
vertical eddy viscosities are constant and are set equal to νH = νV = 10−6 m2s−1. The
Reynolds number of the currents based on these values is about 750. Figure 4.31 illustrates
the resulting density contours obtained from the present simulations at times 0, 10, 20 and
30 seconds.
Figure 4.31: Density distribution for t = 0, 10, 20, 30 seconds
The accuracy of the numerical model was further established by comparing the max-
imum horizontal and vertical velocities obtained for time t = 22.5 s with the published
numerical values (Table 4.6). The results showed good agreement since there is a negligible
dierence in the magnitudes of the maximum u and v velocities. The resulting shape of
the advancing fronts is also qualitatively similar to that obtained by Fringer et al. (2006).
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Source Umax(ms−2) Vmax(ms−2)
Fringer et al. (2006) 0.024 0.013
Tdyn 0.022115 0.011788
Table 4.6: Comparison of the maximum velocities obtained from the present simulations
with those of Fringer et al. (2006).
Along with the expected dynamics of a lock-exchange ow: two fronts propagating in
opposite directions, a bulbous head forms at the no-slip boundary with a foremost region
(called nose) raised above the border. Of particular interest and the most noticeable
feature of the early ow evolution (t= 10 s) is the formation of the roll-up structures in
the middle part of the uid interface. The numerical simulation shows that as the front
advanced, the roll-up structures broke up into several circulation loops during the later
evolution of the ow, and they moved with their areas, shapes, and orientations deforming
with the uid ow. These circulation loops are called vorticities, and they play a vital role
in the study of uid dynamics.
Figure 4.32: Resulting density contours after t = 22.5 s.
The vorticity of uid ow is dened as the measure of the local rotation, or spin of a
uid element in a point and is equal to the curl of the velocity eld (Kaplanski, 2010)
ζ ≡ ∇× v (4.39)
In a 2D ow, in the x−y plane of a Cartesian coordinate system, the velocity has the form
v = [v(t, x, y), u(t, x, y), 0]T (4.40)
and only the vertical component of the vorticity ζ = (0, 0, ζy)T is of interest:
ζz =
(
∂v
∂x
− ∂u
∂y
)
(4.41)
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Using Equation (4.41), the numerical model calculated the vorticity prole for the model
problem. To see the details, the middle part at time t = 22.5 seconds (Figure 4.32) was
plotted (Figure 4.33). It demonstrates that a uid patch bounded by an initially circular
interface gives rise to a rolled-up vortex. Its size and shape, as shown in Figure 4.31, evolve
and it is interesting to note that neighboring uid patches also result in strong start-up
vortices, although at a somewhat later time.
Figure 4.33: Vorticity prole section at the center of the problem domain
Although recent careful and detailed experimental and computational results have been
achieved, many very fundamental unresolved issues are still under investigation with regard
to the principles governing the formation and growth of vortical structures (e.g., Pullin
and Saman (1998)). A very good example is the density distribution at t = 22.5 s shown
in Figure 4.34 obtained by Fringer et al. (2006). One notes good qualitative agreement
with Figure 4.32, the corresponding density distribution from our numerical experiment.
While in both models, the order of magnitude of the maximum speeds and the shapes of the
advancing fronts are the same; the dierence lies in the number of vortices. Interestingly, no
laboratory experiment of this set up has been performed, so it is not possible to determine
the actual number of vortices produced after the partition was removed.
Figure 4.34: Resulting density contours after t = 22.5 s taken from Fringer et al. (2006).
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Häertel et al. (1999) mentioned that virtually all previous investigations on lock-
exchange apply to the case of constant density and nearly inviscid ow and an in-depth
analysis of nite vortex sheet dynamics in variable-density environments has not yet been
performed. Completion of these investigations and future studies should be able to con-
tribute signicantly to a better understanding of the dynamics that govern the generation
and evolution of the vortices described in this section.
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4.4 Submarine Canyon Model
4.4.1 Introduction
Geophysical ows such as coastal ocean ows contain a wealth of physical processes because
of several parameters associated with these systems. These parameters include highly
complex terrain, background rotation and stratication, forcings that are nonuniform in
both space and time and complex turbulence of the background motion. Given this context,
a scientic tool that can provide information is essential to understand the complexity of
geophysical ows better.
The continental shelf is a transition zone between the coastline and the open sea, and it
is interrupted at irregular intervals by submarine canyons that are present in the shelf edge
along most of the world's coastlines. Coastal canyons have long been of interest to scientists
due to its geological and biological importance. Physical oceanographers nd evidence that
these topographic features are preferred pathways for shelf-slope transport of material and
energy and play vital roles in distributing suspended particulate matters and exporting
sediments to the open ocean (Durrieu de Madron, 1994). From a biological point of view,
enhanced species diversity and biological productivity can be found in submarine canyons.
Sardá et al. (1994) nd pieces of evidence that these regions are preferred recruitment
habitats, while Gili et al. (2000) sees canyons as biodiversity hot spots.
Enhanced turbulence, upwelling and internal wave generation characterize the motion
elds in submarine canyons. Studies on the eects of canyon topography on the regional cir-
culation are relatively few, and these have been reviewed by Hickey (1995) and Huthnance
(1995). Field observations are very rare (for example Hickey, 1997; Bosley et al., 2004)
because physical measurements in submarine canyons are among the most complicated
to make. Various factors contribute to the diculty of performing eld measurements,
including the steepness of canyon slopes and the maintenance of the moored arrays of
conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) sensors in water because of intense shing activ-
ities concentrated in these areas. These few eld studies helped explain some previously
unknown processes but also presented shortcomings which include high cost and the di-
culty of attributing a specic cause to an observed eect due to the simultaneous occurrence
of many physical processes. More recently, the focus of attention has been the use of nu-
merical experiments to address these drawbacks. Several numerical experiments relating
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to submarine canyons have been conducted and have shown that both downwelling and
upwelling events characterize the circulation within the submarine canyons. Some numer-
ical models (Hurlburt, 1974; Peey and O
′
Brien, 1976) have demonstrated that canyons
aect the patterns of regional upwelling, and the downstream side of the canyon enhances
upwelling. Klinck (1988) attempted to model the circulation in a submarine canyon and its
interaction with shelf ow using a vertically walled channel, providing the rst insight into
canyon-ow interaction. His studies showed that the width of the canyon is an important
parameter, and the interaction was found to be smaller for canyon widths smaller than the
current width or the internal Rossby radius of deformation (ratio between the phase speeds
of the long internal waves to the Coriolis parameter). Two models (Allen, 1996; Klinck,
1996), with realistically steep and abrupt topography, provided major contributions in the
understanding of the interaction of shelf ow with coastal canyons. The outputs from
these models were qualitatively consistent with the set of spatially comprehensive observa-
tions available. Several attempts to use numerical modeling to simulate current circulation
followed, and Haidvogel and Beckman (1995) conducted an intermodel comparison.
Numerical models, supported by adequate eld data, provide increasingly realistic re-
sults that can be used to predict general ow patterns. Still, the absence of suitable
validation tools leaves the issue of using numerical models with a few doubts. As an alter-
native, recently formulated numerical models have relied on comparisons with the outputs
of other numerical and laboratory models for validation purposes even though comparisons
between numerical models have been proven inconclusive.
In this section, the eects of seaoor topography, particularly the presence of subma-
rine canyons, on water circulation were analyzed through a theoretical continental slope
conguration used previously in laboratory experiments. The plan was to compare the
outputs of the numerical model used in the study with the outcomes of Pérenne et al.
(2001) experiments.
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4.4.2 Physical Model Geometry
The numerical experiments were conducted in a three-dimensional representation of the
domain of study congured to match the physical system set-up for the laboratory experi-
ment done by Boyer et al. (2000). It has a circular tank of radius RT = 0.9m and a model
of a circular continental shelf geometry (Figure 4.35a). The topographic model of the cir-
cular continental shelf was positioned in the center of the tank and consisted of an annular
coast (vertical), shelf (horizontal) and continental slope interrupted by a submarine canyon
(Figure 4.35b). The deep ocean is the part between the continental slope and the outside
wall of the test cell. The geometric dimensions are shown in Figure 4.35c, while Table 4.7
contains the values of the dimensional parameters.
Parameter Value
RC (radius of the coast) 35.0 cm
RS (radius of the shelf break) 55.0 cm
RT (radius of the test tank) 90.0 cm
hS (depth over the shelf) 2.5 cm
hD (maximum depth) 12.5 cm
W (width of the canyon) 20.0 cm
L (length of the canyon ) 15.0 cm
f (Coriolis parameter) 0.5 s−1
ω0 (forcing frequency) 0.26 s−1
Kh (horizontal coecient of diusivity) 1.5 cm2s−1
Kv (vertical coecient of diusivity) 0.1 cm2s−1
u0 (alongshore velocity forced at the shelf break) 1.0 cms−1
Table 4.7: Dimensional parameters for the numerical model
The following statements explain the geometry of the physical set-up. The horizontal
shelf begins along a vertical coastline of radius RC and the shelf break is located at radius
RS with the shape of the continental slope away from the canyon described by the following
equation:
τ(r) = τ0cos
2
(
pi
2
r −RS
L
)
, RS ≤ r ≤ RS + L (4.42)
where τ(r) is the height of the topography at a given radial position r, τ0 is the total height
of the topography from the tank oor to the shelf break level, and L is the width of the
sloping region.
The canyon incises both the continental shelf and the oshore slope. Its length is 2L
measured along the axis from the point where it intersects the horizontal shelf to the radius
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.35: Physical and numerical models: (a) schematic diagram, (b) divisions of the
continental shelf model and (c) dimensions of the physical shelf model
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at which the sloping region reaches the deep-water oor. Its characteristic width W is the
distance along the shelf break between the points where the canyon intersects the shelf.
The canyon geometry is dened in terms of cylindrical coordinates, and its depth contours
are given by
τ(r, θ) = τ0cos
2
(
pi
2
r − rS(θ)
λ(θ)
)
,
 rS(θ) ≤ r ≤ rS(θ) + λ(θ)− W2RS ≤ θ ≤ W2RS (4.43)
where
λ(θ) = L
(
1 + cos2
(
pi
RSθ
W
))
(4.44)
and
rS(θ) = RS − Lcos2
(
pi
RSθ
W
)
(4.45)
The dierent depth contours were computed using the dierent values of theta dened
as W2RS taking into consideration the aspect ratio given in Table 1. The resulting depth
contours from the calculation using Equations (4.42) and (4.43) are shown in Figure 4.36.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.36: Depth contours of the shelf model: (a) prole and (b) isometric view
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The tank was lled with uid, and both homogenous and linearly stratied density
situations were considered. The objective was to nd out the eect of uid density - aside
from the presence of submarine canyon - in the circulation. The system was made to
rotate, and the mean rotation of the turntable was not varied during the experiment. The
background rotation of the tank was set at a constant Coriolis parameter f = 0.5 s−1 and
the ocean-like ow simulated was the along-isobath oscillatory ow dened as
vθ = −u0 r
Rs
sin(ω0t) (4.46)
where u0 = 1 cms−1 is the amplitude of the velocity at the shelf break which is located
at r = Rs; ω0 is the oscillation frequency; and t is the time. The rotation was modu-
lated sinusoidally to establish an oscillatory, along-shelf, background motion relative to an
observer xed to the canyon.
4.4.3 Computational Mesh and Parameters
Figure 4.37 shows the geometry used for the case studies. Given the complicated geometry
of the domain, the elemental partitioning was done using two dierent spatial discretiza-
tion approaches. To compare the results with the studies of Pérenne et al. (2001), the
volume domain was discretized using hexahedral elements. The meshing was simplied
by restricting it to a structured discretization (i.e., the number of vertical elements does
not vary horizontally). The generated structured mesh has 166,980 nodes and 192,500
hexahedral elements (Figure 4.38).
The rst computational mesh represented well the domain of study, but it was not
optimized for the problem. An unstructured mesh was generated in the second approach
that enabled control of the size of the elements in the zone of interest. The resulting mesh
has 2,323,547 tetrahedral elements with 395,219 nodes (Figure 4.39).
Two forms of spatial discretizations were presented, and a new structured mesh was
developed to nd out which of the two is more advantageous in terms of representing
processes of interest. The characteristic length of the elements in the canyon zone of the
new structured mesh approximates the size of the elements in the unstructured mesh. The
second structured mesh has 560,800 hexahedral elements and 497,750 nodes. Figure 4.40
shows a comparison of the canyon zone discretized using the two types of mesh generation.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.37: Problem geometry: (a) top and (b) bottom views
In both cases, a Dirichlet boundary condition was imposed on the sides and bottom of
the domain and a Neumann condition with null stress on the free surface (Figure 4.41).
4.4.4 Results and Discussion
The case study analyzed the temporal development of the horizontal velocity eld in the
canyon zone. The data obtained in the present experiments were the phase-averaged ow
and the residual current above and below the shelf-break level (z = −2.5 cm). Figure 4.42
illustrates the dierent kinds of temporal averages performed during the processing of
the velocity data. The temporal averaging of the velocity eld was calculated from the
measurements involving cycles 11-20 after the start of the forcing, and the phase averaging
was thus done over 11 cycles. The four phases considered are when the oshore ow is at
maximum in the downstream direction (Phase 1) and the succeeding quarters of a forcing
cycle where the downstream direction is on the right side of the canyon axis. The mean
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.38: Structured computational mesh with 166,980 nodes and 192,500 elements: (a)
top and (b) bottom view
time of all the instantaneous velocity elds measured between the beginning of the 11th
cycle and the end of the 20th cycle is the experimental residual velocity eld.
Figure 4.39: Unstructured computational mesh with 395,219 nodes and 2,323,547 elements
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Figure 4.40: The canyon zone discretized using (a) unstructured and (b) structured mesh
Two situations involving changes in uid density were considered. The rst case involves
a homogeneous uid density, and the second considers a stratied uid condition. Each of
these cases was described by the horizontal velocity at three levels: mid-depth on the shelf,
z1 = −hS/2; shelf break, z2 = −hS ; and below the shelf break, z3 = −hS − (hD − hS)/4.
Figure 4.43 shows the schematic diagram of the three depths.
The experiments were performed with T = 24 s as the oscillation period. The time
interval used for the simulation in all cases is ∆t = 1 s with 504 time steps. The temporal
Figure 4.41: Boundary conditions of the problem
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Figure 4.42: Temporal averaging of the instantaneous velocity: (a) forcing sequence of the
velocity that would be forced at the shelf break in the absence of a canyon and (b) denition
of the four phases considered in the study
Rossby number which is the ratio of the forcing frequency to the Coriolis parameter is
dened as,
Rot =
2pi
Tf
(4.47)
and the Rossby number is,
Ro =
U
fW
. (4.48)
The values of Rot and Ro are 0.52 and 0.10, respectively. Using these values, the typical
particle excursion is E = UT/(2pi) = 3.8 cm. The Reynolds number obtained based on the
forcing velocity and the particle excursion E is Re = UE/K = 380. Pérenne et al. (2001)
mentioned that the value of the Reynolds number is too small to ensure a transition to
turbulence over a at plate, which is similar to the laminar behavior of the uid in the
Figure 4.43: Schematic diagram of the location of horizontal velocity measurements
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laboratory experiment. A small region surrounding the canyon was used to present the
simulation results.
Homogenous uid case
The rst test case, utilizing a homogeneous uid with a density of 1000 kg/m3, was used
as the standard scenario for the ow pattern of the four phases dened in Figure 4.42.
Phase 1 exhibits the maximum rightward pattern, while phase 3 represents the maximum
leftward ow phase. Phases 2 and 4 are for cases when the background velocity is zero,
and the impending motion is in the opposite direction. The simulation results obtained for
the mid-depth on the shelf (z1 = −1.25 cm) indicated that circulation at this level did not
react strongly to the canyon bathymetry. It was weak over the center of the canyon, but
a gradual increase in the magnitude of the velocity was observed at the shelf break. The
velocity eld displayed a dierent character when z2 = −2.5 cm, and the presence of the
submarine canyon started to show a more noticeable eect on the imposed ow. Figure 4.44
and 4.45 illustrate the phase-averaged velocity eld at this level for both structured and
unstructured mesh. The magnitude of the velocity eld around the rim was about double
the horizontal circulation over the center of the canyon, which remained weak while those
beyond the shelf break were not aected. Currents below the shelf break (z3 = −5 cm)
had similar characteristics as those above, with the current around the rim stronger than
those within the center of the canyon (Figure 4.46 and 4.47).
Although both numerical results obtained from the two types of mesh generation had
similar magnitudes, there were dierences in the details; for instance, the results obtained
from the unstructured mesh presented a more precise resolution of the on-going process.
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Stratied uid case
The second case was a repeat of the previous except that stable uid stratication was
now considered and dened as 1000.0−(637.1049∗z). The prole of density distribution is
shown in Figure 4.48 and it corresponds to the value of the typical Brunt-Väisälä frequency
N = 2.5 s−1 dened by the following equation Dyke (2007):
N2 = −g
ρ
∂ρ
∂z
(4.49)
where g is the local acceleration due to gravity, ρ is the uid density and z is the geometric
depth.
Figure 4.48: Density prole for the stratied condition case
To evaluate the performance of the numerical model, the simulation results were com-
pared with the outputs of the laboratory experiments presented by Pérenne et al. (2001).
The numerical grid used by Perénne et al. has 250,000 nodes. Figure 4.49 shows the
phase-averaged velocity elds obtained from the laboratory experiments while Figure 4.50
illustrates our numerical results. A good agreement in the direction of the numerical results
and the laboratory measurement was noticed in phases 1 and 3, where both results showed
the maximum rightward and leftward ow patterns. The development of a cyclonic eddy
structure at phase 2 was not apparent in the numerical results compared to the laboratory
version, although the velocity elds gradually changed direction from left to right at the
head of the canyon to right to left near its mouth. The onshore current from the deepwater
into the canyon along the canyon axis in phase 4 was more evident in the numerical model
than its laboratory counterpart.
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The residual currents obtained from our numerical experiments and the laboratory
measurements are given in Figure 4.51. The numerical results exhibited an intensication
of the residual currents. It was not conned near the upstream wall, and it spread to the
canyon's center. The anticyclonic loop visible in the upstream wall of the canyon can be
seen in the laboratory model but was not well-developed in the numerical results.
Similar to the non-stratied simulations, model runs of the stratied situations using
the structured and unstructured grids were performed. As mentioned previously, the second
structured mesh (Figure 4.41b) was generated with the characteristic length of the elements
in the canyon zone, similar in size to the elements in the same location in the unstructured
mesh (Figure 4.41a).
Figure 4.52 shows phase 2 of the phase-averaged velocity elds at depths z2 = −2.5 cm
and z3 = −5 cm. The general ow pattern was similar to the previous nonstratied case,
and the numerical results showed that the horizontal circulation in the center of the canyon
was weak. The gradual intensication of the velocity elds was noted near the mouth of
the canyon, but it did not move deeper inside the canyon. The circulation below the shelf,
z3 = −5 cm, showed similar characteristics as that above the shelf, but the presence of a
cyclonic eddy structure was visible in the numerical results obtained from the unstructured
mesh.
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Figure 4.51: Comparison of residual velocity elds at z = -2.5cm:(a) numerical model and
(b) laboratory model
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The dierence between the stratied uid condition and the previous case in which the
uid density was homogeneous can be better visualized in the magnitude of the velocity
elds. Observation of the numerical results showed similarity in the general ow behavior;
however, the increase in the uid density reduced the magnitude of the velocity elds
(cf. maximum value for homogeneous and stratied uid condition) in the canyon zone
(Figure 4.53).
Figure 4.53: Comparison of (a) homogeneous and (b) stratied uid condition phase-
averaged velocity elds (Phase 1) at z = −7.5 cm
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4.5 Concluding remarks
This section gives a summary of the works performed and the conclusions with regards to
the performance of the numerical model in simulating various test cases. Four test cases
were numerically simulated, which include the Taylor-Couette ow, the Ekman spiral, the
lock-exchange ow and circulation over a submarine canyon model.
The rst test case investigated was the Taylor-Couette ow problem, which has caught
the interest of generations of scientists because the behavior of a uid conned between
two cylinders, either one or both are rotating, has produced various patterns that require
interplay between theory and experiment. The principle and governing equation for the
calculation were given for single cylinder rotation of either inner or outer cylinder. The
numerical results obtained from the simulations were compared with the reference article,
and good agreement was observed. Based on the results, the numerical model is capable
of simulating rotational ow.
The second test case studied the response of the boundary layer to wind stress forcing.
A series of Ekman-type model that best represents three vertical proles was considered:
a nite prole with no bottom boundary condition and two variations of nite depth with
bottom boundary conditions. The numerical simulation results obtained for the cases were
not identical with the analytical solutions since small discrepancies were noted, but overall
the results were deemed satisfactory.
The capability of the numerical model to simulate density-driven ow was tested in
the lock-exchange ow problem. This type of ow is of considerable interest in engineering
design, and it represents a class of ow encountered in several marine applications. It
is considered fundamental in validating model coecients in all well-known turbulence
models. The mean velocity prole and its spreading rate are its most important parameters.
With regards to the performance of the numerical model, the results from the simulation
were found to be in good agreement with the proposed solution presented by van Rijn
(1990) and Le Roux et al. (2008).
The results of the circulation over a submarine canyon model numerical experiment
showed that the inuence of canyon topography on current circulation was minimal in the
upper layers while in deeper layers, the presence of submarine canyons aects the direction
of the current circulation. Changes in uid density also contributed to limit the inuence
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of the canyon on the overlying ow. There was a noticeable dierence in the magnitude of
the velocity elds obtained from the simulation of current circulation in a stratied con-
dition where the vertical motion was diminished compared to the homogeneous condition.
The numerical results obtained agreed with the observation of Klinck (1996) that as the
stratication increases, the eect of the canyon presence decreases. With regards to the
computation of the phase-averaged and residual velocity elds, similarities were observed
between the results obtained from our numerical simulations and the previous studies done
by Pérenne et al. (2001). Still, changes must be implemented to improve the results further.
It has been demonstrated that the results obtained from the test cases have similarities
with the analytical and experimental solutions available, and these suggest that the nu-
merical model has the potential for providing a reliable, accurate, and ecient method for
simulating ocean turbulence problems. However, the full potential of the numerical model
can only be reached if further improvements will be implemented and if it can be used as
a reliable tool in undertaking more complicated uid ow analysis characterized by high
Reynolds number.
The next chapter presents the modications implemented to develop a revised numerical
model capable of simulating complicated ocean-ow related problems.
Part III
Ocean turbulence modeling through
Finite Calculus Method
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Chapter 5
Ocean Turbulence Modeling
To increase our knowledge,
the subject [oceanography] must be made
attractive to men who do not mind facing up
to the diculties of uid mechanics (Vallis, 2006).
5.1 Introduction
Turbulence and the subsequent mixing are essential mechanisms in driving the dynamics
of the ocean. Without turbulence and the mixing it causes, we would not have the same
ocean since they are important for the transport of momentum, mass and heat.
Ocean turbulence poses a challenge for computer simulations since space and time scales
are inconveniently large in the ocean. Due to this, the main focus of ocean turbulence
research is to develop models that can approximate the tremendous range of scales present
in the ocean.
This chapter extended the FIC procedure implemented in the previous section on
convection-diusion problems to the ocean turbulence ow problem. The present research
aimed to develop a three-dimensional FIC model suited for oceanic applications, capable of
taking into account the physics and geometric complexities usually encountered in real-life
applications.
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5.2 An application problem: FIC equations for ocean turbu-
lence
The procedure was similar to the steps undertaken to derive the FIC method. However,
to model the oceanic ow problem, some factors must be taken into account. First, the
problem is dierent from the one considered in the derivation because this time, it is now
time-dependent. Second, the problem is geometrically and physically very complex and its
numerical solution is challenging. Finally, the equations have to include additional terms
to describe a physical phenomenon such as Coriolis forces.
Since the problem is now time-dependent, the rst step is to derive the equation that
governs the oceanic ow. It begins with writing the incompressible NSE in a domain dened
by Rnd where nd = 2, 3 is the space dimensions. The domain is bounded by Γ = ∂Ω, and
the ow problem is to be solved in the time interval [0, T ].
If u is the uid velocity eld and p is the pressure, the NSE are
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u− ν∇2u+ f × u = − 1
ρ0
∇p+ ρ
ρ0
g (5.1)
and the equation of continuity, also called the incompressibility constraint as,
∇ · u = 0 (5.2)
where ρ is the uid density, and ρ0 a constant reference density which is the average density
of seawater (1.025 gm cm−3), g is the gravity vector, the term f ×u = 2Ω×u represents
the Coriolis acceleration with Ω denoting Earth's rotation, ν is the kinematic viscosity of
the uid, and t denotes time. The NSEs are usually simplied by neglecting the direct
eect of density dierences on momentum (Boussinesq approximation) and assuming the
incompressibility of the ow.
In component form, the NSE can be written as
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
− ν ∂
2ui
∂xj∂xj
+ 2 ∈ijk Ωuk = − 1
ρ0
∂p
∂xi
+ gi
ρ
ρ0
(5.3)
where, u1 = u, u2 = v and u3 = w are the eastward, the northward and the upward velocity
components, respectively. The gravity vector is dened as g = (0, 0,−g), and the Earth's
rotation is split into components towards North and geoid-normal: Ω = (0, cos(Φ), sin(Φ))
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where Ω ≈ 7.3 · 10−5s−1 is the angular velocity of the Earth, and Φ is the latitude. For
water, the kinematic viscosity ν has a value of ν = 1.3 · 10−6m2s−1 at 10◦C, which varies
with temperature such that its value decreases to ν = 8.0 · 10−7m2s−1 at 30◦C (Burchard
and Umlauf, 2013).
Considering the FIC governing equations again for incompressible uid
rmi −
1
2
hij
∂rmi
∂xj
= 0 in Ω no sum in i (5.4)
rd − 1
2
hj
∂rd
∂xj
= 0 in Ω. (5.5)
where the residuals of the momentum and the divergence equations for ocean turbulence
are expressed as
rmi =
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
− ν ∂
2ui
∂xj∂xj
+
1
ρ0
∂p
∂xi
+ 2 ∈ijk Ωuk − gi ρ
ρ0
(5.6)
rd =
∂ui
∂xj
i, j = 1, nd (5.7)
The boundary and initial conditions for FIC are
−njui + njνj∇ui + qn − 1
2
hijnjrmi = 0 on Γq no sum in i
ui − u¯i = 0 on Γφ (5.8)
ui = u¯
0
j for t = t0
where nj are the components of the normal vector to the boundary and qn is the prescribed
total ux across the Neumann boundary Γq with Γ = Γφ ∪ Γq.
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To summarize, the strong form of the FIC formulated NSE for solving the ocean tur-
bulence are dened as follows
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
− ν ∂
2ui
∂xj∂xj
+
1
ρ0
∂p
∂xi
+ 2 ∈ijk Ωuk − gi ρ
ρ0
− hij
2
∂rmi
∂xj
= 0 in Ω (5.9a)
∂ui
∂xj
−
nd∑
i=1
τi
∂rmi
∂xj
= 0 in Ω (5.9b)
−uinj + njνj∇ui + qn − 1
2
hijnjrmi = 0 on ΓN (5.9c)
ui = u¯i on ΓD (5.9d)
where
rmi =
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
− ν ∂
2ui
∂xj∂xj
+
1
ρ0
∂p
∂xi
+ 2 ∈ijk Ωuk − gi ρ
ρ0
(5.10)
Using the weighting functions vi and q, the Galerkin procedure was applied to Equa-
tion (5.9) leading to the weak form of the problem,
∫
Ω
vi
[
rmi −
hij
2
∂rmi
∂xj
]
dΩ+
∫
Γt
vi
(
−njui + njνj∇ui + qn − 1
2
hijnjrmi
)
dΓ = 0 (5.11)
∫
Ω
q
[
rd −
nd∑
i=1
τi
∂rmi
∂xi
]
dΩ = 0 (5.12)
then integrating by parts the terms with derivatives of rmi gives
∫
Ω
virmidΩ+
∫
Γt
vi(−njui + njνj∇ui + qn)dΓ−
∫
Ω
hij
2
∂vi
∂xj
rmidΩ = 0 (5.13)
∫
Ω
qrddΩ+
∫
Ω
[ nd∑
i=1
τi
∂q
∂xi
rmi
]
dΩ−
∫
Γ
[ nd∑
i=1
qτinirmi
]
dΓ = 0 (5.14)
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Assuming that rmi is negligible on the boundaries, the resulting momentum and mass
balance equations become:
∫
Ω
[
vi
(
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
)
+
∂vi
∂xj
(
ν
∂ui
∂xj
+
p
ρ0
)]
dΩ+
∫
Ω
vi(2 ∈ijk Ωuk)dΩ
−
∫
Ω
vigi
ρ
ρ0
dΩ+
∫
Γt
viqndΓ−
∫
Ω
hij
2
∂vi
∂xj
rmidΩ = 0 (5.15)
∫
Ω
q
∂ui
∂xi
dΩ+
∫
Ω
[ nd∑
i=1
τi
∂q
∂xi
rmi
]
dΩ = 0 (5.16)
The convective term and the pressure gradient projections, ci and pii, which were dis-
cussed in Chapter 2 were introduced into the integral equations yielding the following
system of equations:
∫
Ω
[
vi
(
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
)
+
∂vi
∂xj
(
ν
∂ui
∂xj
+
p
ρ0
)]
dΩ+
∫
Ω
vi(2 ∈ijk Ωuk)dΩ
−
∫
Ω
vigi
ρ
ρ0
dΩ+
∫
Γt
viqndΓ−
∫
Ω
hij
2
∂vi
∂xj
(
uj
∂ui
∂xj
+ ci
)
dΩ = 0 (5.17)
∫
Ω
q
∂ui
∂xi
dΩ+
∫
Ω
nd∑
i=1
τi
∂q
∂xi
(
∂p
∂xi
+ pii
)
dΩ = 0 (5.18)
∫
Ω
δciρ
(
uj
∂ui
∂xj
+ ci
)
dΩ = 0 (5.19)
∫
Ω
δpiiτi
(
∂p
∂xi
+ pii
)
dΩ = 0 (5.20)
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5.2.1 Finite element discretization
Following the standard procedure of approximating the dependent variables of Equa-
tions (5.17) to (5.20), the forms of linear shape functions dened in Equations (2.34) were
used. Proceeding similarly as the derivation of the FIC method, the system of discrete
equations to be solved was expressed in matrix notation as
M · ∂ui
∂t
+ (A+K+ Kˆ) · ui −G · p+C · ci − f = 0 (5.21a)
GT · ui + L · p+Q · pii = 0 (5.21b)
Cˆ · ui +M · ci = 0 (5.21c)
QT · p+ Mˆ · pi = 0 (5.21d)
where
M =
∫
Ωe
NaN bdΩ, A =
∫
Ωe
Na
∂N b
∂xj
ujdΩ
K =
∫
Ωe
∂Na
∂xj
ν
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ, Kˆ =
1
2
∫
Ωe
hij
∂Na
∂xj
(uj)
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ
C =
1
2
∫
Ωe
hij
∂Na
∂xj
N bdΩ, G =
∫
Ωe
1
ρ0
∂Na
∂xi
N bdΩ
L =
∫
Ωe
∂Na
∂xj
[τ ]
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ, [τ ] =

τ1 0 0
0 τ2 0
0 0 τ3

Q = [Q1,Q2,Q3], Q =
∫
Ωe
τi
∂Na
∂xi
N bdΩ
Cˆ = [Cˆ1, Cˆ2, Cˆ3], Cˆi =
∫
Ωe
Na(uj)
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ
Mˆ =
∫
Ωe
τiN
aN bdΩ, f =
∫
Ωe
Nag
ρ
ρ0
dΩ+
∫
Ωe
Na(2 ∈ijk Ωuk)dΩ
+
∫
Γt
NaqndΓ
(5.22)
This set of equations completes the semidiscrete nite element formulation of Equa-
tions (5.9a) over an element. These systems of equations were approximated in time, and
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the process was similar to the procedure described in Section 2.2.3. The time approxi-
mation was carried out using a second-order fractional step followed by a time splitting
scheme for each time step n.
5.2.2 Modied matrices in the discretized equation
Following the standard nite element assembly process, the matrices and vectors resulting
from the time integration were formed by evaluating element level contributions. As dis-
cussed in the rst chapter, turbulence is fully three dimensional, so the existing numerical
model was modied by treating the vertical coecient of viscosity explicitly. Consequently,
the computational implementation was expressed for three-dimensional problems where the
form of the matricesK and Kˆ in Equations (5.21) and (5.22) was dened in matrix notation
as
K =
∫
Ωe
BTi DBjdΩ and Kˆ =
∫
Ωe
(∇¯Na)T D¯∇¯N bdΩ (5.23)
assuming that
Kˆ =
1
2
∫
Ωe
hij
∂Na
∂xj
(uj)
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ ≃ 1
2
∫
Ωe
hijuj
∂Na
∂xj
∂N b
∂xj
dΩ (5.24)
It has been mentioned in Chapter 2 that the FIC approach provides a general framework
for computing the stabilization parameter in the form of simple orthotropic diusion. The
matrices D and D¯, which contain the coecient of viscosity and the additional orthotropic
diusivity terms respectively, are dened as follows
D =

ν1 0 0
0 ν1 0
0 0 ν1
 and D¯ = 12

h1u
T 0 0
0 h2u
T 0
0 0 h3u
T
 . (5.25)
For a 3D nite element, the analysis contains 10 d.o.f (degrees of freedom) which
include three velocities u¯ki , one pressure p¯
k, three pressure gradient projections p¯iki and
three convective projections c¯ki .
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5.2.3 Modied computation of the characteristic length
The computation of the characteristic length tensor hij follows that of the 2D domain, but
the rotation matrix T has to be modied. For 3D problems, T is a 3 × 3 square matrix
which, according to Glassner (1990), should have the following properties:
1. T is normalized which means that the squares of the elements in any row or column
sum to +1.
2. T is an orthogonal matrix in which the dot product (sum of the products of corre-
sponding elements) of any pair of rows is zero, likewise the dot product of any pair
of columns.
3. The rows of T represent the coordinates in the original space of unit vectors along
the coordinate axes of the rotated space.
4. The columns of T represent the coordinates in the rotated space of unit vectors along
the coordinate axes of the original space.
Figure 5.1: The direction vectors of the rotated view
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The standard denition of the rotations about the three principal axes can be derived
starting from a given vector Out (Figure 5.1). As explained by Gruber (2000), vector Out
is a unit vector parallel to the line-of-sight (View) and its projection onto the X1, X2
and X3 axes constitutes the third row of the rotation matrix. The other rows represent
the other two axes of the rotated coordinate system: the second row is the projection of
Up onto the X1, X2 and X3 axes while the projection of Right onto the original axes
corresponds to the rst row of matrix T. The unit vector Right is perpendicular to both
Up and Out, which makes it equal to the cross product of these two unit vectors.
Figure 5.2: Dierent views of the same plane
However, these bits of information are not enough to construct a rotation matrix. If
the Out vector is dened by two points P0 and P1 and we are interested in a plane that is
perpendicular to this vector at the P1 endpoint; we will have many views to choose from
as shown in Figure 5.2. While a normal to a plane shows where the plane is and what
directions it extends to, it does not tell something about the orientation of the plane. To
resolve the problem, another vector is used as a frame of reference. This reference vector
(Upw) lies on the X3 axis and is coplanar with the Up and Out vectors (Figure 5.3). By
restricting Up to be coplanar with Out and the reference vector, we are limiting Up to a
single choice. With this information, the coordinate axis projections of the Up vector can
be determined.
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Figure 5.3: The rotated coordinate axes with the reference vector
Since all the necessary pieces of information are available, it is now possible to build
the T rotation matrix. It starts with the normalization of the given vector by moving it
to the original coordinate system and dividing by its magnitude or norm.
Vˆ =
X1 −X0, Y1 − Y0, Z1 − Z0
‖V ‖ (5.26)
where the norm ‖V ‖ is expressed as
‖V ‖ =
√
(X1 −X0)2 + (Y1 − Y0)2 + (Z1 − Z0)2 (5.27)
Using Equation (5.26), the third row of the rotation matrix is computed as follows:
T31 =
X1 −X0
‖V ‖ (5.28)
T32 =
Y1 − Y0
‖V ‖ (5.29)
T33 =
Z1 − Z0
‖V ‖ (5.30)
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As mentioned previously, row 2 is the projection of Up onto the original coordinate
axes. The formula to build the second row is
Up = Upw − d ∗ Oˆut (5.31)
where d = Out ∗ Upw. Normalize Up the same way Out is normalized.
Uˆp =
Up
‖Up‖ (5.32)
The second row of the rotation matrix can then be expressed as follows:
T21 = UˆpX (5.33)
T22 = UˆpY (5.34)
T23 = UˆpZ (5.35)
and it can also be computed as a properly up (orthogonal) vector to the Out vector.
Finally, the cross product of Up and Out will result to unit vector Right that consti-
tutes the rst row
T11 = UˆpY OˆutZ − UˆpZOˆutY (5.36)
T12 = UˆpZOˆutX − UˆpXOˆutZ (5.37)
T13 = UˆpXOˆutY − UˆpY OˆutX (5.38)
This completes the solution for the building of a 3D rotation matrix
T =

RˆightX RˆightY RˆightZ
UˆpX UˆpY UˆpZ
OˆutX OˆutY OˆutZ
 , (5.39)
which will be used to compute for the characteristic distances hij
hij = Th
′
ij (5.40)
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where
T =

RˆightX RˆightY RˆightZ
UˆpX UˆpY UˆpZ
OˆutX OˆutY OˆutZ
 , hij =

hi1
hi2
hi3
 , h
′
ij =

h′i1
h′i2
h′i3
 (5.41)
5.2.4 Modied algorithm to compute for the stabilization matrix or or-
thotropic diusion
The algorithm to compute for the viscosity currently implemented in the numerical model
was presented in Section 1.5.3. This algorithm was revised by introducing the computation
of the additional orthotropic diusion D¯ dened by Equation (5.25), the computation of
the local characteristic length dened in Equation (2.41) and the rotation matrix discussed
in the previous section. The modied algorithm is shown below.
Evaluate ∂ui∂xj
Initialize transformation matrix T
For ipnt = 0, iend
Compute norm of the gradient dui
Compute for the rotation matrix Tkj
Get maximum projections lij
Compute for u′j on the local axes
Compute for h′ij =
(
coth γij − 1γij
)
lij where γij =
ρu′j lij
2ν
Compute for the global characteristic length hij = Th
′
ij
Compute for the stabilization terms
Compute orthotropic diffusion term ilesi = hijdui
Normalise the result by projecting it onto the gradient
End
This algorithm was implemented in the revised numerical model.
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5.3 Concluding remarks
This chapter presented the modied FIC model intended for use to solve ocean-ow prob-
lems such that the Reynolds number does not constrain the simulation. The main feature
of the modied numerical method is the inclusion of a vertical diusion coecient in the
discretized equation. It is thus more readily applicable to solve turbulent oceanic ow
since this type of ow is naturally three-dimensional. The update includes the revised
computation of the local characteristic length, now measured according to the denition
of Oñate et al. (2007b). Parallel to these modications is the introduction of the rotation
matrix to accommodate vector transformation.
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Chapter 6
Modied FIC Test Cases
Testing leads to failure,
and failure leads to understanding (Burt Rutan).
The modied numerical model was used to investigate and understand the role of
the following in the generation of three-dimensional ocean turbulence: perturbation in
a coastal environment, coastal upwelling and current circulation in a submarine canyon
under specied forcing. Each of them has been considered independently in separate nu-
merical experiments to understand how each of them aects the evolution and dynamics
of coastal currents. These test cases armed the use of the FIC technique as a viable
alternative to the standard SGS-based LES technique in the simulation of complex turbu-
lent ows and geometries but with the assurance that the physics of the ow is captured
correctly. The outputs of the simulations were compared to the results obtained from
reference publications that used LES models.
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6.1 Coastal Areas and Regions Aected by Topography
It has been previously mentioned in Chapter 1 that there are three distinctive principal
regimes in the vertical structure of the water column where ocean turbulence has been
observed: the surface boundary layer, bottom boundary layer and the intermediate current
zone. However, most turbulent mixing takes place near the boundaries, either at the solid
boundary at the ocean bottom, or the moving boundary at the surface.
The shallow-water environment in coastal areas oers a unique vertical structure where
the surface and bottom boundary layers occupy most of the water column. It is a good
example where both surface layer mixing and bottom boundary layer forced by currents
occur. The wind-driven surface boundary layer encroaches upon the bottom boundary
layer creating a complex turbulent eld. According to Burchard et al. (2008), for a at,
featureless coastal bottom, the lower boundary layer is controlled by shear generated tur-
bulence while bottom boundaries that include obstacles to the ow, such as islands and
seamounts, create turbulence that leads to a more complicated ow structure.
Coastal regions are considered challenging for ocean models due to their complex coastal
bathymetry, strong density stratications, intense current elds and the rapid changes in
these quantities that can occur in time as well as in space (both vertically and horizontally).
Various papers have been published about the simulation of turbulence in coastal areas
under general forcing and geometric conguration. Still, the majority were applications of
the LES model (see, for example, McWilliams et al., 1997; Roman et al., 2010). However,
Burchard et al. (2008) mentioned that LES incurs high computational cost due to grid-size
requirement and time-step constraints. Although computer power is steadily increasing,
LES is useful for domain scales less than 2 km. Notwithstanding numerous publications,
the use of the LES model in the study of the coastal area is considered to be relatively
new, so it is not a surprise that no coastal application of ILES or SFEM model is known
to the author.
In this test case, the modied version of the numerical model based on FIC was used
to investigate the behavior of ow over a simple, small-scale two-dimensional obstacle.
This setup represents turbulence generation in coastal regions aected by the presence of
a topographic feature in the form of a ridge. The numerical experiments were performed
using uniform stratication and dierent background ow velocities.
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6.1.1 Physical Model Geometry and Flow Parameters
The set-up of the numerical experiments was taken from Skyllingstad and Wijesekera
(2004). The computational domain is a rectangular channel (Figure 6.1a) with a length
of 1200 m (x -axis), width of 67.5 m (y-axis) and depth of 45 m (z -axis). The at bottom
was modied by including in the middle of the channel a ridge which section is illustrated
in Figure 6.1b; its height is hmax = 4.5 m and its width, 30 m. The characteristic of the
ridge is described through a nite volume approach discussed by Adcroft et al. (1997) and
is dened by the witch of Agnesi prole
h =
hmax
1 + (x/a)2
(6.1)
where hmax is the maximum height, and a is the halfwidth of the obstacle. Simulations
were performed with topography held constant in the y-axis direction. Lack of computer
memory prevented us from using a grid spacing of 0.75 m, which Skyllingstad and Wije-
sekera (2004) employed in their numerical experiments. Instead, the grid spacing we used
was 1.5 m, and with this resolution, the tesselation produced a computational mesh with
549,300 nodes and 3,469,698 tetrahedral elements.
Model initial conditions were prescribed using the density prole illustrated in Figure 2
of Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004). A set of background ow velocities U (Table 6.1)
was imposed on the inlet with velocity increased linearly from a state of rest to the nal
value over the rst hour of the simulation. The gradual increase of velocity reduced the
formation of transient waves that might form from starting with an impulsive velocity eld.
The duration of each simulation following the velocity spinup was 3 h for a total simulation
time of 4 h. The time step used was 5 s.
Case U (ms−1) K hˆ hL hhyd
1 0.4 0.89 0.3 NA NA
1 0.32 1.12 0.35 5.0m 3.2m
2 0.2 1.79 0.61 9.5m 7.7m
3 0.16 2.24 0.76 3.6m 2.7m
Table 6.1: Parameters used to examine transitional ows in a rectangular channel
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.1: Rectangular channel computational domain (a) isometric view and (b) cross
section detail of the ridge
Additional parameter was used during the numerical experiment such as constant strat-
ication, N = 0.025 s−1, in which N was measured by the Brunt-Väisälä frequency dened
as
N =
√
−g
ρ
∂ρ
∂z
(6.2)
where z is the vertical coordinate, ρ is the density and g is the gravitational accelera-
tion. The introduction of stratication further added complexity to the dynamics of the
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test cases. Few authors have undertaken simulations of stratied ow over a bottom to-
pographic feature with Liu et al. (1993) and Calhoun et al. (2001), among others and
Burchard et al. (2008) doing the latest study. All of these simulations were performed
using the LES model.
Baines (1995) mentioned that the response of stratied ow over an obstacle could be
determined by several nondimensional parameters that quantify the behavior of internal
waves generated by the ow. Table 6.1 shows two of these parameters which Skyllingstad
and Wijesekera (2004) dened as the internal wave mode number
K = DN/piU (6.3)
and the dimensionless obstacle height
hˆ = hN/U. (6.4)
The mode number K represents the number of vertical wave components contained in
the uid of depth D. When K < 1 (supercritical), the ow will exhibit symmetric pattern
concentrated on the obstacle, and no linear waves will propagate upstream; otherwise, for
K > 1 (subcritical) it will have lee-wave circulations with overturning indicating turbulence
production (Baines, 1979).
In addition to the parameter K, Long (1955) mentioned the height of the obstacle
as a factor that aects the overturning of the ow. The parameter hˆ measures the ow
nonlinearity, and as its value increases, the ow is more likely to generate overturning
internal waves. For ow with hˆ > 0.85, nonlinear eects can cause wave overturning and
turbulence production (Burchard et al., 2008). The parameters hhyd and hL in Table 6.1 are
the critical obstacle heights. The rst, hhyd, was computed assuming hydrostatic conditions
(large Na/U) and the second, hL, by solving Long's equation for various obstacle heights.
The magnitude of Long's calculation's critical obstacle heights varies from above and below
the 4.5 m ridge height. Based on the values of hL given on the table, overturning will only
occur in Case 4, whereas the values of hhyd expects overturning in Cases 2 and 4.
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6.1.2 Results and Discussion
Using the same procedure performed in the reference article, we rst examined the eect
of the dierent values of the parameter K given in Table 6.1 on the behavior of ows
after 3 hours of velocity spinup. The values of K for these numerical experiments vary
from supercritical (Case 1) to subcritical (Cases 2-4). A free-slip lower boundary condition
was implemented in these simulations. At the end of every numerical experiment, the
horizontal velocity perturbation was calculated by subtracting the background horizontal
velocity from the resulting nal velocity. TCL extensions (see Appendix) were introduced
in the numerical model to compute for the perturbation horizontal velocity eld where
the event procedures TdynTcl_InitiateProblem and TdynTcl_FinishProblem were called
at the beginning and the end of the execution of the problems, respectively. Numerical
results from cases 1-4 are presented in this section showing vertical-horizontal cross-sections
of velocity and density after three hours of simulation.
Eects of K
The rst case considered was for ows for which K < 1, so that the ow was supercritical
for all linear wave models. A background ow velocity of 0.40 ms−1 and K value of 0.89
generated a steady ow pattern (Figure 6.2a) which exhibited symmetric pattern in the
vicinity of the ridge. The horizontal velocity perturbation is directly above the ridge, with
weaker disturbances downstream both at the bottom and top boundaries. The ow far
upstream was undisturbed by the presence of the obstacle, and it did not illustrate a strong
transition while crossing over the obstacle. The density eld (Figure 6.2b) behaved like
streamlines even with regions of gradient constrictions and areas of high ow speed.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.2: Vertical cross section of the (a) perturbation horizontal velocity (ms−1) and
(b) density eld (kg/m3) taken after 3 h from the free-slip bottom Case 1.
The ow pattern in the vicinity of the obstacle when the background ow velocity
is 0.32 m s−1 and the value of K is 1.12 is shown in Figure 6.3a. As the value of K
was increased to just above unity, it generated drastic change in the horizontal velocity
perturbation, which was almost double the horizontal velocity perturbation obtained from
Case 1. The numerical simulation result showed that the ow pattern of subcritical ow
and the density eld (Figure 6.3b) are asymmetric in the vicinity of the ridge. Weak
horizontal velocity ow was evident on the upstream side of the obstacle, and strong ow
occurred just after the obstacle on the downstream side. The observed series of a strong
lee-wave system that propagated downstream from the obstacle was not consistent with
the value of hL given in Table 6.1. Baines (1979) mentioned that for cases with K close to
unity, the dimension of the lee wave train is very short but for K & 1.2 lee waves can be
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observed and measurable. The vertical displacement of density surfaces was about 15 m,
and a region called dead water can be found in the top downstream from the ridge.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.3: Vertical cross section of the (a) perturbation horizontal velocity (ms−1) and
(b) density eld (kg/m3) taken after 3 h from the free-slip bottom Case 2.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the results of the numerical simulation when the value of K was
further increased to 1.79, and the ow remains subcritical. As the value of K approaches
∼ 2, the value of the critical obstacle height increases, and this prevents wave overturning
and transitional ows. The simulation results show that transient wavy motions are visible
on the upstream side, which persist until the obstacle is reached; however, the lee-wave
system, which was present in the downstream side of Case 2, disappeared. This is consistent
with the prediction based on the value of hL and hhyd given in Table 6.1.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.4: Vertical cross section of the (a) perturbation horizontal velocity (ms−1) and
(b) density eld (kg/m3) taken after 3 h from the free-slip bottom Case 3.
The resulting ow pattern when K = 2.24 is shown in Figure 6.5a. As the value
of K increases beyond 2, the critical obstacle height based on Long's solution decreases,
resulting in the reappearance of lee waves and the presence of wave overturning. The
ow in the lee slope of the ridge resembled the results of the simulation in Case 2, but
the ow separated down the obstacle due to the shorter lee-wave horizontal wavelength.
Velocity perturbation for this case is much greater than Case 3 and is also almost double
the magnitude of the inow velocity. The ow is characterized by asymmetric circulation
where the strongest horizontal velocity perturbation is concentrated in the downstream
side of the obstacle. The pattern of the vertical displacement of the density (Figure 6.5b)
is similar to the results obtained in Case 2 but with a shorter length.
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According to Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004), the reduction of hcr was the result
of the smaller length scales forced by higher mode waves. In Case 4, two wave components
were forced, generating in the process two regions of increasing ow above the ridge. This
case behaved like two-wave systems with a vertical scale that is half of the uid depth. A
comparison between the simulation results showed that the obstacle height appeared much
lower in the mode-1 case than the mode-2 case.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.5: Vertical cross section of the (a) perturbation horizontal velocity (ms−1) and
(b) density eld (kg/m3) taken after 3 h from the free-slip bottom Case 4.
For obstacles with hˆ≪ 1, Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004) mentioned that the linear
theory predicts a lee-wave response such that
kj =
pi
H
(K2 − j2)1/2 (6.5)
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where kj = 2pi/λ is the horizontal wavenumber, λ is the wavelength and j is the largest
integer less than K. Calculating for λ using Equation (6.5), the predicted wavelength
for Case 2 is ∼ 180 m and ∼ 90 m for Case 4. The numerical simulations for Case 2
produced lee waves that are about ∼ 150 m long, which are a little bit shorter than the
predicted wavelength. For case 4, the simulated ow pattern shown in Figure 6.5a yields a
wavelength of ∼ 93 m, which is almost equal with the predicted wavelength. Skyllingstad
andWijesekera (2004) mentioned that disagreements in the wavelength are due to nonlinear
wave steepening and overturning.
The numerical results for this set of test cases show the generation of a series of weak
internal waves that propagate from the downstream side of the obstacle. The existence of
obstruction, depending on the strength of the background velocity and the height of the
barrier, inuences the overall ow activity. The results obtained in Case 4 are especially
interesting because internal wave overturning was generated in the center of the water
column away from the lower and upper boundaries. Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004)
mentioned that this is reminiscent of observations of coastal turbulence, which often show
isolated patches of mixing in the stratied pycnocline that is not directly connected with a
source region such as the top and bottom boundary layer. Figure 6.6 shows the horizontal
and vertical sections taken from a depth of 22m and near x = 760 m, which illustrates the
mixing region. In Figure 6.6a, the lee-wave disturbance appeared as a banded structure
extending across the domain. It can be noticed that the velocity eld is weak in regions
where there is ow reversal, for example, in the lower right-hand corner and near the
middle part of the section. Figure 6.6b provides a view of the vertical section of the region
near x = 760 m, where the most apparent feature is the presence of turbulent circulations.
It also shows the variability of upward motion in the lee wave, which is due to the wave
overturning.
Eects of the obstacle
After analyzing the eects of the parameter K on ow patterns, another aspect of this
study was to examine the ow response to the presence of bottom obstacles. Following the
procedure used by Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004), we analyzed the eect by computing
for the average velocity at depths between the surface and 37.5 m using the formula
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.6: (a) Horizontal cross section of the density at 22.125m depth Case 4 and (b)
Vertical cross section at x = 760m of velocity eld after 3 hours of spinup
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u(t) =
1
n
∑
n=37.5
u(x, y, z), (6.6)
where n is the number of grid points. The objective was to observe how internal waves aect
momentum above the obstacle, so the computation was concentrated between 0 and 37.5 m
depth, which results in the exclusion of near bottom blocking and bottom boundary layer
formation. The percentage change in domain-averaged horizontal cross-ridge momentum
was computed using
u(t)− u(t = 1h)
u(t = 1h)
× 100. (6.7)
Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004) set the initial ow to t = 1 because of the 1 hour
spinup. Figure 6.7 shows the plots of the percentage change, and these demonstrate how
the transition ow in the simulation aects the transfer of momentum to the internal wave
forced by the obstacle. For Case 1 and 3, which are test cases without overturning, the plot
illustrates that there was a constant but minimal decrease in the average velocity during
the rst three hours of simulation. The decrease ranges from 2 to 3%. The graph also
shows that the average velocity for both test cases started to increase slightly towards the
last hour.
Figure 6.7: Percentage change in the volume-averaged u component of velocity between the
surface and 37.5 m depth for the four test case (K = 0.89, 1.12, 1.79 and 2.24)
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Figure 6.8: Percentage change in the horizontally-averaged u component of velocity at hour
3 for the three test case (K = 1.12, 1.79 and 2.24)
The transition ow for Case 2 and 4 produced a more drastic decrease in the average
velocity between 2 and 3 hours compared to the other two test cases. The plot for Case 2
and 4 shows a downward trend during the rst two hours of the simulation period; however,
the plot for Case 4 showed an upward trend for the last hour while the momentum continued
its downward trend for Case 2.
The vertical prole of the total change in horizontally-averaged momentum for a given
time was plotted using the formula provided by Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004)
u¯(z, t)− u¯(z, t = 1h)
u¯(z, t = 1h)
× 100. (6.8)
where
u(t) =
1
nxy
∑
nxy
u(x, y, z, t). (6.9)
and the parameter nxy represents the total number of horizontal grid points used. Fig-
ure 6.8 illustrates the distribution of the wave drag in the vertical at hour 3. The plot shows
that for all test cases, the most signicant decrease in relative velocity took place near the
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bottom due to ow blockage. The results obtained from the numerical experiments con-
rm that the location of the internal wave drag is dependent on the mode number. The
plot shows that the maximum drag took place in the upper half of the column for Case 2
(K = 1.12). For Case 3 (K = 1.79), the prole plot shows uniform wave drag distribution
in the vertical, while for Case 4 (K = 2.24), stronger drag was visible in the middle part
of the water column where wave overturning was present, as shown in Figure 6.5.
6.1.3 Conclusions and discussion
Numerical simulations of uniform, stratied ow over a two-dimensional obstacle with
dierent K were performed using a stabilized nite calculus-nite element method. Back-
ground velocities ranging from 0.16 to 0.4 m s−1 were used to represent ow responses
categorized from supercritical ows with relatively minor form drag to transitional ows
having active lee-wave systems, signicant wave drag and regions of turbulence.
A comparison of the results obtained from our numerical experiments and the numerical
results (Figure 6.9) presented by Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004) showed agreement to
an outstanding degree of accuracy. In the section where the research study considered the
eects of the mode numberK, the study showed that this parameter determined the number
of wave components that would be forced above the obstacle and its variation resulted in
the change of the number of layers in the structure of the velocity and density eld. For
supercritical ows (0 < K < 1), the time-dependent ow eld obtained from our numerical
simulation (Figure 6.2) consists of localized ow, which represents the strongest horizontal
velocity perturbation. Its location is directly above the obstacle, and our simulation results
were in good agreement with the results shown in Figure 6.9. For subcritical ows with
1 < K < 2, two numerical experiments were performed, which produced distinct results.
In the rst run, in which the value of K was just above unity, the resulting ow pattern was
asymmetric over the ridge, and it generated a series of strong lee-wave systems. Our results
(Figure 6.3) were in qualitative agreement with Case 2 of Figure 6.9. The dead water
region in the downstream side of the ridge was present in our results similar in location as
the results from Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004). Increasing further the value of K to
∼ 2 in the second run led to the collapse of the transitional ow and an almost nonexistent
lee-wave system. The results illustrated in Figure 6.4 satisfactorily agree with Case 3 of
Figure 6.9. Higher amplitude but internal waves with shorter wavelength reappeared when
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K was further increased to 2.24 (Figure 6.5). The simulation results obtained for Case
4 compared favorably with the results for Case 4 shown in Figure 6.9. The ow eld for
Case 4 was similar to Case 2 but with an increased downslope component.
Figure 6.9: Vertical crosss sections of the perturbation horizontal velocity (ms−1) and po-
tential density eld (kg/m3) taken after 3 h from the free-slip bottom cases 1-4 (Skyllingstad
and Wijesekera (2004)
.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.10: Plot of the percentage change obtained by Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004)
for: (a) the volume-averaged u component of velocity corresponding to Figure 6.7
(b) the horizontally averaged u component of the velocity corresponding to Figure 6.8
For the section which considered the eects of the obstacle, the simulation results
showed no signicant departure and were also in qualitative agreement with the results
obtained by Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004). A similar trend was observed in the plot
of form drag generated by the obstacle for all the test cases (compare Figs 6.7 and 6.8
with Figure 6.10). In Case 1 and 3, where the obstacle height was below the threshold, the
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decrease in average ow was only ∼ 2%. In contrast, when the obstacle height was greater
than the hydrostatic wave-breaking limit, the decrease in the average ow momentum was
approximately ∼ 8% for two hours. The main point that can be inferred from the results
of this study is that the presence of bottom features can have a major eect on the ow
eld behavior in coastal regions. It can greatly enhance regions of mixing on the bottom
and in the interior, depending on the internal mode characteristic of the ow and the scale
of the obstacle.
While the results obtained using FIC were generated with less resolution due to lack in
computer memory, the general properties of the resulting velocity eld were qualitatively
similar to the structure and magnitude of the results from the reference paper. In summary,
FIC simulation can provide a valuable tool for examining basic ow processes that could
have an impact on turbulence generation and coastal circulation.
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6.2 Coastal Upwelling Flow
The phenomenon of ocean upwelling is an essential process in the coastal ocean, which
mostly occurs from spring to summer near the eastern boundary of oceans. It results when
equatorward, alongshore wind stress causes the warmer surface to drift away from the coast
and allows cold, nutrient-rich water from deeper areas of the sea to upwell and appear in
a narrow band at the surface near the coast. The phenomenon is considered necessary in
the physical and ecological point of view because it contributes to the process of nutrient
regeneration. Due to its signicant impact in sheries, marine ecology, climatology, trans-
port of pollutants, etc. it has become one of the most-studied problems in oceanography
and engineering.
Many investigators have highlighted the importance of understanding ocean upwelling
and traditionally, it has been studied from in-situ ocean observations, remote sensing,
analytical and numerical models.
• In-situ observation: It is the most direct method of detecting ocean upwelling and
oceanographers utilize various instruments such as shipboard conductivity-temperature-
depth (CTD), Acoustic Doppler Current Proler (ACDP), buoys, etc. to investigate
the physical processes of upwelling in coastal regions. Data obtained from in-situ
data observations are used to calibrate satellite-detected optic parameters, verify the
model results and be assimilated into numerical models.
• Remote sensing : Refers to the acquisition of information through the use of satellite-
or aircraft-based sensor technologies to detect and classify objects on Earth. Since
the upwelled water has a lower temperature compared to the ambient seawater, the
surface temperature drop in the upwelling region can be detected by remote sensing.
• Analytical models: Allow us to understand better upwelling dynamic mechanisms
and give insights into the observed features. Gerritsen (1996) mentioned that the-
oretical studies related to upwelling could be traced back to Ekman, who was the
rst to recognize the eect of Earth's rotation and along-shore wind stress. Although
Ekman's model is straightforward, the solution captures the main physical features
of the ocean dynamics and allows for insights into the essential characteristics of the
upwelling process.
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• Numerical models: Are powerful tools that can be used to simulate upwelling mech-
anisms and to reproduce the three-dimensional turbulent ow patterns in the study
domain, which cannot be easily obtained from laboratory experiments or in-situ
observations. With the fast development of computing speed and parallelized tech-
nology, many numerical models have been developed to investigate the upwelling
mechanism, e.g., the Princeton Ocean Model (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987), ROMS
(Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2003), etc.
Each of these strategies has its advantages and disadvantages. All are essential tools
in physical oceanography research, so oceanographers often combine methods to study
upwelling, its structures and its dynamics systematically. Literature about upwelling is
widespread, and reviews of past research, observational models, analytical models and
numerical experiments of coastal upwelling can be found, e.g., in Gerritsen (1996) and
Chen (2014).
6.2.1 Laboratory Experimental Studies
Aside from the previously-mentioned tools, increasing interest in the instabilities on the
upwelling front and its relevance to models of large-scale ocean circulations prompted some
scientists and researchers to resort to laboratory experiments to study this phenomenon.
Upwelling was simulated by linear spin-up of a linearly stratied, rotating uid in axisym-
metric containers. The term spin-up refers to the transient response of a rotating uid
body to an instantaneous increase (decrease) in the rotation rate of the container (Hewitt
et al., 2001). It was also dened by Flór et al. (2002) as a generic term used to describe
the adjustment of a bound uid system in response to a change in the rotation rate of its
container.
Several research groups constructed and designed an apparatus for such laboratory
experiments. Among these were Pedlosky and Greenspan (1967), the Stanford University
group headed by Monismith (1986), the group of Narimousa and Maxworthy (1987) at
the University of Southern California and the group of Ivey et al. (2000). According to
Munro and Foster (2014), two cases were considered: where the relative ow was driven
by a uniform increase in the container's rotation rate or by steady dierential rotation of
the container's (horizontal) lid. Among the set-ups, the latter case is the most relevant to
the present study.
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The basic laboratory set-up consists of a cylindrical tank with a conical bottom rep-
resenting the continental shelf. It was lled with two layers of uid of slightly dierent
densities with the lighter top uid in contact with a smooth disk that rotated independently
of the tank. The experimental laboratory apparatus of Monismith and Narimousa were
similar to the one described above, and they dier only in the shape of the container and
the technology used to visualize and record the ow. The experiment of Ivey et al was also
similar to the previously-mentioned experiments except that Ivey et al employed uniformly
stratied uids rather than the two-layer stratied uid set-up used by the others.
The laboratory experiment started by bringing the tank to solid-body counterclockwise
rotation Ω about the vertical z -axis. At time t = 0, the top lid started a steady clockwise
rotation at a rate of ∆Ω relative to the main tank so that stress was applied to the top
surface of the lighted uid. The uid in contact with the lid boundary was forced to move
with the lid in analogy to the wind stress in the air-sea surface interface. This spin-up
of a stratied uid, according to Flór et al. (2002), represents an important paradigm in
geophysical uid dynamics, as it describes an adjustment process that arises commonly in
both the atmosphere and oceans.
Numerical models allow the possibility of performing large-scale computations of tur-
bulent ows for complex geometries, and some researchers started to employ numerical
models to complement and to compare the results with the aforementioned laboratory-
scale experiments. Zang and Street (1995) and Cui and Street (2004) are among those
who carried-out numerical simulation of the laboratory experiment, and both conducted
their numerical research using the LES model.
Following the same approach as the previously-mentioned numerical experiments, the
modied version of the numerical model based on the FIC was employed as a counterpart
to the laboratory experiments. The fundamental features of this numerical experiment are:
(1) Numerical experiment involving a lesser grid resolution study to check the capability of
the FIC method to resolve all important features of the oweld and (2) Implementation
of the FIC method as a substitute for the LES-based models to resolve and properly
characterize the response of a stratied uid on a shelf to upwelling-favorable stress. The
outputs of the simulations were compared to the numerical results obtained from the article
written by Cui and Street (2004)(hereafter referred to as AC).
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6.2.2 Physical Model Geometry and Flow Parameters
Figure 6.11 shows the schematic representation while Table 6.2 summarizes the key ge-
ometric parameters of the experimental apparatus. It is a cylindrical tank of radius Ro
having a maximum depth H with a linearly sloping bottom boundary consisting of a con-
ical solid surface of base angle α cut by a horizontal base plate of radius Ri. Unlike the
annular tank used in the experiment of Monismith (1986), the inner radius Rh is zero for
AC's tank.
Figure 6.11: A schematic representation of the laboratory apparatus
Case H(m) ho(m) α(◦) Ro(m) Rh(m) Ri(m)
1 0.15 0.026 15 0.45 0.0 0.055
Table 6.2: Geometric parameters of the laboratory apparatus set-up
The working uid set-up consists of a two-layer stratied system with freshwater (ρ0),
with initial depth ho, as the lighter uid on top of a heavier and denser salty water
(ρ0 +∆ρ). The densities of the two liquids dier slightly, and since the density uctu-
ations in the apparatus are small, the viscosity and diusivity can be considered constant.
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With the small density changes, the perturbation density ρ∗ = ∆ρ/ρ can be dened as
ρ∗ = ρ− ρ0
ρ0
=
∆ρ
ρ0
(6.10)
and it was computed by introducing TCL extension into the numerical model.
AC conducted an extensive grid resolution study, which resulted in the use of a compu-
tational mesh having up to twelve million grid points. Due to limitations in the available
computer memory, our numerical experiment did not allow for the suciently dense nu-
merical grid, and we opted to mesh the computational domain in the unstructured grid
manner. The tesselation produced 249,624 grid points and 1,552,949 elements. Table 6.3
summarizes the grid resolution and physical parameters for both cases. All solid walls were
subject to a no-slip boundary condition.
Case Number of nodes Ω ∆Ω ∆ρ/ρ ν
rad/s rad/s g/cm3 m2/s
FIC 249 624 2.77 0.185 0.018 10−6
AC 12 000 000+ 2.77 0.185 0.018 10−6
Table 6.3: Grid resolutions and physical parameters used in the upwelling simulation
In an upwelling experiment, the motion of the system is changed by∆Ω, and it responds
in a manner that can be described in terms of the values of characteristic non-dimensional
parameters. These dynamical parameters are the Reynolds number, the Ekman number
(E ), which gives the ratio of the frictional force to the Coriolis force and the Rossby number
(ϵ), which evaluates the ratio of the advective force to the Coriolis force. The Reynolds
number (Re = 2995) is dened as:
Re =
ρΩRo
ν
(6.11)
Munro and Foster (2014) and Hewitt et al. (2001) dened Ekman number and Rossby
number as:
E ≡ ν
ΩRo
2 , ϵ ≡
∆Ω
Ω
(6.12)
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while AC dened them as follows:
E =
ν
fH2
, ϵ =
Up
fLR
(6.13)
where f = 2Ω is the Coriolis parameter, Up = Ro∆Ω is the maximum disk velocity and
LR = Ro −Rh is the horizontal length scale. There is also the Schmidt number Sc, which
is equal to 722 in this work. It was used to calculate for the value of the diusivity since
it represents the ratio ν/κ where ν and κ are, respectively, the kinematic viscosity and
diusivity of the uid. However, the Schmidt number was not introduced in the numerical
model since AC mentioned that one role of the turbulence is to introduce the turbulent
mixing of the scalar, so it is not necessary to represent the eect of the Schmidt number.
Munro and Foster (2014), in their numerical experiment, also mentioned that the Schmidt
number has almost no dynamical signicance for the case of salt in water.
Time scales characterize the uid motion in a uniform-depth container, and one of them
is the reference time scale ts, which refers to the spin-up time scale. Munro and Foster
(2014) dened the standard spin-up time scale as
ts = E
−1/2Ω−1 (6.14)
which yielded 270 s while AC used the spin-up time dened by Linden and Heijst (1984)
as
ts = (ho/∆Ω)[(Ω +∆Ω)/ν]
1/2. (6.15)
The spin-up time taken in the numerical experiment was the one used by AC. Subsequently,
we saw that it was not quite the case, and the spin-up time scale that emerged was
shorter, which is ts = 21 for the FIC method. Munro and Foster (2014) attributed this
to the sloped oor of the container because the inclination angle of the tank's base aects
the time scale of the spin-up process. Hewitt et al. (2001) mentioned that few things
are known about transient adjustments of rotating stratied uid systems in variable-
depth containers that even steady-state motions in such geometries are not yet thoroughly
examined in the literature; therefore, no conclusion was reached about the actual spin-
up time scale. For Munro and Foster (2014), the spin-up time for containers with this
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geometrical conguration is:
ts =
E−1/2Ω−1
log(α/E1/2)
(6.16)
A comparison of the values of the parameters from the reference articles and FIC is
given in Table 6.4. Except for the grid resolution, the present study was performed using
the same conditions as the numerical experiments of AC.
Reference Ekman (E) Rossby (ϵ) ts (s)
AC 9.8× 10−6 0.045 220
Munro and Foster (2014) 1.78× 10−6 0.066 117
FIC 9.8× 10−6 0.045 11
Table 6.4: Comparison of parameters for the upwelling simulation
Adjustments were taken to evaluate the quality of measurement and to ensure compara-
bility between the results of AC and FIC. The simulation results from FIC were normalized
according to the spin-up time scale obtained from the model (ts = 11 s).
6.2.3 Simulation Results
Observations
The laboratory apparatus was brought to counterclockwise solid-body rotation at rate Ω.
The vertical cut of the initial density prole is shown in Figure 6.12a, where the layers of the
uid vary slightly. The density interface between the two uids is horizontal which accord-
ing to Gerritsen (1996) is because the centrifugal force in the two layers is approximately
the same at the same radial locations. The centrifugal force with a radial distance Ro from
the tank is directed outward and is balanced by an inward-directed pressure gradient. The
initial velocity eld showing the counterclockwise rotation is illustrated by Figure 6.12b.
At time t = 0, the top disk began to rotate anticyclonically relative to the system
at a rate Ω − ∆Ω. Stress was thus applied to the top surface of the lighter uid, and it
was forced to move with the lid (Figure 6.13a). At larger depths, the uid will rotate at
the same speed as the tank, and an azimuthal shear later forms with a vertical gradient
in the azimuthal velocity (Gerritsen, 1996). The counter-rotation of the lid was assumed
sucient enough such that the interface would reach the Ekman layer. The rotational
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.12: (a) Section of the initial density eld (b) Top view of the initial velocity eld
at y/H = 0.9
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.13: Section at t = 1 s (t/ts = 0.09) showing the (a) velocity eld at y/H = 0.9
and (b) the perturbation density eld where the interface wells up.
velocity decreased for the uid close to the lid, and the centrifugal force got smaller as
well. Since the pressure gradient and the centrifugal force were no longer in balance, the
top layer started to move inwards, and it descended at the center of the tank (Figure 6.13b).
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This acceleration towards the center of the apparatus was the eect of the Coriolis force,
and it formed the top Ekman layer. The resulting Ekman ux made the top layer spin
down at the center and the density interface to rise near the outer wall, which represents
the ocean shore. As the spin-up progressed, the presence of a thin layer of mixed uid
was carried radially inward even before the density interface reached the top surface. This
layer was also observed by AC and was called top inversion layer by Zang and Street
(1995).
At time t = 2 s (t/ts = 0.18), the density interface reached the top disk forming a
surface front (also known as primary front) near the outer edge of the tank. Figure 6.14a
and 6.14b illustrate our simulation results with the results obtained by Cui and Street
(2004). This front became a mixing zone, then it migrated away from the outer edge, and
the mixed layer uid was carried inward (Figure 6.15). The migration of the primary front
allowed the upwelled denser uid to contact the top disk in a narrow strip, which width
Narimousa and Maxworthy (1987) denoted as λ. The width λ from the outer edge of the
tank to the front increased during the migration of the surface front which AC attribute
to the Coriolis force. On the other hand, the radial pressure gradient caused by the front
deformation opposes the Coriolis force, and it stops the front from advancing. A weaker
secondary front was formed and was observed rotating inside and in the same direction
as the primary front. The presence of these two fronts was also mentioned by Gerritsen
(1996) in her article.
The migration process continued until λ reached its steady-state value λs. It means
that geostrophic balance was achieved between the pressure gradient, Coriolis force and
induced shear in the radial direction. In the numerical experiment, the front reached
stationary state starting at t = 4 s (t/ts = 0.36) (Figure 6.16a) which coincided with the
observation of Gerritsen (1996) where she mentioned that the front reaches stationary state
after 5 to 10 rotations. Figure 6.16b illustrates the section of the density eld at t = 80 s
(t/ts = 0.36) obtained by Cui and Street (2004). No drastic change in the size of the
frontal waves was noted from the simulation results from t = 4 s (t/ts = 0.36) to t = 11
(t/ts = 1) (Figure 6.17 represents t = 10 s (t/ts = 0.90)) suggesting that the frontal waves
reached their saturated size during this period.
At some time, when λ < λs, the axisymmetric front experienced instability, while the
width of the upwelled front was not yet stationary. Figure 6.18 shows the region around
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.14: (a) Section at t = 2 s (t/ts = 0.18) showing development of the ow when the
interface reaches the surface. (b) A section of the density eld t = 40 s (t/ts = 0.18) from
Cui and Street (2004).
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Figure 6.15: Section cut at t = 3 s (t/ts = 0.27) showing migration of the primary front
allowing the upwelled front to appear at the outer edge of the tank.
the outer edge of the tank during the development of the ow. At t = 2 s (t/ts = 0.18),
the upwelled front was axisymmetric with no visible waves. Frontal waves became present
at t = 3 s (t/ts = 0.27). As the simulation progressed, these small waves combined and
grew until they reached a maximum size with the cyclones to the oshore side (at a wave
trough) and anticyclones to the inshore side (wave crest) in the direction of the applied
surface stress.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.16: (a) Section cut at t = 4 s (t/ts = 0.36) showing the beginning of the stationary
state of the primary front (λ = λs) (b) A section of the density eld at t = 80 s (t/ts = 0.36)
from Cui and Street (2004).
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Figure 6.17: Section cut at t = 10 s (t/ts = 0.90) showing the stationary state of primary
front.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.19: Expanded top view of the velocity elds at two dierent location at y/H = 0.9
and t = 10 s (t/ts = 0.90).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.20: Expanded top view of the velocity elds at two dierent location at y/H = 0.9
and t = 10 s (t/ts = 0.90
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Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show a close look of the velocity elds at t = 10 s (t/ts = 0.90)
which illustrate an elaborate eld of meandering, jet-like wave motion produced around
the outer edge of the front. The size of the frontal waves remained about the same for the
succeeding time steps, which suggest that the frontal waves reached their full size during
these periods.
Quantitative results
From the simulation results, we measured the average value of λ around the outer edge
of the upwelled front at the surface. A direct measurement of the ow eld at t = 2 s
(t/ts = 0.09) gave a front width λ = 2 cm. The front migrated with a constant speed
then it slowed until it became stationary starting at t = 4 s (t/ts = 0.18) which gave a
value λs ∼ 10 cm. The slowing down of the migration speed uf = dλ/dt is attributed to
the balance achieved between the Coriolis force and the radial pressure gradient. In the
research of Narimousa and Maxworthy (1987), they measured the speed of the waves by
measuring their distance from a xed point on the tank from photographs taken from the
experiments and the maximum drift velocity was estimated as
uw = 0.37Up (6.17)
where Up = r∆Ω is the disk velocity. At the stationary front λs = 0.10 m, the measured
uw was 0.025 m/s. In Figure 6.21, the linear growth of the frontal position λ was plotted
as a function of time scale t/ts. Ivey et al. (2000) predicted the linear growth of the frontal
position as
λ ∼ cu2/fh2o (6.18)
where the correlation constant was determined by Cui and Street (2004) to have a value of
0.15. A λs value of 0.10 m was obtained by the LES simulation of Cui and Street (2004),
which agreed favorably with the average value of our frontal position. Figure 6.21 also
indicates that the linear growth stops after the development of instabilities, and the width
of the front stabilizes.
Since the FIC numerical simulation was carried out under the same condition as AC's
experiment, a direct comparison of the simulation results can be made. Seventeen saturated
frontal waves were obtained in AC's simulation for (t/ts = 0.90). About thirteen saturated
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frontal waves were observed in FIC results (Figure 6.18d). The dierence in the number
of saturated waves may be attributed to the fact that it is dicult to count the number
of waves accurately from the highly irregular ow structures obtained from the simulation
and the sparse resolution of the mesh used in FIC numerical simulation.
Figure 6.21: Growth of the frontal position λ with time
6.2.4 Summary and Conclusions
The numerical experiment performed using the FIC method provided a valuable tool for
the simulation of the development of a coastal upwelling ow. Numerical results obtained
from the spin-up of the stratied uid in a cylindrical container with a sloping bottom
were able to illustrate the temporal evolution and the structure of the ow eld in three
dimensions. Since the numerical simulations were carried out in the same condition as the
reference article (except for the resolution of the computational mesh), a direct comparison
between the simulation results obtained from FIC and the results of AC's experiment can
be made. The principal results and observations are summarised below.
At the early times of the spin-up process, the density interface rose near the outer wall
and descended at the center. As this process continued, it intersected the top rotating disk,
and a surface front was formed. The front displayed strong unsteadiness, and it became
an intensive mixing zone. This process continued for a certain period and until a balance
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was achieved between the pressure gradient, Coriolis force and the induced shear in the
radial direction. The equilibrium resulted in a uniform width of the front dened by the
parameter λ. The density prole exhibited excellent agreement with the results reported
previously by AC for the case of a container with base-slope.
Plumes made up of bottom uid were observed to propagate outward, and cyclones were
formed, generating isolated cyclonic eddies which grew to a size bigger than that of the
frontal waves. These cyclones then interacted with frontal anticyclone eddies to produce
meandering jets that carry parcels of bottom uid. The simulation results show that the
frontal instabilities are intense, and the upwelling front display strong unsteadiness.
The restriction ts = 220 s was not satised in our numerical experiment. However,
in spite of the disagreement, the density prole and the streamline pattern obtained from
the numerical experiment were found to agree remarkably well with the results from the
reference.
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6.3 Comparison of FIC calculations of Flow Over a Coastal
Canyon Model
In Section 4.4, the FIC method was used to study the eects of seaoor topography, par-
ticularly the presence of submarine canyon on regional circulation. Numerical simulations
of water circulation were performed using a theoretical continental slope model with a con-
tinuous shelf, shelf break and continental slope incised by a single submarine canyon. The
set up was congured to match the details of the laboratory experiment done by Boyer
et al. (2000). Oscillatory alongshelf wind stress drove the ow, and both homogenous
and linearly stratied ow situations were performed. The study analyzed the temporal
development of the horizontal velocity eld in the canyon zone.
The simulation results shown in Section 4.4 are generally in good agreement with the
analytical and experimental results available. The results showed that the FIC method has
the potential to provide a useful tool for examining turbulent ow processes that occur in
a submarine canyon. However, it was also mentioned in that section's concluding remarks
that modications must be implemented to improve the results further. Given this premise
and with the changes already implemented in the FIC method, the next line of inquiry
was to nd out if the modied FIC method can provide an adequate level of accuracy to
the numerical experiment.
The submarine canyon test case was retaken and was rerun using the modied FIC
version (hereafter referred to as MF). The objective was to check how well MF was per-
forming. This section compared and contrasted the results of the numerical simulations
shown in Section 4.4 solved using the original version of FIC (hereafter referred to as OF),
which were previously contrasted with the results of the laboratory and numerical exper-
iments of Pérenne et al. (2001), with the calculations obtained from MF. Only one set of
parameters was considered to focus on the concept of numerical model correlations. The
physical geometry, computational mesh, boundary conditions, methodology and all other
details were carried out under the same conditions so that a direct comparison between
the simulation results could be made.
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6.3.1 Results and Discussion
As a recapitulation, the temporal averaging of the velocity eld was calculated from the
measurements involving cycles 11-20 after the start of the forcing, and the data obtained
from the numerical experiment were the phase-averaged ow and the residual current.
Phase averaging was done over 11 cycles, and the mean time of all the instantaneous
velocity elds measured from the beginning of the 11th cycle up to the end of the 20th
cycle was the residual velocity eld. Four phases were considered: Phases 1 and 3, which
represent the maximum rightward and leftward ow pattern, respectively, while Phases 2
and 4 represent the phases where the impending motion is in the opposite direction and
when the background velocity is zero. Calculations of the velocity elds at the shelf-break
level (z = −2.5 cm) and below the shelf break (z = −5 cm) were investigated in the region
extending between (i) x = −10 cm and x = 15 cm in the alongshelf direction and (ii)
y = −15 cm and y = 8 cm in the cross-shelf direction. The downstream side refers to the
alongshore direction of increasing x.
Homogenous uid case
The rst case study was for homogeneous uid with density equal to 1000 kg/m3. Pérenne
et al. (2001) did not perform a homogenous uid test case, but we did this test case in
Section 4.4 to nd out the eect of uid condition on the magnitude of the velocity eld.
We observed from the simulation results that the ow pattern for homogenous uid case
resembled its stratied counterpart, and the only dierence was in the magnitude. So
for reference, we considered the ow pattern illustrated in Figure 4.49 as the basis for
comparison.
Figure 6.22 illustrates the velocity eld obtained for Phase 1 for both structured and
unstructured mesh. Both FIC models gave good qualitative agreement for the simulation
results. The basic directions of the velocity eld appeared to be well-reproduced, and the
measurements of the velocity eld were similar. There are, however, dierences in detail,
which are quite considerable comparing the two calculations. The typical ow pattern
for Phase 1 tends to plunge into the canyon and then follow the bathymetry. The slight
deviation of the direction of the velocity eld near the canyon head, which indicates this
plunging motion was more apparent in the result obtained from MF (for both structured
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and unstructured mesh) and qualitatively, it resembled more the results shown in Fig-
ure 4.49. In contrast, although the direction of the velocity eld from OF was also heading
upwards to the right, the deviation near the shelf break level was less well-dened than its
modied counterpart.
Figure 6.23 corresponds to Phase 2 of the phase-averaged horizontal velocity eld for
both structured and unstructured computational mesh. One can note that nonzero ows
remained for this phase even though the background velocity was zero (decreasing in this
case, as shown in Figure 4.42). The ow pattern for this phase is characterized by the
formation of a cyclonic eddy structure within the canyon with the outlying velocity eld
heading towards the right and left sides of the canyon mouth. There was also a good
qualitative agreement between the old and modied numerical simulations. Still, both
results did not reproduce well the cyclonic eddy structure in the middle of the canyon.
The direction of the velocity eld for OF went straight upward before it owed towards
the upstream wall. In the case of MF, the velocity eld owed with an angle upward to the
upstream side, and close inspection of the ow pattern showed that the direction of the
velocity eld in the downstream wall near the shelf break started to move in an anticyclonic
pattern similar to the results shown in Figure 4.49.
The ow behavior at Phase 3 is the opposite of Phase 1; that is, it tends to follow
rst the canyon bathymetry, and then it crosses the rim onto the shelf break. The ow
thus appears to follow the downstream side of the canyon wall and not its upstream wall.
The asymmetry is again evident for both results, as shown in Figure 6.24, with the ow
structure and magnitude, closely resembling each other. However, there was a marked
improvement in the simulation results obtained using MF since a more dened leftward
ow pattern can be seen from the gure.
Figure 6.25 shows the instantaneous ow behavior for Phase 4 and similar to Phase
2, it illustrates that nonzero ows remained for a time in which the background velocity
was zero (increasing in this case as shown in Figure 4.42)). The pattern of the velocity
eld for Phase 4 suggests a broad current from the deep water into the canyon, and the
results obtained from both versions of FIC were in good agreement with this observation.
The numerical simulations showed ow heading from the upstream wall downward inside
the canyon, however, while the ow pattern from the OF plunged inside the canyon, it
later turned to the right towards the upstream wall upon reaching the canyon head. In
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comparison, the velocity eld in the MF version also owed inside the canyon, but it
continued its route towards the downstream side.
The residual current is characterized by the presence of a weak and wide anticyclonic
eddy centered on the upstream side of the canyon and by a small and intense cyclonic eddy
near the canyon head, close to the downstream wall. Figure 6.26 shows the ow pattern
for the residual ow at the shelf break level for both structured and unstructured mesh.
The order of magnitude of the residual currents, which is just a fraction of the forcing,
was the same for both models. The S-shaped connection between the two residual eddies
was evident in both results, but the formation of the two eddies was not very well-dened.
However, one can notice that the ow pattern tended to form the anticyclonic eddy in
the downstream side of the canyon even though it did not rotate completely. The results
for both versions were in qualitative agreement, but the tendency to form the anticyclonic
eddy was more identiable in the results obtained from the MF, especially in the structured
mesh.
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To check on the vertical variability of the ow pattern, the horizontal velocity mea-
surement was taken at level z = −5 cm and Figures 6.27 to 6.30 show a comparison of
the simulation results of the instantaneous ow elds for phases 1-4. Observation of the
simulation results showed that the water below the canyon rim had the same ow pattern
as its shelf-level counterpart. Still, its movement was very minimal, which means that
it was shielded eciently by the canyon wall from the applied laboratory forcing. The
original and modied numerical simulation results shown in the gures are, in general, in
good agreement with each other concerning the magnitude and direction of the velocity
eld. There are some dierences in details that make the results obtained from the MF
better in comparison to its counterpart. The discrepancy was noticeable in Phases 2 and
4 (Figure 6.28 and 6.30) with respect to the orientation of the ow pattern. In the results
obtained from the OF for the structured mesh simulation for Phase 2, the ow was charac-
terized by a sudden change in the direction of the velocity eld near the upstream side as
it rst turned to the downstream side before it went upwards. For the unstructured mesh,
the simulation using the OF resulted in the formation of a small anticyclonic eddy in the
upstream side, which caused part of the velocity eld to plunge to the canyon head before
heading upward. Some variations in the direction of the ow eld were also observed in
the OF simulation results for Phase 4. In both types of mesh simulations, minimal ow
diversion directed towards the upstream side was detected near the canyon head. Finally,
as for the MF experiments, the gures show that there was a marked improvement in the
quality of results using the MF, especially in the direction of the velocity eld. The ow
pattern obtained for both structured and unstructured mesh displayed a more regular and
well-dened ow pattern.
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Stratied uid case
Figure 6.31 corresponds to the phase-averaged sequence of horizontal velocity elds ob-
tained at the shelf break level for the second production run with the tank lled with a
linearly-stratied uid. These are the MF counterpart of the velocity elds given previously
in Figure 4.50. A comparison of the two results showed that there was a good qualitative
agreement between the numerical results for Phase 1 and 3 since the asymmetry between
these two phases was again observed. However, discrepancies between the OF and MF
results can be seen in the results obtained for Phases 2 and 4. In the canyon head area, the
orientation of the horizontal velocity eld for Phase 2 obtained from OF turned towards
the downstream side before heading upstream, while the results from the MF showed that
it went directly to the upstream side. For Phase 4, the direction of the velocity eld ob-
tained from the OF was nearly straight towards the canyon head. In contrast, the MF
results for Phase 4 turned down to the downstream side. The MF results showed a visually
satisfying agreement with the numerical results obtained by Pérenne et al. (2001) shown
in Figure 4.49.
Figure 6.32 shows the residual current obtained from the MF numerical experiment.
Compared to Figure 4.51a, which is its OF counterpart, the numerical results also exhibited
an intensication of the current not only in the vicinity of the upstream wall but also up
to the center of the canyon. The anticyclonic loop that is present in the numerical result
(Figure 4.51b) of Pérenne et al. (2001) was also not visible in the MF simulations.
To further compare the results from the OF and MF, model runs of the stratied
density using structured and unstructured grids were done. Figure 6.33 illustrates Phase 2
of the instantaneous phase-averaged velocity elds at depths z = −2.5 cm and z = −5 cm
and this represents the MF counterpart of Figure 4.52. The general ow pattern was in
qualitative agreement with the result from the OF. The horizontal circulation in the center
of the canyon was weak, and gradual intensication of the velocity elds was noted near the
mouth of the canyon. The ow pattern below the shelf break showed similar characteristics
as that of the shelf break, but the results from the MF has a more well-dened orientation
compared to the results from the OF.
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Figure 6.32: Residual velocity eld at z = −2.5 cm obtained from modied FIC simulation
corresponding to Figure 4.51
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Figure 6.34 illustrates the results obtained from MF and is the counterpart of the
OF results shown previously in Figure 4.53. The results represent the dierence in the
velocity eld between homogeneous and stratied uid conditions at depth z = −7.5 cm.
Observation of the numerical results showed qualitative agreement between the two results
with the amplitudes of the ow having a similar magnitude and the general ow behavior
identical in orientation. Similar also to the results obtained from OF, the results from MF
showed that the increase in the uid density reduced the magnitude of the velocity eld
in the canyon head zone.
6.3.2 Concluding remarks
Two dierent numerical models were employed to simulate circulation in a submarine
canyon model: original and modied FIC version. The dynamical setting involved back-
ground rotation, density stratication and presence of a submarine canyon. The results
from both versions were plotted to allow for a direct comparison of the velocity eld.
The comparison of the OF and MF results at the shelf-break level has been surprisingly
in very good agreement. The velocities were, in general, reproduced accurately with the
amplitude of the results lying within each other's magnitude. The magnitudes of the ow
velocities obtained from both versions of FIC at the high ow phases (Phase 1 and 3), at
near-zero ow phases (Phases 2 and 4) and the residual currents were in good agreement.
Discrepancies appeared, however, when the orientation of the ow pattern was considered.
These dierences can be summarized as follows: (i) the direction of the ow pattern for
Phases 1 and 3 was more well-dened in the results obtained from MF similar to the results
obtained by Pérenne et al. (2001), and (ii) while no visible eddy was observed from the
results for the near-zero ow phases (Phases 2 and 4) for both versions of FIC, no deviation
in the direction of the ow was observed from the MF numerical results which was in good
agreement with the results from Pérenne et al. (2001).
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Figure 6.34: Results from Modied FIC for (a) homogenous (top) and (b) stratied (bottom)
uid condition phase-averaged velocity elds (Phase 1) at z = −7.5 cm corresponding to
Figure 4.53
Chapter 7
Circulation Over Blanes Submarine
Canyon
It will be perceived, by referring to the general chart of the bay,
that there is a deep sub-marine valley, or gulch, directly in the middle of it,
wide at the mouth, but narrowing very much as it approaches the shore,
where deep water is found close to the very beach (Armstrong, 1858).
In Section 4.4 the discussion was about the submarine canyon, its importance, its role
in the local current circulation and its contribution as a preferred recruitment habitat and
marine biodiversity hotspot. As an alternative to an actual submarine canyon, a Coriolis
turntable was used as a prototype, and the simulation results demonstrated how current
circulation moved around the canyon area and how stratication aected the circulation
pattern. To further study the ow pattern in submarine canyons, the present section
extended the previous investigation by applying the modied FIC method to a real-life
situation. The aim was to reproduce the peculiarities of three-dimensional circulation and
turbulent mixing in a submarine canyon under a specied wind forcing and geometric
conguration. This test case summarized the previous two numerical experiments since it
is a combination of both the bottom obstacle and upwelling case study.
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7.1 Site Location
Blanes canyon is one of the most prominent submarine canyons in the NW Mediterranean
Sea (Figure 7.1). It is situated o the Catalan coast, where it cuts deep into the continental
slope in a NW:SE direction; thus, it bisects the path of the Catalan current (Granata et al.,
1999). It extends from the Cap de Creus Canyon (northern limit) to the Ebro delta river
(southern border), and it has an approximate depth of ± 2600 m. It is considered a narrow
canyon (Klinck, 1988) and Flexas et al. (2008) further added that it is also deep since the
depth below its rim is roughly twice the depth of the incident ow.
The concept of the upper and lower canyon is often used in the study of submarine
canyons. The upper canyon is the region dened between the head of the canyon (the most
coastal part of the canyon, where both canyon walls join) and the mouth of the canyon
(the line joining the extreme oshore points of the shelf break). In contrast, the oshore
continuation of the submarine canyon is referred to as the lower canyon. The Blanes upper
canyon is 16 km long and 8 km wide. Its head is less than 4 km oshore at about 60 m water
depth (Lopez-Fernandez et al., 2013), and it is linked with the old riverbeds of the Tordera
river and the streams of Blanes, Lloret and Tossa (Ingels et al., 2013). The canyon width
then increases with depth, and from its north-south trending course, the canyon turns to
a west-east course before outowing to the lower Valencia Channel (Amblas et al., 2006).
The cross-section of the Blanes canyon is V-shaped along the upper course and U-shaped
in the lower course, reecting the prevalence of erosion and accumulation processes (Ingels
et al., 2013).
7.2 Problem Geometry
The problem domain is geometrically more complex than the previous test cases so the
objective was to generate a spatial discretization that would approximate the geomorpho-
logical characteristics of the Blanes submarine canyon. As discussed in Maidana (2007),
volume grid generation can be done using dierent three-dimensional elements, but the
construction of the mesh in 3D must be given special attention, especially with regards to
the type of hydrodynamic problem being resolved. For rigid-lid type oceanic problems, the
most appropriate is to generate a 3D mesh using tetrahedral or hexahedral elements.
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Figure 7.1: The Blanes canyon area (image: UB Marine Geosciences Research Group
de Barcelona (2011)).
In the case of barotropic problems, where the free surface elevation is accounted for,
or in baroclinic problems where horizontal gradients of density are important, vertical ele-
ments are needed. In the latter case, the presence of the barotropic term involves volume
integral of the product of the derivative of the bi-dimensional surface shape function and
the tridimensional volume shape function. The computation of this integral is done elemen-
twise, and this is feasible only if the elements are ordered and stored in vertical columns.
Considering these criteria, the approach taken was in line with the mesh generation process
discussed in German et al. (2008). The target volume discretization of the study area was
an unstructured three-dimensional mesh with the horizontal surface, composed of trian-
gles of various dimensions adapted to the irregular geometry of the coastline and for the
vertical, layers of vertical triangular prisms arranged in columns.
Mesh generation started with dening the surface that describes the extent of the
domain (Figure 7.2a). The red lines in the gure represent the horizontal grid perimeters
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.2: Illustration of the (a) computational domain and (b) section cuts used in the
investigation of the circulation in the Blanes canyon. The red lines represent the grid
perimeter (image: UB Marine Geosciences Research Group de Barcelona (2011)
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where the frame of reference has the x -axis pointing eastward, y-axis pointing north and z -
axis vertical downward. It is bounded on the northwest part by the Catalan coast while the
other sides lie on the Mediterranean sea. The dimensions of the domain herein considered
are approximately 84 km by 83 km in the horizontal plane. For the vertical plane, the
bathymetry is very uneven due to the presence of canyons, sea clis and seamounts, so the
maximum depth was set equal to about 2500 m. The shape of the bottom surface with
the actual bathymetry is depicted in Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3: Bottom surface of the domain as obtained from bathymetric data
The surface grid generation was a simple process. The elemental partitioning was
implemented using triangular elements of dierent sizes: ner elements in the canyon area
(≈ 200m) to obtain a higher resolution in the area of interest and larger triangles in the
outlying regions (≈ 1000m). However, the dierence in the resolution was taken into
account to prevent an abrupt change in the element size resulting in strong grid anisotropy
that might aect the numerical computation.
To generate the 3D mesh, the desired number of layers of prisms was assigned, and
the nodes of the generated surface mesh were vertically dropped until they reached the
bottom surface. This process formed triangular prisms where all lateral faces were in
vertical alignment. The superior and inferior bases of the generated triangular prisms
were not necessarily horizontal, and the number of the vertical elements did not vary
horizontally. The resulting vertical triangular prisms were subdivided into tetrahedrons
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of the subdivision of triangular prism into tetrahedrons (image:
Jacobson (2011))
to enhance the accuracy of the computation further. Figure 7.4 illustrates the subdivision
of the triangular prism into tetrahedrons. The resulting tetrahedral elements were in
general in a vertical alignment while the triangular prisms were being subdivided. This
conguration was the spatial discretization requirement for this type of hydrodynamic
problem. The grid generation resulted in a 3D geometrical representation of the problem
domain consisting of 164,988 nodes and 928,526 tetrahedral elements (Figure 7.5).
Figure 7.5: Blanes canyon computational mesh with the z-axis magnied ve times to
provide visual clarity
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7.3 Data
It would be too costly if data sampling would be taken in all points of the Blanes canyon,
so sampling was performed only in specic locations and at specied depths. The data
presented here were taken from the two oceanographic cruises conducted under the REC02
project (RECS project, REN2002-04556-C02-01/MAR), which were multidisciplinary re-
search projects designed to understand the circulation in Blanes canyon. The sampling
consisted of a rectangular grid of 45 stations, distributed as shown in Figure 7.6. The
separation between stations was about 3km in latitude inside the canyon area and about
6km outside the canyon. In longitude, the separation between stations was about 8 km.
Figure 7.6: Overview of the problem domain with indication of sample locations
At each sampling station, conductivity-temperature-depth proler (CTD) data were
measured, and the obtained data were then utilized in the second step, which was the
computation of the density eld. The limited number of data prompted the development
of a numerical approach to interpolate the known points to the whole domain of study
to form the density eld. This tool is a computer program written in C++ language
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consisting of several headers and source les. The following section explains the details of
the program.
7.3.1 Data Interpolation
Data interpolation is the determination of a eld φ(r), on a grid of positions r based on
arbitrarily located observations. In oceanography, in situ observations are sparse, and the
fewer observations are available, the harder the data interpolation is. It is not only the
quantity of the observations the problem but also their distribution since most of the time;
they are also not uniformly distributed in space and time. Usually, what is being done
is to mark the observations made on an ordinary geographic map, trace the contours on
marked points, and perform a visual extrapolation and interpolation to allow for contour
drawings.
This section is about optimal interpolation, which is a commonly used and relatively
simple but powerful method of data interpolation. According to Daley (1993), optimal
interpolation is known initially as statistical interpolation which roots can be traced back
to Kolmogorov (1941) and Wiener (1949) who applied the technique to problems in various
branches of science and engineering. During the 1950s, Eliassen (1954) studied variants of
this technique, and Lev Gandin published the textbook Objective Analysis of Meteorological
Fields in 1963, which contributed to the development and popularity of its use. As a proof
of its popularity, Polavarapu (2004) mentioned that most weather centers around the world
used optimal interpolation for operational numerical weather forecast throughout the 1970s
and 80s and currently, is still used at major numerical prediction centers around the world.
Optimal interpolation is considered to be a good starting ground when studying data
assimilation since only the spatial dimensions are used (Todling, 1999). This technique
requires a background eld (rst guess) and observation points. Ermold and Steele (2010)
described the steps to perform optimal interpolation as follows: at each grid point, which
are the unknowns and where there is a need to estimate a value, several neighboring
observation points are sampled. The distance between these observation points, their
distances from the grid points, and their error values are calculated, and each sampled
data point is assigned a weight. The weights are chosen to minimize the mean square
error of the analysis (Schlatter, 1992). The background eld at each observation point is
then subtracted from each data value. The resulting values are multiplied to the weights
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and added together (consequently, it provides a weighted average of the deviation of each
observation point from its associated background value). The resulting value and the
background eld at the grid point in question is the nal value calculated by the optimal
interpolation method.
Parameters
To carry out the computations, several parameters are required:
1. Number of points used in the calculation (n) Optimal interpolation uses the
number of the closest observation points (n) to calculate the value for a grid point.
2. Correlation length (Lcor) The optimal interpolation routine uses Gaussians to
determine the inuence an observation point will have based on the distance it is
separated from other observation points and the distance to the unknown grid point
in question. The relative inuence based on the distances between the observation
points is dened as follows (Figure 7.7):
B = exp−(Db2/2 ∗ Lcor2) (7.1)
where Db represents the distance between the observation points and Lcor is the
correlation length. The range of the resulting B is between 0 and 1. The value of
B will be equal to 1 when Db = 0 (when the distance being calculated is from an
observation point to itself). Similarly, as the value of Lcor gets larger, the value of
B will again approach one, which means that as the value of Lcor increases, points
separated by longer distances will contribute more to the overall weighting scheme.
The Gaussian function that describes the inuence of each observation point based
on its distance from the grid point is:
S = exp−(D2/2 ∗ Lcor2) (7.2)
where D is the distance between the observation point to the grid point (Figure 7.8).
To calculate one grid point value, the optimal interpolation routine creates an n× n
matrix of B values and an n× 1 column matrix of S values. The interpolation uses
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Figure 7.7: Illustration showing the correlation between observation points represented by
red circles while black points are the grid points.
these values and the error associated with each observation point to compute for the
weight for each observation point.
3. Error
An observation error is assigned on each data point, and its value represents how well
the point is trusted. A high error value results in a lower weight, which consequently
reduced the associated observation point's inuence in the calculation.
Interpolation requirements
Prior to coding the optimal interpolation technique, the following must be taken into
consideration:
• The background eld has to be calculated. In this case, the mean of the input data
is computed.
• Each point has an error value assigned to it.
• For each grid point to be calculated, a number of closest observation points to it has
to be found and considered.
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Figure 7.8: Illustration showing the correlation between a grid point (black point) and
several observation points (red circles).
Formulation
The matrix equation for this type of interpolation is dened as follows:
(B+RI)A = S (7.3)
where:
• B is the n×n matrix of the Db values (distance between observation points to each
other)
• R is a 1× n column of observation error values
• I is an n× n identity matrix
• A is the 1× n column of weights
• S is the 1 × n column of D values (distance of each observation point to the grid
points where value is to be determined.
The resulting values represent the horizontal interpolation for the nodes lying on the
same plane as the input data. To complete the interpolation, the computed values are
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further interpolated vertically, and the interpolation scheme is illustrated in Figure 7.9.
In the gure, the values of the nodes lying on the planes with depth d = −0.5m and
Figure 7.9: Illustration of the vertical interpolation scheme.
d = −1.5m are computed using the above principle. The next objective is to calculate the
value of the variable for the nodes lying on the plane with depth d = −1.0m. To carry out
the computation, let φA, φB and φC represent the value of the variable of nodes lying on
d = −0.5m, d = −1.5m and d = −1.0m, respectively. The z-coordinate of a node lying
on d = −0.5m is zA while for d = −1.5m, zB and for d = −1.0m, zC . The coecient a is
calculated using Equation 7.4
a =
zC − zA
zB − zA (7.4)
and φC is computed using Equation 7.5
φC = (1− a)φA + aφB (7.5)
Program Source Code
The code is written in C++ programming language and is organized in several source and
header les:
• main.cpp - is the main driver le. It gives the user the option to choose the parameter
to be interpolated and calls the structure that starts the computation.
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• reco.cpp - this le contains the general functions and structures of the program. The
input of data, computation of required matrices, and output of data results are being
performed by the functions and structures contained within this le.
• myvec.h - the general information about the vector of pointers and inline functions
are contained in this le.
• reco.h - this le contains the denition of the main structure.
The following program source codes further explain the actual optimal interpolation
part of the program.
for (f = 0; f < Nivaldat; f++){
val1 = datval[f];
D[e][f] = sqrt(pow((reco->xh[e] - reco->xo[val1]), 2)
+ pow((reco->yh[e] - reco->yo[val1]), 2));
S[e][f] = exp((-1 * pow(D[e][f], 2))/(2* pow((double)Lcor, 2)));
}
The program source code written above calculates the distance between the observation
points and the grid points. The variable e and Nivaldat represent the number of nodes in
the problem geometry and the depths with available density readings, respectively. The
matrix D has to be determined rst, and then S is computed following Equation 7.2.
The source code shown below computes the distance between observation points. The
variable g and h cause the source code to cycle through all the depths with known values.
The matrix Db is rst calculated, then used to calculate for B following Equation 7.1.
for (h = 0; h < Nivaldat; h++){
val3 = datval[h];
Db[g][h] = sqrt(pow((reco->xo[val2] - reco->xo[val3]), 2)
+ pow((reco->yo[val2] - reco->yo[val3]), 2));
B[g][h] = exp((-1 * pow(Db[g][h], 2))/(2* pow((double)Lcor, 2)));
}
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As mentioned previously, optimal interpolation requires the implementation of obser-
vation error and calculation of background values using the combined data elds. The
following source codes calculate for the error matrix R
/* R Matrix - observation error */
if (g == h){
R[g][h] = val_error;
}
else {
R[g][h] = 0;
}
BR[g][h] = B[g][h] + R[g][h];
}
}
while the source code shown below computes the average of the available input data, which
serves as the background eld.
/* Background - simple choice: the mean */
yobs_total = 0;
yobs = (double*)malloc(Nivaldat*sizeof(double));
yobs2 = (double*)malloc(Nivaldat*sizeof(double));
for (d = 0; d < Nivaldat; d++){
val4 = datval[d];
yobs[d] = indato[val4*dcapas+c];
yobs_total += yobs[d];
yobsmean = yobs_total/Nivaldat;
}
for (d = 0; d < Nivaldat; d++) {
val5 = datval[d];
yobs[d] = indato[val5*dcapas+c];
yobs2[d] = yobs[d]-yobsmean;
}
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Upon completion of the horizontal interpolation, the computed values are then inter-
polated vertically. The following source code calculates the vertical interpolation based on
Equation 7.5.
double zr, l;
int ipnt, iend = reco->xc.num, nlay = reco->layers;
for (ipnt = 0; ipnt < iend; ipnt++){
zr = reco->zc[ipnt];
int_ilay = 0;
if(zr->=reco->zr[ilay]){
outdato[ipnt] = MOD[0][ipnt];
} else if (zr<=reco->zr[nlay-1]) {
outdato[ipnt] = MOD[nlay-1][ipnt];
} else {
while(ilay<nlay && zr<reco->zr[ilay]) ilay++;
l = (zr-reco->zr[ilay-1] / (reco->zr[ilay]-reco->zr[ilay-1]);
outdato[ipnt] = l*MOD[ilay][ipnt] + (1.0-l)*MOD[ilay-1][ipnt];
}
fprintf(output, ``%lf\t %lf\t %lf\t %lf\n'', reco->xc[ipnt],
reco->yc[ipnt], reco->zc[ipnt], outdato[ipnt]);
}
Illustrative Application
As an illustrative example, the program is put to test by computing for the value of the
density of all nodes of the cube shown in Figure 7.10a which dimension is 4m× 4m× 4m.
The set-up has ve observations points (OP) shown in Figure 7.10b, where density reading
was taken for dierent depths (D) each observation point. Table 7.1 shows the coordinates
of the observation points and the density reading taken for each depth. The symbol 
√

represents data availability, while × means otherwise.
The computation starts with nding the values of the density for all nodes lying on
all planes with available readings through horizontal interpolation. Figure 7.11 shows the
results of the computation.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.10: Illustrative example: (a) Problem geometry and (b) location of the observation
points (x− y) plane.
OP x-coord y-coord D=0 D=-0.5 D=-1.5 D=-2.0 D=-2.5 D=-3.5
1 0.5 3.5
√ √ √ √ √ ×
2 1.0 3.0
√ √ √ √ √ ×
3 1.5 0.5
√ √ √ √ √ √
4 2.5 1.5
√ √ √ √ √ √
5 3.5 2.5
√ √ √ √ √ √
Table 7.1: Location of the observation points and data availability for each depth.
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Figure 7.11: Results of the horizontal interpolation.
Figure 7.12 seen in (z−x) plane illustrates the scheme to be implemented for the vertical
interpolation. The bold lines represent the depth with horizontal interpolation results and
from these results, the value of density for all other nodes lying on depth d = −1.0m and
3.0m are computed. In the case of nodes lying on d = −4.0m, the values of the density for
these nodes are assumed similar to the computed values for nodes lying on d = −3.5m.
Figure 7.12: Vertical interpolation scheme.
The computer program was subsequently utilized to compute for the density eld of
the Blanes canyon. Figure 7.13 illustrates the result of the interpolation/extrapolation of
the density from known points to the entire computational mesh for summer period.
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Figure 7.13: Results of the density interpolation/extrapolation for summer
7.4 Simulation Results
The lack of synopticity between the ADCP and hydrographic data prompted Flexas et al.
(2008) to examine the current meter data from several moorings located in the upper and
lower canyon. No signicant changes in the velocity magnitude and direction were noted
during the survey period. Given these critical datasets, numerical simulation was carried
out to reproduce and match as closely as possible all aspects of the real-life study. The
simulation period was set to replicate the 3-day survey period, and the time step used was
900 seconds. The boundary conditions were as follows: a Vwall boundary model for the
solid walls and the stress derived from forcing wind was imposed on the sea surface. The
wind data used were similar to those implemented in Flexas et al. (2008). These data were
obtained from the two inland stations close to Blanes, namely Malgrat and Castell d'Aro,
and the 18 km resolution meteorological model MASS. The meteorological stations belong
to the XAC network of the Catalan Meteorological Oce (SMC), whereas the MASS model
is being used by SMC to perform daily meteorological predictions. During the summer
cruise, light sea breezes with intensities of 2−3 m/s were observed. Mild NE winds blowing
during the fall season were also observed with winds of 5 m/s recorded only once. This
wind velocity is typical in this geographical area, and Flexas et al. (2008) mentioned that
the three sources of information were consistent for the periods studied.
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Figure 7.14: Simulation results showing horizontal velocity elds at 250 m at the upper
canyon during summer
The Mediterranean Sea is a semi-enclosed basin with a very narrow outlet/inlet into
the Atlantic, and the maximum tidal amplitudes are less than 10 cm. Tide characteristics
data obtained by Flexas et al. (2008) from Puertos del Estado Tide Gauge Network show
that near Blanes canyon, the largest diurnal and semidiurnal tide constituents O1, K1, M2
and S3 are in the order of centimeters and thus, can be safely neglected.
Figure 7.14 illustrates the horizontal section plot at 250m depth of the ow speed and
direction of the horizontal velocity eld during summer. In this season, eld observations
of Flexas et al. (2008) showed that the Northern Current was wider and less intense and
at the shelf break depth, maximum velocities of about 10 cm/s were recorded over the
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open slope. A visual comparison shows that there is a good qualitative agreement between
the numerical results and the observations done by Flexas et al. (2008) (Figure 7.15). For
example, the westward ow of the velocity eld was again observed and the vertical section
upstream of the canyon (Figure 7.16a) which shows the characteristic of the incoming ow
observed during the summer season cruise is also in good agreement with the illustrations
provided by Flexas et al. (2008) (Figure 7.16b). The hydrographic and dynamical simu-
lations obtained for the summer season from the surface to 300 m depth are given in the
next sections.
Figure 7.15: Simulation results showing horizontal velocity elds at 250 m at the upper and
lower canyon during summer from Flexas et al. (2008)
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7.4.1 Hydrography
Figure 7.17 illustrates the simulation results of the horizontal distribution of density in
Blanes canyon during summer at 100 m and 220 m depths. Close inspection of the density
eld reveals the presence of less dense water over the canyon axis, and it became denser
as it got closer to the coast. At 100 m (Figure 7.17a), the density front was over the
midcontinental slope, and the numerical simulation results agreed with the observations
that the front deepened towards the coast.
The vertical density prole in the shelf break shown in Figure 7.18 shows that isopycnal
from 1028.7 to 1028.90 intersects the slope from 150 m to 230 m depth and they tilt down
toward the coast. Similar to the observations of Flexas et al. (2008), the bottom of the
thermocline, which is characterized by the 1028.50 isopycnal, can be found at 100 m depth
and it intersects the slope at about 120 m depth (Figure 7.18a). Comparison of the across-
slope vertical sections taken upstream from the canyon and the section taken along the
canyon axis (Figure 7.18) shows that the isopycnals stretch when it enters the canyon.
The vertical sections taken at the canyon head (Figure 7.19a), mid-canyon (Figure 7.19b),
canyon mouth (Figure 7.19c) and one taken 2.5 km from the canyon mouth (Figure 7.19d)
show the isopycnals above and below the shelf break. Tilting of isopycnal is evident from
these sections. The distance between isopycnals is large over the upstream canyon wall
and decreases westward toward the downstream canyon wall. According to Flexas et al.
(2008), the tilting of the isopycnals suggests that the water just above and at the shelf break
depth coming from the adjacent upstream shelf, is stretched when crossing over the upper
canyon and then compressed when it reaches the downstream wall. However, the pattern
is reversed below the shelf break (from 170 to 250 m depth), and downward tilting occurs
at the downstream side of the canyon wall. The horizontal sections of the density eld
shown in (Figure 7.17) illustrate similar features. In shallow depth, denser water prevails
over the downstream wall of the upper canyon and for depths below 220 m, the pattern
reverses. Horizontal section of density eld at 220 m depth, as shown in Figure 7.17b, is
characterized by denser water over the upstream canyon wall compared to the donwstream
wall.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.16: Simulation results showing vertical section of velocity at in E-W direction for
summer taken upstream of the canyon, (a) numerical simulation and (b) from Flexas et al.
(2008)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.17: Horizontal density elds at the canyon zone corresponding to summer 2003
obtained at (a) 100 m and (b) 220 m depths
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In summer, the ow over the canyon is considered less intense and wide. Figure 7.20 to
7.23 illustrates the velocity eld obtained at dierent depths. At 50 m (Figure 7.20), which
represents the simulation results of the near-surface ow over the canyon, the current ows
in a SW direction with no apparent deviation due to change in topography. The ow at
150 m (Figure 7.21), which is the shelf break depth, the numerical results show the core of
the current located over the lower canyon. Flow modication due to bathymetry change
was noted from 200 m to 300 m depth in which the ow tends to enter the canyon mouth
along the upstream wall, and it exits along the downstream wall (Figure 7.22 and 7.23).
7.4.2 Discussion and Conclusion
Numerical simulations of water circulation over a seaoor topography under specied wind
forcing were performed using FIC-FEM. The eects of the presence of submarine canyon
in the regional water circulation were analyzed, related and compared to the results of
observational studies of the journal article. The simulation results show that the presence
of Blanes canyon aects the direction of the current ow. The deection of current along
the canyon walls indicates ow modication, and it was observed at 200 m depth and in
depths below the shelf break. At the lower canyon zone, the ow followed the SW direction,
and it leaves the canyon along the downstream wall.
Another main point that the simulation results suggest is that upwelling occurs in
bottom features such as Blanes canyon. It was at its maximum near the shelf break depth,
and it extends from 100 m down to 200 m (Figure 7.18a and 7.18b). Figure 7.19d illustrates
the tilting of isopycnal along the canyon mouth and within the canyon. Flexas et al.
(2008) mentioned that tilting and the associated isopycnal stretching are the results of the
interaction between large-scale ow and topography. Figure 7.17a shows that lighter water
occupies the upper canyon upstream wall and denser water over the downstream wall. The
cross-sections in Figure 7.17(Sections c and d) show that isopycnals from 1028.7 to 1028.90
are stretched over the upstream wall and are compressed westward over the downstream
wall. According to Flexas et al. (2008), these suggest that local downwelling/upwelling
occurs over the upstream/downstream upper canyon walls. Below the 200 m depth, a
reversal of the tilting occurs, which suggests localized upwelling/downwelling over the
upstream/downstream canyon walls, respectively.
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The results were also compared to previous studies using the spin-up experiment per-
formed on large Coriolis turntable, such as the one presented in Section 4.4. These labora-
tory experiments were used to explain ow patterns and upwelling observed in submarine
canyons. In their research, Boyer et al. (2006) showed that at the shelf break level and
below, the ow follows the canyon depth contours, entering the canyon along the upstream
wall and the leaving the canyon along the downstream wall. At these depths, upwelling
also occurs with the maximum upwelling observed at the shelf break depth inside the
canyon and decreasing in intensity with the depth. These observations were found to be
similar to the results obtained in the present work. The only dierence noted was that
the upwelled water reached the adjacent continental shelf in the laboratory experiment of
Boyer et al. (2006), and this was not observed in the density eld obtained from the results
of our numerical experiment since upwelling inside the submarine canyon occurred below
the shelf.
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Figure 7.20: Velocity eld at 50 m depth corresponding to summer season
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Figure 7.21: Velocity eld at 150 m depth corresponding to summer season
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Figure 7.22: Velocity eld at 200 m depth corresponding to summer season
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Figure 7.23: Velocity eld at 300 m depth corresponding to summer season
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis covered a wide range of ocean-related ows, from the
Coriolis-driven ow to submarine canyon ows using nite element mesh in the context of
a stabilized nite element method (SFEM). The following section presents a summary of
the ndings, contributions and conclusions followed by recommendations for future lines of
investigation that may help to improve further and obtain a more profound understanding
of the solutions and results.
8.1 Summary of work
Studies about ocean ows in regions of complex topography have encountered signicant
obstacles and diculties due to the unavailability of in-situ and experimental data. Con-
sequently, numerical simulations and modelling became essential tools to obtain realistic
data that could be used to study general ow patterns in these locations. Previous ap-
proaches have relied on the application of the LES model to simulate uid-ow turbulence
numerically. Still, it presented several uncertainties which motivated this research work to
utilize a new stabilized nite element method named FIC-FEM. This SFEM was used in the
analysis, and further development of a numerical model capable of simulating advection-
diusion uid ows with arbitrary sharp gradients and for the simulation of incompressible
ows at low and high Reynolds number.
The starting point of this work was to check the capability of Tdyn, an existing nu-
merical model, to solve theoretical test cases and to demonstrate that the results are in
good agreement with the analytical and experimental solutions. A systematic procedure
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was proposed and performed: rst, TCL scripts were introduced into the numerical model
to obtain a result that should be as simple as possible and to facilitate computation at
reasonable computational cost, but as complex as necessary to allow accurate modeling.
In Chapter 2, numerical simulations of a set of fundamental ow problems were carried
out to illustrate the performance of the numerical model and to establish a consistent basis
of comparison from which a more thorough validation eort for ows of specic interest
to users would be conducted. Four test cases were used to check the capability of the
existing numerical model: the Taylor-Couette ow which validates the Coriolis term, the
Ekman spiral which simulates the vertical distribution of velocity, the lock-exchange ow
which calculates the front propagation velocities and run-out lengths as functions of time
and nally, the submarine canyon model which investigates the eects of seaoor topogra-
phy on water circulation. The comparison with available theoretical and analytical results
demonstrated that this novel numerical model could yield accurate and robust simulation
results. Simulations on a relatively coarser grid, as in the case of the submarine canyon
model, yielded results almost similar to those obtained on a grid, which has nearly twice
the resolution.
After it has been proven that the chosen numerical model was eective and compliant
with the computational requirement, the second step was to introduce modications to
increase its capability to capture the physics associated with more complicated ocean
circulation problems. In this step, a matrix stabilization term was introduced into the
Navier-Stokes equations allowing simulation of high Reynolds number without the need to
add turbulence model as the aim of the research was to examine the ability of FIC-FEM
to substitute for the turbulence model. In Chapter 3, the modications were implemented
in the general discretization method, and these modications were incorporated into the
numerical model. The second set of numerical simulations, which included ow over bottom
obstacles, coastal upwelling ow and current circulation in the Blanes canyon, were carried
out to examine in a detailed and quantitative manner the behavior of the modied FIC-
FEM method. These test cases were chosen to investigate not only the numerical abilities
of the FIC-FEM method but also its ability to deal with a variety of complex coastal ow
phenomena.
Finally, to further assess the performance of the modied FIC-FEM method, the sub-
marine canyon test case was again rerun, and the results were compared with the results
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obtained from the original FIC, which were previously shown in Chapter 2. Signicant
improvement in the quality of results characterized by a more well-dened orientation was
observed from numerical results obtained from the modied FIC-FEM.
In addition to the development and implementation of a stabilized nite element for-
mulation, two signicant supplementary research works were done. The rst was the
formulation of a spatial discretization procedure, which could approximate the complex
geomorphological characteristics of the problem domain. The second was the interpolation
of known data to every point of the problem domain to form the density eld. The spatial
discretization was accomplished by rst generating the mesh of a given surface represen-
tation, then dropping each node of the generated triangles vertically until all reach the
bottom of the problem domain. All lateral faces of the resulting triangular prisms must
be vertical to comply with the numerical requirements of barotropic and baroclinic prob-
lems. The superior and inferior bases of the generated triangular prisms are not necessarily
horizontal. The second was through the implementation of optimal interpolation consid-
ered to be a good starting ground when studying data assimilation since only the spatial
dimensions are used.
The results of this study indicated that, for the turbulent ows examined here, the
modied FIC-FEM approach provided an adequate solution without the addition of a tur-
bulence model. Various applications demonstrated the good performance of the modied
FIC-FEM model, and computational results agree well with theoretical and experimental
data. It was also evident from the good qualitative agreement and minimal discrepan-
cies between the results of the LES models and the modied FIC-FEM method at all of
the explored resolutions. The novel approach has the potential to be a reliable, accurate,
and ecient discretization method. This is possible because physical reasoning was in-
corporated into the design of the discretization scheme and because discretization eects
were fully taken into account within the model formulation. In conclusion, the modied
FIC-FEM technique oers a robust and computationally ecient method as an attractive
alternative to traditional LES for low and high Reynolds number and coastal applications.
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8.2 Summary of Contributions
This thesis has
1. Investigated comprehensively and quantitatively the capability of a stabilized nite
element method numerical model to simulate Taylor-Couette ow, Ekman spiral and
lock-exchange ow.
2. Performed a simulation of a model submarine canyon obtaining similar results with
the numerical experiment conducted by Pérenne et al. (2001).
3. Proposed, implemented and evaluated comprehensively a modied version of the
stabilized nite element procedure, which can simulate coastal processes without the
use of turbulence models at a lesser computational expense.
4. Investigated the ow physics of the Blanes submarine canyon, conrming earlier
results by Flexas et al. (2008).
5. Formulated a new interpolation/extrapolation procedure to compute for the density
of a domain given a few points of observation.
6. Formulated a new spatial discretization scheme for three-dimensional domains.
8.3 Future Lines of Investigation
Preliminary applications of the method discussed here to turbulent ows have been accom-
plished. While the initial results look promising, it is still too early to make any conclusive
remarks since there are limitations in the present research. The study detailed in this thesis
has opened up several areas for future works, and they may be addressed in the future to
enhance the benet of the FIC-FEM method further.
In general, future theoretical analysis of FIC-FEM can be extended to conduct exper-
iments with a broader range of Reynolds number and spatial resolution (ner or coarser)
to obtain a complete picture of the benets and deciencies of either technique, especially
in the overall computational requirement.
For the ow over two-dimensional obstacles experiment, implementation of a prescribed
bottom roughness and frictional drag boundary condition is necessary to provide a clear
comparison on how the bottom boundary aects the internal wave system, especially with
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varying values for the background current. Future experiments using a three-dimensional
bottom obstacle and a more complex vertical density structure is also proposed to explore
the eects of bottom variations fully.
Future experiments for the upwelling simulation should include the eects of bottom
topography and coastal perturbation. Proposed investigations could consist of the eects
of rotation, stratication, three-dimensional shear, and possibly viscosity.
An essential addition to the current work would be to conduct numerical experiments
using the numerical model to study various real-life cases such as transport of pollutants
in aquaculture farms, port zones and recreational beaches.
The current numerical method has been tested and proven exceptionally well suited
to the simulation of ows with constant density, salinity, and temperature. It would be
interesting to implement a modication to simulate cases in the Blanes submarine canyon
where there are changes in density, salinity, and temperature.
As a nal proposal for future work, a vital addition to the current research would be
to conduct a stability analysis of the modied numerical scheme. The author believes that
the numerical validation and testing of the model are two of the most critical challenges
in the simulation of turbulent ow.
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Appendix A
TCL Scripts
A.1 Taylor-Couette Flow
A.1.1 Case 1 - Inner cylinder rotating
# Fluid density defined by the user
set den 1.0
# Fluid viscosity defined by the user
set vis 0.1
# Compute field of x-component of the velocity on the boundary
proc calcVx { } {
set y [TdynTcl_Y]
return [expr {-0.19635*$y}]
}
# Compute field of y-component of the velocity on the boundary
proc calcVy { } {
set x [TdynTcl_X]
return [expr {0.19635*$x}]
}
A.1.2 Case 2 - Outer cylinder rotating
# Fluid density defined by the user
set den 1.0
# Fluid viscosity defined by the user
set vis 0.1
# Compute field of x-component of the velocity on the boundary
proc calcVx { } {
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set y [TdynTcl_Y]
return [expr {0.19635*$y}]
}
# Compute field of y-component of the velocity on the boundary
proc calcVy { } {
set x [TdynTcl_X]
return [expr {-0.19635*$x}]
}
# Compute acceleration field
proc calcOx { } {
set inode [TdynTcl_Index 0]
set Vey [TdynTcl_VecVal vy $inode]
set Vez [TdynTcl_VecVal vz $inode]
return [expr {2*0.19635*sin(90*(3.1415926/180))*$Vey}]
}
proc calcOy { } {
set inode [TdynTcl_Index 0]
set Vex [TdynTcl_VecVal vx $inode]
return [expr {-2*0.19635*sin(90*(3.1415926/180))*$Vex}]
}
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A.2 Ekman Spiral
# Fluid density with the value to be defined by the user
set den 1000.0
# Fluid horizontal viscosity with the value to be defined by the user
set vis 1.0e+06
proc calcOx { } {
#Read the index of the current node
set inode [TdynTcl_Index 0]
set Vey [TdynTcl_VecVal vy $inode]
return [expr {2*7.292e-05*sin(45.0*(3.1415926/180.0))*$Vey}]
}
proc calcOy { } {
# Read the index of the current node
set inode [TdynTcl_Index 0]
set Vex [TdynTcl_VecVal vx $inode]
return [expr {-2*7.292e-05*sin(45.0*(3.1415926/180.0))*$Vex}]
}
# Computation of the surface wind stress
proc TdynTcl_InitiateProblem { } {
global temp visc
TdynTcl_Message "Calculating stress in momentum equation X" notice
# Value of wind stress
# Tau = Coef_arrastre * Rho_aire/Rho_agua * (Velocidad_viento)^2
# Tau = 0.0014 * 1.3/1000 * (10 m/s)^2
set value 1.82e-01
# Read the indexes of the nodes of the fluid body wind
set nodes [TdynTcl_GetFluidBodyNodes wind]
# Create a vector (stress)
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
set tract [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
foreach inode $nodes {
set jnode [TdynTcl_GlobalToFluid $inode]
::mather::setelem $tract $jnode $value
}
# Compute for the FEM integral
set temp [::mather::vmexpr temp=fwind*$tract]
# Delete the vector created previously
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::mather::delete $tract
# Compute the nodal dynamic vector viscosity Mu = Upsilon * Rho_agua
# vval = Kv - Kh = 14.0 - 1.0e+6 = -999986.0 kg/(m.s)
set vval -999986.0
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
set visc [::mather::mkvector $nnode $vval]
}
# Apply the x component of the wind stress
proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumX { } {
global temp visc
# Assemble the stress terms
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
for {set inode 1} {$inode <= $nnode} {incr inode} {
set jnode [TdynTcl_FluidToGlobal $inode]
set ri [TdynTcl_GetRhs $jnode]
set ti [expr [::mather::getelem $temp $inode]*cos(0.01745*270)]
TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode [expr $ri-$ti]
}
# Assemble the viscosity terms
::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
}
# Apply the y component of the wind stress
proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumY { } {
global temp visc
# Assemble the stress terms
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
for {set inode 1} {$inode <= $nnode} {incr inode} {
set jnode [TdynTcl_FluidToGlobal $inode]
set ri [TdynTcl_GetRhs $jnode]
set ti [expr [::mather::getelem $temp $inode]*sin(0.01745*270)]
TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode [expr $ri-$ti]
}
# Assemble the viscosity terms
::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
}
# Compute the constant turbulent diffusivity coefficient
proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumZ { } {
global temp visc
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# Assemble the viscosity terms
::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
}
A.3 Submarine Canyon Model
A.3.1 Phase-averaged ow
# TCL Program to calculate the phase average velocity
# of Boyer Test Case
# Assign values for T
set T 6.0
proc TdynTcl_InitiateProblem { } {
global T ph1vx ph1vy ph1vz ph2vx ph2vy ph2vz ph3vx ph3vy ph3vz
ph4vx ph4vy ph4vz p1nsm p2nsm p3nsm p4nsm temp visc
# Create temporal vectors for each phase average and initialize
# p1nsm p2nsm p3nsm p4nsm
# vval = Kv - Kh
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
set vval -1.4
set visc [::mather::mkvector $nnode $vval]
set ph1vx [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph1vy [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph1vz [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph2vx [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph2vy [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph2vz [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph3vx [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph3vy [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph3vz [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph4vx [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph4vy [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set ph4vz [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set p1nsm 10
set p2nsm 10
set p3nsm 10
set p4nsm 10
}
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# # Aplica la componente X de la tensión de viento
# proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumX { } {
# global temp visc
# # Ensamblamos los términos de tracción
# set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
# for {set inode 1} {$inode <= $nnode} {incr inode} {
# set jnode [TdynTcl_FluidToGlobal $inode]
# set ri [TdynTcl_GetRhs $jnode]
# #set ti [expr [::mather::getelem $temp $inode]*cos(0.01745*270)]
# #TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode [expr $ri-$ti]
# TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode $ri
# }
# # Ensamblamos los términos de viscosidad
# ::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
# }
# # Aplica la componente Y de la tensión de viento
# proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumY { } {
# global temp visc
# # Ensamblamos los términos
# set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
# for {set inode 1} {$inode <= $nnode} {incr inode} {
# set jnode [TdynTcl_FluidToGlobal $inode]
# set ri [TdynTcl_GetRhs $jnode]
# #set ti [expr [::mather::getelem $temp $inode]*sin(0.01745*270)]
# #TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode [expr $ri-$ti]
# TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode $ri
# }
# # Ensamblamos los términos de viscosidad
# ::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
# }
# # Cálculo del coeficiente de viscosidad turbulenta constante
# proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumZ { } {
# global temp visc
# # Ensamblamos los términos de viscosidad
# ::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
# }
proc TdynTcl_FinishFluidStep { } {
global T ph1vx ph1vy ph1vz ph2vx ph2vy ph2vz ph3vx ph3vy ph3vz
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ph4vx ph4vy ph4vz p1nsm p2nsm p3nsm p4nsm
set t [TdynTcl_Time]
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
# Change value of $t to 246
if { $t >= 246 } {
if {[expr int($t/$T)] == [expr (1 + 4*$p1nsm)]} {
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
set vx1 [::mather::getelem fvx $i]
set vy1 [::mather::getelem fvy $i]
set vz1 [::mather::getelem fvz $i]
#TdynTcl_Message "Vx1 $vx1 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "Vy1 $vy1 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "Vz1 $vz1 nnode $i" notice
set avix1 [::mather::getelem $ph1vx $i]
::mather::setelem $ph1vx $i [expr ($vx1+$avix1)]
set aviy1 [::mather::getelem $ph1vy $i]
::mather::setelem $ph1vy $i [expr ($vy1+$aviy1)]
set aviz1 [::mather::getelem $ph1vz $i]
::mather::setelem $ph1vz $i [expr ($vz1+$aviz1)]
#TdynTcl_Message "avix1 $avix1 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "aviy1 $aviy1 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "aviz1 $aviz1 nnode $i" notice
set nstep [TdynTcl_GetGlobalVariable Number_of_Steps]
set istep [TdynTcl_Step]
# Divisor is equal to (finalp1nsm - initialp1nsm)
if {[expr ($nstep - 18)] == $istep} {
::mather::setelem $ph1vx $i [expr (($vx1+$avix1)/($p1nsm-9))]
::mather::setelem $ph1vy $i [expr (($vy1+$aviy1)/($p1nsm-9))]
::mather::setelem $ph1vz $i [expr (($vz1+$aviz1)/($p1nsm-9))]
}
}
incr p1nsm
TdynTcl_Message "p1nsm $p1nsm" notice
}
if {[expr int($t/$T)] == [expr (2 + 4*$p2nsm)]} {
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
set vx2 [::mather::getelem fvx $i]
set vy2 [::mather::getelem fvy $i]
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set vz2 [::mather::getelem fvz $i]
#TdynTcl_Message "Vx2 $vx2 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "Vy2 $vy2 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "Vz2 $vz2 nnode $i" notice
set avix2 [::mather::getelem $ph2vx $i]
::mather::setelem $ph2vx $i [expr ($vx2+$avix2)]
set aviy2 [::mather::getelem $ph2vy $i]
::mather::setelem $ph2vy $i [expr ($vy2+$aviy2)]
set aviz2 [::mather::getelem $ph2vz $i]
::mather::setelem $ph2vz $i [expr ($vz2+$aviz2)]
#TdynTcl_Message "avix2 $avix2 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "aviy2 $aviy2 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "aviz2 $aviz2 nnode $i" notice
set nstep [TdynTcl_GetGlobalVariable Number_of_Steps]
set istep [TdynTcl_Step]
if {[expr ($nstep - 12)] == $istep} {
::mather::setelem $ph2vx $i [expr (($vx2+$avix2)/($p2nsm-9))]
::mather::setelem $ph2vy $i [expr (($vy2+$aviy2)/($p2nsm-9))]
::mather::setelem $ph2vz $i [expr (($vz2+$aviz2)/($p2nsm-9))]
}
}
incr p2nsm
}
if {[expr int($t/$T)] == [expr (3 + 4*$p3nsm)]} {
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
set vx3 [::mather::getelem fvx $i]
set vy3 [::mather::getelem fvy $i]
set vz3 [::mather::getelem fvz $i]
#TdynTcl_Message "Vx3 $vx3 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "Vy3 $vy3 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "Vz3 $vz3 nnode $i" notice
set avix3 [::mather::getelem $ph3vx $i]
::mather::setelem $ph3vx $i [expr ($vx3+$avix3)]
set aviy3 [::mather::getelem $ph3vy $i]
::mather::setelem $ph3vy $i [expr ($vy3+$aviy3)]
set aviz3 [::mather::getelem $ph3vz $i]
::mather::setelem $ph3vz $i [expr ($vz3+$aviz3)]
#TdynTcl_Message "avix3 $avix3 nnode $i" notice
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#TdynTcl_Message "aviy3 $aviy3 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "aviz3 $aviz3 nnode $i" notice
set nstep [TdynTcl_GetGlobalVariable Number_of_Steps]
set istep [TdynTcl_Step]
if {[expr ($nstep - 6)] == $istep} {
::mather::setelem $ph3vx $i [expr (($vx3+$avix3)/($p3nsm-9))]
::mather::setelem $ph3vy $i [expr (($vy3+$aviy3)/($p3nsm-9))]
::mather::setelem $ph3vz $i [expr (($vz3+$aviz3)/($p3nsm-9))]
}
}
incr p3nsm
}
if {[expr int($t/$T)] == [expr (4 + 4*$p4nsm)]} {
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
set vx4 [::mather::getelem fvx $i]
set vy4 [::mather::getelem fvy $i]
set vz4 [::mather::getelem fvz $i]
#TdynTcl_Message "Vx4 $vx4 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "Vy4 $vy4 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "Vz4 $vz4 nnode $i" notice
set avix4 [::mather::getelem $ph4vx $i]
::mather::setelem $ph4vx $i [expr ($vx4+$avix4)]
set aviy4 [::mather::getelem $ph4vy $i]
::mather::setelem $ph4vy $i [expr ($vy4+$aviy4)]
set aviz4 [::mather::getelem $ph4vz $i]
::mather::setelem $ph4vz $i [expr ($vz4+$aviz4)]
#TdynTcl_Message "avix4 $avix4 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "aviy4 $aviy4 nnode $i" notice
#TdynTcl_Message "aviz4 $aviz4 nnode $i" notice
set nstep [TdynTcl_GetGlobalVariable Number_of_Steps]
set istep [TdynTcl_Step]
if {$nstep == $istep} {
::mather::setelem $ph4vx $i [expr (($vx4+$avix4)/($p4nsm-9))]
::mather::setelem $ph4vy $i [expr (($vy4+$aviy4)/($p4nsm-9))]
::mather::setelem $ph4vz $i [expr (($vz4+$aviz4)/($p4nsm-9))]
}
}
incr p4nsm
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}
}
}
proc TdynTcl_FinishProblem { } {
global T ph1vx ph1vy ph1vz ph2vx ph2vy ph2vz ph3vx ph3vy ph3vz
ph4vx ph4vy ph4vz p1nsm p2nsm p3nsm p4nsm
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
#Prepare output file for phase1
#set output_file1 {C:\Temp\Boyer_ph1.flavia.res}
set output_file1 {C:\Temp\Boyer_ph12.flavia.res}
set fileid1 [open $output_file1 w+]
puts $fileid1 "GiD Post Results File 1.0"
puts $fileid1 "Result \"Velocity\" \"Time Analysis\" 1 Vector OnNodes"
puts $fileid1 "ComponentNames \"X-Velocity\",\"Y-Velocity\",\"Z-Velocity\""
puts $fileid1 "Values"
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
puts $fileid1 [format "%7d\t%20.15f\t%20.15f\t%20.15f" $i
"[::mather::getelem $ph1vx $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $ph1vy $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $ph1vz $i]"]
}
puts $fileid1 "End Values"
close $fileid1
#Prepare output file for phase2
#set output_file2 {C:\Temp\Boyer_ph2.flavia.res}
set output_file2 {C:\Temp\Boyer_ph22.flavia.res}
set fileid2 [open $output_file2 w+]
puts $fileid2 "GiD Post Results File 1.0"
puts $fileid2 "Result \"Velocity\" \"Time Analysis\" 1 Vector OnNodes"
puts $fileid2 "ComponentNames \"X-Velocity\",\"Y-Velocity\",\"Z-Velocity\""
puts $fileid2 "Values"
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
puts $fileid2 [format "%7d\t%20.15f\t%20.15f\t%20.15f" $i
"[::mather::getelem $ph2vx $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $ph2vy $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $ph2vz $i]"]
}
puts $fileid2 "End Values"
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close $fileid2
#Prepare output file for phase3
#set output_file3 {C:\Temp\Boyer_ph3.flavia.res}
set output_file3 {C:\Temp\Boyer_ph32.flavia.res}
set fileid3 [open $output_file3 w+]
puts $fileid3 "GiD Post Results File 1.0"
puts $fileid3 "Result \"Velocity\" \"Time Analysis\" 1 Vector OnNodes"
puts $fileid3 "ComponentNames \"X-Velocity\",\"Y-Velocity\",\"Z-Velocity\""
puts $fileid3 "Values"
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
puts $fileid3 [format "%7d\t%20.15f\t%20.15f\t%20.15f" $i
"[::mather::getelem $ph3vx $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $ph3vy $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $ph3vz $i]"]
}
puts $fileid3 "End Values"
close $fileid3
#Prepare output file for phase3
#set output_file4 {C:\Temp\Boyer_ph4.flavia.res}
set output_file4 {C:\Temp\Boyer_ph42.flavia.res}
set fileid4 [open $output_file4 w+]
puts $fileid4 "GiD Post Results File 1.0"
puts $fileid4 "Result \"Velocity\" \"Time Analysis\" 1 Vector OnNodes"
puts $fileid4 "ComponentNames \"X-Velocity\",\"Y-Velocity\",\"Z-Velocity\""
puts $fileid4 "Values"
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
puts $fileid4 [format "%7d\t%20.15f\t%20.15f\t%20.15f" $i
"[::mather::getelem $ph4vx $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $ph4vy $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $ph4vz $i]"]
}
puts $fileid4 "End Values"
close $fileid4
}
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A.3.2 Residual ow
# TCL Program to calculate the residual velocity of Boyer
# Test Case
set T 6.0
# use T equal to 6.0 for actual calculation
proc TdynTcl_InitiateProblem { } {
global T resvx resvy resvz temp visc
# Create temporal vectors
#vval = kv - kh = 0.1 - 1.5 = -1.4
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
set vval -1.4
set visc [::mather::mkvector $nnode $vval]
set resvx [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set resvy [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set resvz [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
}
# Aplica la componente X de la tension de viento
proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumX { } {
global temp visc
# Ensamblamos los terminos de traccion
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
for {set inode 1} {$inode <= $nnode} {incr inode} {
set jnode [TdynTcl_FluidToGlobal $inode]
set ri [TdynTcl_GetRhs $jnode]
#set ti [expr [::mather::getelem $temp $inode]*cos(0.01745*270)]
#TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode [expr $ri-$ti]
TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode $ri
}
# Ensamblamos los términos de viscosidad
::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
}
# Aplica la componente Y de la tension de viento
proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumY { } {
global temp visc
# Ensamblamos los términos
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
for {set inode 1} {$inode <= $nnode} {incr inode} {
set jnode [TdynTcl_FluidToGlobal $inode]
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set ri [TdynTcl_GetRhs $jnode]
#set ti [expr [::mather::getelem $temp $inode]*sin(0.01745*270)]
#TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode [expr $ri-$ti]
TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode $ri
}
# Ensamblamos los términos de viscosidad
::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
}
# Calculo del coeficiente de viscosidad turbulenta constante
proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumZ { } {
global temp visc
# Ensamblamos los términos de viscosidad
::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
}
proc TdynTcl_FinishFluidStep { } {
global T resvx resvy resvz
set t [TdynTcl_Time]
# TdynTcl_Message "t is equal to $t" notice
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
if {$t >= 246} {
# TdynTcl_Message "time is equal to $t" notice
# Change t == 246
set A [expr ($t/$T)]
# TdynTcl_Message "A is equal to $A" notice
set B [expr int($t/$T)]
# TdynTcl_Message "B is equal to $B" notice
set C [expr $A - $B]
# TdynTcl_Message "C is equal to $C" notice
if {$C == 0} {
# TdynTcl_Message "C is equal to 0" notice
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
set vxi [::mather::getelem fvx $i]
set vyi [::mather::getelem fvy $i]
set vzi [::mather::getelem fvz $i]
# TdynTcl_Message "Vxi $vxi nnode $i" notice
# TdynTcl_Message "Vyi $vyi nnode $i" notice
# TdynTcl_Message "Vzi $vzi nnode $i" notice
set avix [::mather::getelem $resvx $i]
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::mather::setelem $resvx $i [expr ($vxi+$avix)]
set aviy [::mather::getelem $resvy $i]
::mather::setelem $resvy $i [expr ($vyi+$aviy)]
set aviz [::mather::getelem $resvz $i]
::mather::setelem $resvz $i [expr ($vzi+$aviz)]
# TdynTcl_Message "avix $avix nnode $i" notice
# TdynTcl_Message "aviy $aviy nnode $i" notice
# TdynTcl_Message "aviz $aviz nnode $i" notice
set nstep [TdynTcl_GetGlobalVariable Number_of_Steps]
set istep [TdynTcl_Step]
if {$nstep == $istep} {
::mather::setelem $resvx $i [expr (($vxi+$avix)/44)]
::mather::setelem $resvy $i [expr (($vyi+$aviy)/44)]
::mather::setelem $resvz $i [expr (($vzi+$aviz)/44)]
}
}
}
}
}
proc TdynTcl_FinishProblem { } {
global T resvx resvy resvz
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
set output_file {C:\Temp\Boyer_res.flavia.res}
set fileid [open $output_file w+]
puts $fileid "GiD Post Results File 1.0"
puts $fileid "Result \"Velocity\" \"Time Analysis\" 1 Vector OnNodes"
puts $fileid "ComponentNames \"X-Velocity\",\"Y-Velocity\",\"Z-Velocity\""
puts $fileid "Values"
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
puts $fileid [format "%7d\t%20.15f\t%20.15f\t%20.15f" $i
"[::mather::getelem $resvx $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $resvy $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $resvz $i]"]
}
puts $fileid "End Values"
close $fileid
}
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A.4 Coastal Areas and Regions Aected by Topography
# TCL Program to calculate for the perturbation horizontal velocity for the
# Skyllingstad test case
# Assign values for initial velocity
set ini_velocity 0.40
proc TdynTcl_InitiateProblem { } {
global hvx hvy hvz
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
TdynTcl_Message "Node is $nnode?" notice
set hvx [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set hvy [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
set hvz [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
}
proc TdynTcl_FinishProblem { } {
global ini_velocity hvx hvy hvz
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
TdynTcl_Message "Node2 is $nnode?" notice
# Prepare output file
set output_file {C:\Users\user\Documents\Projects\Project_res\
Burchard_40_Arnel2.flavia.res}
set fileid1 [open $output_file w+]
puts $fileid1 "GiD Post Results File 1.0"
puts $fileid1 "Result \"Velocity\" \"Time Analysis\" 1 Scalar OnNodes"
puts $fileid1 "ComponentNames \"X-Velocity\""
puts $fileid1 "Values"
for {set i 1} {$i<=$nnode} {incr i} {
set vxtem [::mather::getelem fvx $i]
set vytem [::mather::getelem fvy $i]
set vztem [::mather::getelem fvz $i]
# TdynTcl_Message "Vx $vxtem nnode $i" notice
# TdynTcl_Message "Vy $vytem nnode $i" notice
# TdynTcl_Message "Vz $vztem nnode $i" notice
::mather::setelem $hvx $i [expr {(sqrt($vxtem**2 + $vytem**2 + $vztem**2))
- $ini_velocity}]
# ::mather::setelem $hvx $i [expr ($vxtem - 0)]
# ::mather::setelem $hvy $i [expr ($vytem - 0)]
# ::mather::setelem $hvz $i [expr ($vztem - 0)]
# puts $fileid1 [format "%7d\t%20.15f\t%20.15f\t%20.15f" $i
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"[::mather::getelem $hvx $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $hvy $i]"
"[::mather::getelem $hvz $i]"]
puts $fileid1 [format "%7d\t%20.15f" $i
"[::mather::getelem $hvx $i]"]
}
puts $fileid1 "End Values"
close $fileid1
}
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# Calculo de los campos de acceleracion de CORIOLIS
# Pi/180 = 3.1415926/180 = 0.01745
# Fluid density with the value to be defined by the user (in this case CloudofData)
proc calcOx { } {
set inode [TdynTcl_Index 0]
set Vey [TdynTcl_VecVal vy $inode]
return [expr {2*7.292e-05*sin(41*0.01745)*$Vey}]
}
proc calcOy { } {
set inode [TdynTcl_Index 0]
set Vex [TdynTcl_VecVal vx $inode]
return [expr {-2*7.292e-05*sin(41*0.01745)*$Vex}]
}
# Calculo de la tension de viento sobre la superficie
proc TdynTcl_InitiateProblem { } {
global temp visc
TdynTcl_Message "Calculando traccion en ec. de momento X" notice
set value 1.620e-01
# Lee la lista de nodos del contorno fluido wind
set nodes [TdynTcl_GetFluidBodyNodes wind]
# Crea un vector (traccion)
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
set tract [::mather::mkvector $nnode 0.0]
foreach inode $nodes {
set jnode [TdynTcl_GlobalToFluid $inode]
::mather::setelem $tract $jnode $value
}
# Calculamos la integral FEM
set temp [::mather::vmexpr temp=fwind*$tract]
# Eliminamos el vector creado
::mather::delete $tract
# Calcula el vector de viscosidad dinamica nodal Mu = Upsilon * Rho_agua
set vval -0.00081
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
set visc [::mather::mkvector $nnode $vval]
}
# Aplica la componente X de la tension de viento
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proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumX { } {
global temp visc vsz vis
# Ensamblamos los terminos de traccion
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
for {set inode 1} {$inode <= $nnode} {incr inode} {
set jnode [TdynTcl_FluidToGlobal $inode]
set ri [TdynTcl_GetRhs $jnode]
set ti [expr [::mather::getelem $temp $inode]*cos(0.01745*45)]
TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode [expr $ri-$ti]
}
# Ensamblamos los terminos de viscosidad
::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
}
# Aplica la componente Y de la tension de viento
proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumY { } {
global temp visc
# Ensamblamos los terminos
set nnode [TdynTcl_NNode 1]
for {set inode 1} {$inode <= $nnode} {incr inode} {
set jnode [TdynTcl_FluidToGlobal $inode]
set ri [TdynTcl_GetRhs $jnode]
set ti [expr [::mather::getelem $temp $inode]*sin(0.01745*45)]
TdynTcl_SetRhs $jnode [expr $ri-$ti]
}
# Ensamblamos los terminos de viscosidad
::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
}
# Calculo del coeficiente de viscosidad turbulenta constante
proc TdynTcl_AssembleFluidMomentumZ { } {
global temp visc
# Ensamblamos los terminos de viscosidad
::mather::matrix_vector_mult_add fvsys $visc fdnz_dnz 1
}
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